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General introduction
12  | Chapter 1
Do you remember the first time you visited the city you currently live in? You prob-
ably had a map with you to guide you from where you entered the city to where you 
needed to be. You might have stopped regularly to verify whether you actually were 
at the location on the map you believed you were. By now, you can find your way 
around town very efficiently, seemingly without giving it much thought. Almost 
everything we do involves interactions with our spatial environment. This makes 
memory for the space around us a crucial ability for survival. Conveniently, our spa-
tial surroundings provide us with a lot of information we can use for navigation, 
such as nearby objects (a mailbox), distal objects (a church tower), the geometry of 
the environment (a T-junction) and global orientation cues (the sun). Our brain ena-
bles us to use and remember these cues, and combine them with cues about our own 
movement to keep track of where we are. The computational subprocesses required 
for efficient spatial cognition are quite complex and prone to errors. Therefore, the 
way our brain stores, retrieves and manipulates spatial information leads to inter-
individual differences in our spatial abilities and preferences. This thesis is aimed 
at providing insight into the neural underpinnings of how the brain stores and re-
trieves information about objects that are relevant for navigation. Furthermore, it 
investigates how individual differences can influence the way the brain processes 
spatial information and how structural changes relate to navigational abilities.
How the brain supports navigation
Neural representation of space
In his classic work, Tolman (1948) reviewed results from spatial memory studies 
in rodents. He argued against a frequently used explanation of spatial learning in 
which the animals simply learn which action to take in response to a certain stimu-
lus encountered in the environment (e.g., a certain sight or smell). Instead, the idea 
was put forward that the animals acquired a cognitive map that allows them to find 
their way back to a goal location when approaching it from different angles and to 
use newly available shortcuts. This idea came to be known as cognitive map theo-
ry, and was supported by the discovery of place cells in the hippocampus of the rat 
(O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971). Place cells encode the location of an animal in space by 
firing when the animal is in a specific location in the environment (the place field), 
while showing no response in other locations (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Subsequently, 
head direction cells were discovered, which represent the heading direction of an 
animal within an environment by firing only when the animal’s head is pointing in 
that cell’s preferred direction (Taube, 2007; Taube, Muller, & Ranck, 1990). A repre-
sentation of distance was found in entorhinal grid cells (Hafting et al., 2008), which 
fire in several locations in the environment in such a way that these firing locations 
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form a grid-like pattern. Together, these types of cells provide an animal with its cur-
rent location on the ‘cognitive map’, a compass-like signal providing orientation and 
a measure of distance (see Box 1).
How does the brain build up these map-like representations in a world-centered, 
so-called allocentric reference frame? After all, the information entering the brain 
from sensory modalities is in the perspective of the viewer, in so-called egocentric 
reference frames. Each of these modalities will have a reference frame of its own, 
such as locations on the retina for visual information, or locations on the skin for 
touch. When visual information, which we will focus on mainly here, enters the 
retina, it is projected via the lateral geniculate nucleus to the visual cortex in the oc-
cipital lobe. From there, it is processed in two separate visual streams: the dorsal and 
ventral visual stream (Ungerleider et al., 1982). The ventral stream projects to the 
inferior temporal cortex, which is critical for object recognition and identification, 
whereas the dorsal stream projects to the parietal cortex and mediates the process-
ing of object locations (these streams have also been referred to as the “what” and 
“where” visual streams, respectively). The view of the dorsal pathway was later re-
vised to be more of a motoric “how” pathway (Goodale & Milner, 1992) and recently 
  ventral visual stream
       dorsal visual stream
parietal cortex
occipital (visual) 
cortex
posterior parahippocampal
gyrus/PPA
hippocampus
perirhinal cortex (lateral)
entorhinal cortex (medial)
retrosplenial cortexcaudate nucleus
Figure 1.1 Described brain areas involved in spatial navigation. See text for more details.
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Box 1 
(A) Firing rate properties of 
a head direction cell, firing 
when an animal’s head is 
pointing in a certain allocentric 
direction, irrespective of the 
current location of the animal 
(found in entorhinal cortex and 
subiculum). (B) Place cells fire 
when the animal is in a specific 
location in an environment 
(the place field), irrespective 
of orientation (found in 
hippocampus). Black lines 
represent paths taken by the 
animal in the environment, red 
areas indicate firing locations 
of the cell in the environment. 
(C) View-responsive cell found 
in human parahippocampal 
gyrus when the participant was 
viewing a specific target in the 
environment (SA). Black lines represent paths taken by the animal in the environment, 
red areas indicate firing locations of the cell in the environment. (D) Grid cells fire in 
several locations in the environment in such a way that these firing locations form a grid-
like pattern (found in entorhinal cortex). Red lines represent paths taken by the animal 
in the environment, colored squares indicate firing rates of the cell on that location in the 
environment. (E) Boundary vector cells fire in the presence of a boundary at a specific 
distance in a certain allocentric direction (found in subilculum and entorhinal cortex). 
Left panel depicts environment with a boundary in the middle, right panel depicts firing 
rates of the cell in the environment (warmer colors indicate higher firing rates). Figures 
adapted from Ekstrom et al. (2003), Jeffery & Burgess (2006), Lever et al. (2009).
A B
C D
E
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the view was put forward that three distinct processing streams originate from the 
dorsal stream (Kravitz et al., 2011b). Next, I will review how the dorsal and ventral 
processing streams contribute to spatial navigation (see Figure 1.1 for an overview of 
the brain areas involved).
The dorsal visual stream projects from visual cortex to parietal cortex. Monkey 
studies have shown that the posterior parietal (PPC) cortex neurons support multi-
sensory integration and translation between different egocentric frames of reference 
(Andersen & Buneo, 2002). For instance, visual and auditory information is inte-
grated in particular parietal neurons coding in eye-centered coordinates, which are 
in turn modulated by the position of the head or a specific body part. Damage to this 
region can lead to deficits in egocentric space such as hemispatial neglect, a disor-
der characterized by reduced awareness of stimuli in the contralateral side of space 
(Vallar, 1998). Spatial problems on a larger scale arising from parietal lesions include 
impairments in describing one side of an imagined spatial scene (with no prob-
lems describing it when imagining standing on the opposite side of the scene) and 
problems following turns in a specific direction from a route description (Bisiach 
& Luzzatti, 1978; Bisiach et al., 1993). In virtual reality navigation fMRI studies, the 
posterior parietal cortex tracked the egocentric direction to the goal location (Spiers 
& Maguire, 2007). Overall, the PPC seems to support spatial memory by processing 
spatial information to remembered or imagined places from particular egocentric 
viewpoints.
From the PPC, several pathways originate that subserve visuospatial functions, 
e.g., to premotor and prefrontal cortices (Kravitz et al., 2011b). The main pathway 
supporting spatial navigation projects to the medial temporal lobes (the hippocam-
pus and the parahippocampal gyrus, containing the perirhinal, parahippocampal 
and entorhinal cortices) via the retrosplenial cortex (RSC; Vann, Aggleton, & Magu-
ire, 2009). The RSC is frequently activated in spatial navigation tasks (Grön et al., 
2000; Ino et al., 2002; Maguire, 2001) and during imagined navigation (Ghaëm et 
al., 1997). The rat RSC contains about 10% head direction cells and connects with 
anterior thalamic nuclei, which also contain head direction cells (Vann et al., 2009). 
Consistent with a role in orientation, patients with lesions to the RSC suffer from 
heading disorientation (Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999). These patients are able to rec-
ognize scenes but are unable to derive directional information from them (Epstein, 
2008). A study in macaque monkeys has found posterior cingulate/RSC neurons re-
sponding both in an egocentric and allocentric reference frame (Dean & Platt, 2006). 
These electrophysiological and neuropsychological findings have lead to the pro-
posal that the RSC translates between the egocentric representations in the parietal 
cortex and the allocentric representations in the hippocampal and parahippocampal 
region, using the head direction signal as an offset for this transformation (Byrne, 
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Becker, & Burgess, 2007). In keeping with this theory, RSC activation was related to 
the degree of allocentric memory performance that was learned from a first-person 
perspective (Wolbers & Büchel, 2005), suggesting that it indexes the successful inte-
gration of egocentric and allocentric knowledge. Furthermore, RSC activity showed 
adaptation to adjacent views of a panoramic scene image and extrapolates to wider 
views of the same scene, suggesting it supports allocentric integration of views (Park 
& Chun, 2009; Park et al., 2007). 
One of the routes in the dorsal visual stream to the medial temporal lobe con-
nects the RSC to the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG; Kravitz et al., 2011b; Vann et al., 
2009), a region that is also directly connected to the parietal cortex (Suzuki & Am-
aral, 1994a) and that also receives information about object identity from the ventral 
visual stream (see below). In relationship to spatial cognition, a functionally defined 
region in the posterior PHG became known as the ‘parahippocampal place area’ 
(PPA) because it is sensitive to the presentation of visual scenes (Epstein, 2008; Ep-
stein & Kanwisher, 1998). More specifically, this functional region responded more 
strongly to (indoor and outdoor) spatial layouts and was relatively insensitive to 
(configurations of) objects and to the degree of familiarity with the scenes (Epstein 
& Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 1999). Scene representations in the PPA (and the 
RSC) are even modality-independent, as these regions were also activated by haptic 
scenes, but not objects, in both blind and sighted individuals (Wolbers et al., 2011). 
In contrast to the RSC, the PPA representation is relatively viewpoint-dependent (Ep-
stein, Higgins, & Thompson-Schill, 2005; Park & Chun, 2009). Recent studies have 
shed light on the geometric properties of scenes that the posterior PHG responds 
to. Comparing a wide array of scene images, Kravitz, Peng, & Baker (2011a) found 
that the PPA responses could not be distinguished based on high-level conceptual 
categories such as scene type (cities or deserts) or content (manmade or natural), but 
rather by the relative distance of the nearest object in the scene and the viewer. The 
suggestion that this region could be driven by low-level visual properties of scenes 
was supported by Rajimehr et al. (2011), who found that the functionally located PPA 
responded stronger to images with high spatial frequency compared to low spatial 
frequencies. Following up on this study, an interaction was found in the right poste-
rior PHG, which only responded stronger to spatial compared to nonspatial scenes 
when both contained high spatial frequency information (Zeidman et al., 2012). The 
posterior PHG therefore seems to combine inputs coming from the RSC in the dorsal 
pathway with ventral visual information. This makes this region an ideally equipped 
for providing the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus with spatial information to 
base their allocentric representations on.
The entorhinal cortex receives its major inputs from the parahippocampal and 
perirhinal cortices (the anterior region of the parahippocampal gyrus), but it also 
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receives direct connections from other areas, such as the RSC (Lavenex & Amaral, 
2000; Suzuki & Amaral, 1994b). This region contains grid cells, head direction cells 
and boundary cells (see Box 1, Derdikman & Moser, 2010)). The signals from grid 
cells, which have also been discovered in human entorhinal cortex (Doeller, Barry, 
& Burgess, 2010), can be used to infer the location of an animal, providing a cog-
nitive map of an environment like place cells in the hippocampus. Together with 
entorhinal representations of orientation and borders, it has been proposed that 
hippocampal place fields are computed from the entorhinal inputs (Mcnaughton et 
al., 2006). Anatomically, the entorhinal cortex provides the major cortical input to 
the hippocampus (Lavenex & Amaral, 2000), placing the hippocampus at the end of 
a cortical processing pathway for spatial information.
The discovery of place cells in the hippocampus in rodents (O’Keefe & Dostro-
vsky, 1971; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978) and humans (Ekstrom et al., 2003) sparked the 
scientific interest in its involvement with space. Lesion studies confirmed the idea 
that the hippocampus is a necessary structure for acquiring and maintaining al-
locentric spatial representations, like the ones provided by place cells. Patients 
with (right) hippocampal lesions show impairments in route learning (Kessels et 
al., 2001), navigation and scene recognition (Spiers et al., 2001). A patient with a 
bilateral hippocampal lesion showed a strong impairment when recognizing an ob-
ject array when the viewpoint was shifted from learning to test (King et al., 2002). 
When the viewpoint was the same so tat the task could be solved using visual pattern 
matching, the impairment was only mild, suggesting that the hippocampus is spe-
cifically crucial for the encoding and retrieval of allocentric spatial representations. 
Although patients with hippocampal lesions show strong impairments in acquir-
ing new spatial information, older spatial memories are retained to some degree but 
seem to lack detail (Winocur, Moscovitch, & Bontempi, 2010). A taxi driver, for ex-
ample, after a hippocampal lesion, was impaired at using small, but not main roads 
(Maguire, Nannery, & Spiers, 2006a).
Functional imaging studies have shown the involvement of the hippocampus 
performing tasks in virtual spatial environments. Spatial tasks that recruited the 
hippocampus include wayfinding compared to route following (Hartley et al., 2003), 
learning an environment from a first-person perspective compared to from an over-
head (map-like) perspective (Shelton & Gabrieli, 2002) and planning routes during 
real-time navigation (Spiers & Maguire, 2006). Apart from an overall activation for 
when allocentric spatial information needs to be stored or retrieved, activity in the 
hippocampus is often related to how well participants perform an allocentric task. 
For example, the amount of allocentric spatial knowledge acquired in single tri-
als (revealed by the improvement of performance on the next trial) correlates with 
hippocampal activation (Doeller, King, & Burgess, 2008; Wolbers et al., 2007). The 
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accuracy of navigation also seems to depend on hippocampal activation (Baumann, 
Chan, & Mattingley, 2010; Hartley et al., 2003; Maguire et al., 1998). Besides hip-
pocampal involvement in allocentric spatial tasks, the hippocampus has also been 
found to support successful egocentric updating of one’s location in space (path in-
tegration). This is commonly tested using a triangle completion task, which requires 
participants to point back to the starting point after two subsequent paths have been 
traversed. In this task, hippocampal activation correlated positively with pointing 
performance (Wolbers et al., 2007). Therefore, it could be that the hippocampus is 
involved in any task that requires precise tracking of one’s position in space (Bau-
mann, Chan, & Mattingley, 2012).
One of the most compelling cases for the hippocampus functioning as a cognitive 
map comes from a series of studies on London taxi drivers. In order to obtain a taxi 
driver license, an extensive 2-4 year training is required to learn the layout of 25,000 
streets and thousands of places of interest. When comparing the local gray matter 
density in taxi drivers with controls, taxi drivers had greater gray matter volume 
than controls (Maguire et al., 2000). In that region, the increase in volume corre-
lated with the years spent as a taxi driver, i.e., the years actively using the allocentric 
knowledge of London’s layout, suggesting it is experience-dependent. This effect 
was not due to navigation experience per se, because it was not found in bus drivers, 
who have similar amounts of driving experience but only follow a constrained set 
of routes (Maguire, Woollett, & Spiers, 2006b). It should be noted that anterior hip-
pocampal volume was greater in bus drivers and was negatively related to the years 
of being a taxi driver.
In summary, the brain provides a cortical network for building up allocentric 
representations from egocentric inputs. But how does the brain process the infor-
mation provided by objects in space to determine a navigator’s current position and 
orientation? Next, we turn to the way such landmarks are used by the navigational 
system in the brain to determine and remember where we are.
The role of landmarks in the neural representation of 
space
Neural processing of single landmarks
The neural network supporting spatial navigation described previously represents 
spatial information in different formats, such as relative to coordinates on the ret-
ina, on a cognitive map or to the angle an animal is facing. A navigator’s location 
in space can be updated based on proprioceptive movement cues coming from the 
body, or based on visual flow (path integration). However, when available, humans 
seem to rely on visual landmarks to guide navigation instead of on path integration 
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(Foo et al., 2005). What exactly is meant with the term landmark? In general, land-
marks can be defined as “[...] prominent, identifying features in an environment, 
which provide an observer or user of a space with a means for locating oneself and 
establishing goals.” (Sorrows & Hirtle, 1999). More generally, a landmark can be 
considered as an object that can influence navigation. Landmarks can be proximal, 
meaning that it is within the action range in someone’s environment, or distal, pro-
viding spatial information at a distance. Next, the ways in which the nodes of the 
navigation system represents and is influenced by landmarks is discussed.
The ventral (‘what’) visual pathway is associated with the processing of object 
identities. Aguirre & D’Esposito (1999) review evidence of patients suffering from 
‘landmark agnosia’. These patients appear to have intact spatial and object recog-
nition abilities, but show a specific impairment for ‘high salience environmental 
features’, such as buildings, in both new and familiar environments. Common lesion 
sites among these patients are the fusiform, lingual and fusiform parahippocampal 
gyri, probably overlapping with the PPA (Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999; Epstein et al., 
2001; Takahashi & Kawamura, 2002).
Functional imaging studies have shown that the posterior PHG responds stronger 
to objects relevant for navigation. In these studies, participants performed an old-
new recognition test in the scanner on novel objects and objects they had seen during 
a tour during a virtual museum. Objects in that environment were either placed at 
a decision point, that is, a location relevant for navigation such as a crossing, or at a 
simple turn (non-decision point). The posterior PHG responded stronger to decision 
point objects than to non-decision point objects, both presented at a white back-
ground without any spatial context (Janzen & van Turennout, 2004). This effect was 
independent of attention, since the responses in the posterior PHG did not differ be-
tween objects participants were instructed to attend (toys) and non-attended objects 
(non-toys). This ‘decision point effect’ was also seen for forgotten objects, suggest-
ing that the marking of objects relevant for navigation is an automatic process. This 
effect has repeatedly been replicated (e.g., Janzen & Weststeijn, 2007) and shown to 
be still present a day after learning (Janzen, Wagensveld, & van Turennout, 2007). 
Furthermore, the decision point effect in posterior PHG was present for objects seen 
at only one decision point but not for objects seen at two different decision points, 
suggesting the representations are affected by whether the information provided 
by the objects was misleading or not (Janzen & Jansen, 2010). Finally, the decision 
point effect was also present when the route was learned in a real-world environ-
ment (Schinazi & Epstein, 2010).
The PHG is also involved in the contextual processing of objects. Objects with 
high contextual associations (such as a roulette wheel) compared to objects with low 
specific contextual associations (such as a mobile phone) activated the PHG, as well 
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as the RSC (Bar & Aminoff, 2003). In a training study, participants learned to associ-
ate visual patterns with a location on the screen, with other objects or with neither. 
Objects associated with both a spatial and non-spatial context activated the PHG 
stronger than the no-context objects, with the spatial-context objects showing a 
stronger posterior activation and the non-spatial context objects activating the ante-
rior PHG stronger (Aminoff, Gronau, & Bar, 2007). To further investigate the object 
properties represented in the PHG, objects evoking a strong sense of surrounding 
space (space-defining objects) were compared to objects that received a low rating 
on this scale (space-ambiguous objects; Mullally & Maguire, 2011). When partici-
pants visualized these objects, the PHG responded stronger to space-defining than 
to space-ambiguous objects. In contrast, the PHG responses showed no difference 
between highly and weakly contextualized objects, suggesting highly contextual-
ized objects in previous studies were confounding by the evoked sense of space. The 
precise factors driving the PHG response remain to be elucidated, however, because 
ratings for the degree to which an object was space-defining correlated highly with 
size and portability ratings. In an attempt to distinguish between landmark proper-
ties, a factor analysis on subjective landmark properties revealed a factor indicating 
a landmark’s permanence and the distance it generally moves, and a factor com-
bining navigational utility, sense of surrounding space, size and portability (Auger, 
Mullally, & Maguire, 2012). However, higher values on both factors correlated with 
PHG responses. Together, the PHG seems to subserve spatial associations with ob-
jects serving as landmarks, but further research is needed to shed light upon the 
nature of the landmark features being represented in the PHG.
The RSC, located before the PHG in the dorsal visual pathway, plays a different role 
in landmark processing. Landmarks can serve as reference points for the orientation 
signal in head-direction cells in this region, as the preferred angle at which head 
direction cells fired rotated with the movement of an external cue (Taube, 2007). 
This finding was corroborated in an fMRI study, showing reduced activity when two 
subsequently presented landmarks had the same allocentric direction in a learned 
virtual environment (Baumann & Mattingley, 2010). Although patients with RSC 
lesions seem to have trouble orienting and converting between egocentric and al-
locentric representations (Epstein, 2008), their landmark recognition appears to be 
normal and they can use landmarks to infer their location. Consistent with the idea 
that the RSC uses landmarks for stable orientation, it was found to respond strongest 
to objects that were judged to be the most stable landmarks, i.e., the ones that moved 
the least over time (Auger et al., 2012).
Landmarks can also be associated with an action to be taken at a certain point 
in space. This type of stimulus-response learning, in which a stimulus is consist-
ently associated with a correct response, is supported by the caudate nucleus in the 
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dorsal striatum. Rodent research has implicated the caudate nucleus when navigat-
ing using objects as beacons, i.e., indicating a (nearby) target location (Packard & 
McGaugh, 1992; White & McDonald, 2002). Another example of spatial stimulus-
response learning enabled by the caudate is egocentric navigation, e.g., following 
a learned route and using landmarks as turn indicators (Hartley et al., 2003). But 
also in a less constrained circular arena environment, when learning the locations 
of targets relative to a single landmark in an allocentric way, the caudate nucleus in-
dexed the amount of learning on a trial (Doeller et al., 2008). Therefore, the caudate 
nucleus can support navigation based on landmarks in both an egocentric (‘turn left 
at the record store’) and an allocentric fashion (‘walk 30 meters south from the tree’).
How is landmark information integrated in the cognitive maps of the entorhinal 
cortex and the hippocampus? First of all, in order to determine one’s location on a 
map, the environment needs to provide positional information. Once the position is 
determined, a navigator could continuously update its location based on self-motion 
cues (path integration), a process driven by internal cues such as proprioceptive and 
vestibular information and motor output signals (Taube, 2007). However, path inte-
gration suffers from accumulating error with travelled distance, leading to the need 
for an interaction with environment-based information. Indeed, place and head 
direction cell firing is predominantly based on visual cues, while relying on self-
motion cues if no visual information is available (Etienne & Jeffery, 2004). Objects 
can influence firing of hippocampal place cells when they are close to the perceived 
background, i.e., seen as distal landmarks (Jeffery, 2007). Entorhinal grid cell fir-
ing can similarly be reset based on visual environmental cues (Hafting et al., 2005), 
so the resetting of hippocampal place cells might be a downstream consequence. 
In contrast, place cells did not respond to objects within an environment (Cres-
sant, Muller, & Poucet, 1997), although they can if local cues are made sufficiently 
salient (Tommasi et al., 2012). The perirhinal cortex, receiving object information 
from the ventral visual stream, is suggested to be vital for encoding and retrieval 
of object features (Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007). It has been suggested 
that hippocampal place cells bind item information from the perirhinal cortex with 
spatial information coming from entorhinal cortex (Byrne et al., 2007). In line with 
this suggestion, hippocampal cells have been found to code identities of objects, al-
though this coding was much weaker than that for location (Manns & Eichenbaum, 
2009). The binding of objects to locations in the hippocampus is further supported 
by human imaging and neuropsychological studies using object-to-location tasks in 
static two-dimensional tasks (Kessels et al., 2001; Piekema et al., 2006; van Asselen 
et al., 2009). 
The parietal cortex was also found to play a crucial role in coding for proximal 
(within-environment) landmarks, as lesions in that area impaired memory for proxi-
1
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mal cues (objects within an environment), but not for distal cues outside the local 
environment). Hippocampal lesions impaired memory for both cue types, but to a 
lesser degree for proximal cues (Save & Poucet, 2000). Another study (Save et al., 
2005) found the parietal cortex to be necessary to provide information about prox-
imal landmarks to the hippocampus. In that study, rats whose parietal cortex was 
lesioned after learning the locations of proximal landmarks around the edges of a 
circular environment did not show rotation of hippocampal place fields with rota-
tion of the landmarks, whereas control rats did.
In summary, nodes in the navigational network seem to use landmark infor-
mation in different ways. In the dorsal visual stream, parietal neurons code for 
proximal landmarks locations and the RSC seems to use landmarks for stable ori-
entation. Information about object identity from the ventral stream enters the 
posterior PHG, which marks landmarks according to their navigational relevance 
and represents general spatial associations. The caudate nucleus supports stimulus-
response learning related to landmarks. Finally, although rodent studies implicate 
the hippocampus more in coding for distal than for proximal objects, human studies 
implicate this region for binding objects to locations.
Configurations of landmarks as a frame of reference
Besides being able to use single landmarks, many species can use configurations of 
landmarks for spatial memory (Lew, 2011; Tommasi et al., 2012). However, the in-
formation derived from configurations of proximal landmarks does not seem to be 
as stable as that derived from distal landmarks. In a rodent study using an environ-
ment in which no geometrical cues such as enclosing walls were provided, place cell 
firing was not influenced when a configuration of unique proximal objects was ro-
tated (Cressant et al., 1997). This suggests rats do not use configurations of proximal 
objects as a frame of reference. In contrast, when the objects were placed at the bor-
der of the arena so that they could be perceived as distal landmarks or when placed 
in a row to form an intramaze wall, they did influence place cell firing. Behavioral 
data shows human adults are able to use a configuration of identical objects to reori-
ent and locate hidden objects (Gouteux & Spelke, 2001). Additional support for the 
use of a configuration of objects for the purpose of orientation comes from so-called 
alignment effects. This refers to the phenomenon that directional judgments are 
better and faster when the direction to be judged is aligned with the viewpoint dur-
ing learning or with a directional axis in the environment. Many directional frames 
of reference can produce alignment effects, include the upward direction of spatial 
maps (Levine, Jankovic, & Palij, 1982), as well as both egocentric route descriptions 
and survey descriptions using compass directions in environments learned from 
verbal descriptions (Shelton & McNamara, 2004). When an array of objects has an 
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internal axis that is different from the encoding viewpoint, alignment effects are 
also observed (Mou et al., 2008), suggesting object configurations can also provide a 
spatial frame of reference.
A plethora of research has pointed to the geometry of spaces as a predominant 
frame of reference in spatial cognition, leading to the proposal of a ‘geometric mod-
ule’ (reviewed in Cheng & Newcombe, 2005). This review shows that several species, 
including human children, use the geometry of environment with continuous sur-
faces (e.g., walls in a room) to relocate a goal after disorientation. For example, after 
disorientation in a room with objects in it, human adults were better at pointing to 
the corners of the room than they were at pointing to the objects (Wang & Spelke, 
2000). The authors suggested that environmental surface geometry is encoded in an 
allocentric, enduring manner and that object locations are encoded individually in 
an egocentric manner, leading to bigger pointing errors after disorientation (Wang 
& Spelke, 2002). The finding of greater pointing error to objects after disorienta-
tion were replicated in a cylindrical room by (Mou et al., 2006), but only when the 
objects were randomly placed. However, in the conditions where the objects were 
placed in a regular layout (i.e., with an intrinsic axis), the pointing errors after diso-
rientation were not higher than after the participant’s bodies were turned so that 
they could update their orientation. This suggests that representations of object 
configurations can also be allocentric, providing a frame of reference comparable 
to that of enclosing walls. Nevertheless, the encoding of environmental boundaries 
shows qualitative differences to the encoding of objects in space. Specifically, encod-
ing relative to boundaries seems to occur automatically whereas landmark learning 
followed principles of reinforcement learning (Doeller & Burgess, 2008). This study 
also showed that boundary compared to landmark learning showed blocking, mean-
ing that learning to a landmark is prevented by a previously learned relationship 
with a boundary, and overshadowing, meaning that learning to landmarks was re-
duced when a boundary was available. This difference between the processing of 
landmarks and boundaries is reflected at the neural level, where neurons in the 
entorhinal cortex and subiculum have been observed that represent an animal’s 
distance to boundaries in a specific allocentric direction (Solstad et al., 2008), ex-
plaining the observation of boundary-related place fields in the hippocampus 
(O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996). In turn, the response properties of these ‘boundary vector 
cells’ are reflected at the behavioral level. An experiment investigated the effects of 
the change from encoding to retrieval of the wall geometry in an arena environment 
that contained distal cues for orientation (Hartley, Trinkler, & Burgess, 2004). The 
location where participants replaced a cue during retrieval was related to the dis-
tances to the walls of the environment, in a similar manner to the changes observed 
in hippocampal place cells.
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Introduction into the brain imaging methods used in this thesis 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a technique used to study brain 
activity in vivo. FMRI is sensitive to the levels of blood oxygenation, which is measured 
over time over the whole brain. As a result of neural activity in a brain region, more 
oxygen will be consumed, which in turn leads to a rapid flow of oxygen-rich blood 
to this region. The signal measured with fMRI is, perhaps counterintuitively, mainly 
driven by this increase in oxygen-rich blood flowing to a given region. This indirect 
measure of brain activity allows the mapping of brain activity over the whole brain 
on the spatial scale of a few millimeters and a temporal resolution in the order of 
seconds (Huettel, Song, & McCarthy, 2004). In three of the studies in this thesis, 
we used fMRI to look into brain activity when participants performed a task or to 
interregional correlations during rest before and after participants performed a task 
(see below). Participants lay supine in the scanner (see picture) and could see the 
virtual environments or pictures of objects from them on a screen through a mirror 
attached to the head coil. They could perform the task (such as navigating in the 
virtual environment) using a button box.
Resting state functional connectivity analysis of fMRI data
Much of the knowledge gained by fMRI comes from studies that observed brain 
responses to the perception of stimuli or while performing a certain cognitive task. 
In contrast, resting state fMRI focuses on the spontaneous fluctuations in the fMRI 
signal when there is no explicit perceptual input given or output required (Fox & 
Raichle, 2007). Although the brain is still very active during these periods, there are 
no events to relate this activity to. Instead, the temporal correlations of the fMRI 
signals between signals in different brain areas are investigated at low frequencies 
(< 0.1 Hz). The neuronal interactions between regions in the resting brain can be 
affected by cognitive state (Waites et al., 2005) and prior tasks (Hasson, Nusbaum, 
& Small, 2009) and can be linked to individual differences in memory performance 
(Tambini, Ketz, & Davachi, 2010). This suggests that the spontaneous activity of the 
resting brain can inform us about individual differences in cognitive processes.
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Voxel-based morphometry and brain volumetry
Around the world, MRI machines are mainly used in hospitals to image anatomy in 
patients. In cognitive neuroscience, the local 
differences in brain anatomy can inform us 
about anatomical differences that accompany 
behavioral changes (Mechelli, Price, & Friston, 
2005). For example, the anatomical changes 
in gray and white matter related to diseases 
such as Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease 
can be investigated and used for diagnostic 
purposes. Using a technique called voxel-based 
morphometry (VBM), different brains are 
compared at the scale of a cubic millimeter to 
study the local density of gray or white matter 
structures. A related method is brain volumetry, in which specific brain regions are 
identified in the anatomical brain scan of each participant. The total regional volumes 
(adjusted for total brain volume) are subsequently compared between (groups of) 
participants.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging
Brain areas communicate with each other through white matter tracts. Diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI) is an in vivo imaging method to investigate the strength of these 
anatomical connections. Within white matter tissue, water molecules are more likely 
to travel aligned with the internal structure of the tracts than perpendicular to them. 
DTI is sensitive to this self-diffusion of water molecules, providing a quantitative 
measure of the strength and directionality of the tracts. Fractional anisotropy (FA) 
represents the local directionality of the diffusion process and is higher in white 
matter with a high axon density, axon size and a high degree of myelination (Beaulieu, 
2002), suggesting higher FA values indicate more efficient neuronal communication.
Siemens MAGENTOM trio, whole-body 
3T MR system
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In sum, humans are able to use a configuration of objects as a frame of reference, 
but this reference seems weaker than such a reference provided by walls or bounda-
ries. We will investigate encoding and retrieval based on a configuration of objects 
in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
Individual differences in spatial cognition
Differences in navigational abilities
Humans differ widely in their navigational abilities (for a review, see Wolbers & He-
garty, 2010). In contrast to small-scale spatial abilities, such as the ability to mentally 
rotate objects, navigational abilities pertain to large-scale spaces, often assessed by 
map drawing, pointing to invisible landmarks or retracing routes in learned envi-
ronments. Because of practical reasons, a feasible way to capture these large-scale 
spatial abilities in a large group is to use questionnaires, such as the Santa Barbara 
Sense of Direction questionnaire, which asks people to rate their competence on 
navigation, giving and following directions, reading maps and orienting oneself in 
the environment (Hegarty et al., 2002). The score on this questionnaire predicts nav-
igational performance on different scales in real as well as in virtual environments 
(Hegarty et al., 2002; 2006), which indicates that people have a good subjective 
awareness of their navigational abilities.
Several human imaging studies have investigated the influence of navigation-
al ability on brain processes during spatial tasks. Stronger location-specific and 
viewpoint-invariant representations were found in the PPA for better navigators, a 
mechanism that might support successful wayfinding (Epstein et al., 2005). Good 
compared to poor navigators activated the RSC and anterior thalamus more for land-
marks that were judged to be the most permanent (Auger et al., 2012). Both regions 
contain head direction cells, suggesting good navigators use permanent landmarks 
more for orientation. Interestingly, good compared to poor navigators showed more 
agreement as to which landmarks are the most stable, suggesting the ability to iden-
tify stable orientation points is related to navigational ability. In the hippocampus, 
increased navigational ability was related to an increase in activation to landmarks 
learned the previous day compared to landmarks learned on the day of scanning 
(Janzen, Jansen, & van Turennout, 2008). This suggests better spatial abilities might 
arise partly because of a consolidation advantage. The relationship between navi-
gational ability and functional connectivity (see below) in the resting brain was still 
unexplored. We investigated this relationship in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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Differences in spatial strategy preference
Navigational ability also seems to influence the use of spatial strategies. Someone’s 
sense of direction correlates positively with the use of a survey navigational strategy 
(Prestopnik & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000) and a poor sense of direction group makes 
less use of a survey strategy compared with a group with a good sense of direction 
(Kato & Takeuchi, 2003). Additional support for a relation between a preferred sur-
vey strategy and navigational ability comes from a study that used a modified task 
from the rodent literature. In this so-called eight-arm task, participants had to re-
member the locations of objects in a virtual radial maze. In a probe trial, the distal 
spatial cues (e.g., mountains) were removed during the retrieval phase. Participants 
that relied on these spatial cues made more errors in this probe trial. However, in a 
different, more realistic large-scale virtual environment, the users of a spatial strat-
egy in the eight-arm task outperformed people that used a non-spatial strategy on 
the eight-arm task (Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007). Furthermore, a self-report study 
characterized people’s spatial styles as landmark, route (egocentric) and survey (al-
locentric) users in a cumulative manner (i.e., people in the route group used both 
landmark and route, but no survey information; Piccardi, Risetti, & Nori, 2011). This 
study showed that this characterization predicted self-reported sense of direction.
The preferred use of navigational strategies is subserved by the differential ac-
tivation of the hippocampus, associated with the use of a spatial strategy, and the 
caudate nucleus, associated with the use of a stimulus-response strategy (Iaria et al., 
2003). The preference for these strategies also correlated with anatomical differenc-
es in the brain (Bohbot et al., 2007). However, whether navigational ability directly 
affects brain structure is unclear. This possibility will be investigated in Chapter 3 of 
this thesis.
Genetic influence on spatial cognition
Genetic variations can account for interindividual differences to a large degree. For 
example, 52% of the variability in human memory capacity could be explained by 
genetic factors (McClearn et al., 1997). Brain imaging studies can be used to study an 
intermediate phenotype between genes and behavior, providing a more direct meas-
ure of the physiological effects of genes.
A candidate gene for studying spatial processes dependent on the hippocampus is 
one coding for the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). BDNF is a member of 
the neurotrophin family of growth factors and is involved in learning and memory 
(Bekinschtein et al., 2008; Dincheva, Glatt, & Lee, 2012). In rodents, BDNF mRNA 
was increased in the hippocampus after learning in spatial mazes (Kesslak et al., 
1998; Mizuno et al., 2000) and after spatial context learning (Hall, Thomas, & Everi-
tt, 2000). By inhibiting BDNF expression in the hippocampus, encoding and recall of 
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both long-term spatial memory and spatial working memory were impaired (Mizuno 
et al., 2000), as was object recognition (Heldt et al., 2007; Seoane, Tinsley, & Brown, 
2011). In a spatial maze task in humans, which can be solved using either a spatial 
(dependent on the hippocampus) or a stimulus-response (dependent on the caudate 
nucleus) strategy, it as shown that the amount of Met alleles correlates positively 
with the choice for a response strategy and negatively with the choice of a spatial 
strategy (Banner et al., 2011). Using fMRI, this study showed that Val homozygotes 
activate the hippocampus more during the first encoding trial of the maze, whereas 
Met carriers activated the striatum more during late learning and test phases. To-
gether, these results provide strong evidence for a role of BDNF genotype in spatial 
memory. The effect of BDNF on spatial memory encoding is investigated in Chapter 
5 of this thesis.
Outline of this thesis
The aim of the work described in this thesis was to gain more insight into the neural 
underpinnings of how the brain stores and retrieves information about objects that 
are relevant for navigation. Furthermore, it investigates how individual differences 
can influence the way the brain processes spatial information and how structural 
changes relate to navigational abilities.
In Chapter 2, we investigated how the neural marking of objects relevant for 
navigation is established during encoding and postlearning rest. Participants 
were scanned while they viewed a route through a virtual environment. Using eye 
movement information, we compared brain activity when participants were view-
ing objects at decision points with when they were viewing objects at non-decision 
points. Furthermore, we compared functional connectivity between the PHG and 
the rest of the brain in a resting state scan postlearning with such a scan prelearn-
ing. We report that the PHG immediately marked objects relevant for navigation and 
differences in functional connectivity between the PHG and the rest of the brain that 
correlated with navigational ability.
In Chapter 3, the anatomical correlates of self-reported navigational ability in 
both gray and white matter were examined. The ability to use different strategies 
might underlie navigational ability differences. Therefore, we focused our analyses 
on regions known to subserve different navigational strategies; the hippocampus, 
parahippocampal gyrus and the caudate nucleus. Local gray matter differences and 
volumetry in these regions were compared between a group of good and bad navi-
gators. Also, correlations between navigational ability and white matter anatomy 
were investigated using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), where analyses on fractional 
anisotropy (FA) values are reported. The link between self-reported large-scale navi-
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gational abilities and different measures of brain anatomy is discussed.
Chapter 4 focuses on how the brain encodes and retrieves locations based on dif-
ferent spatial cues, i.e., based on positional and direction information. While lying 
in the scanner, participants actively navigated in an open-field virtual environment. 
In each trial, participants navigated towards a target object. During encoding, three 
positional cues (columns) with directional cues (shadows) were available. During 
retrieval, the invisible target had to be replaced while either two objects without 
shadows (objects trial) or one object with a shadow (shadow trial) were available. 
Participants were informed in blocks about which type of retrieval trial was most 
likely to occur, modulating expectations of having to rely on a single landmark or a 
configuration of landmarks. We investigated how the spatial learning systems in the 
hippocampus and caudate nucleus were involved in these landmark-based encoding 
and retrieval processes.
In Chapter 5, we investigated the role of a naturally occurring single nucleotide 
polymorphism of the BDNF gene (Val66Met) on encoding and retrieval in a virtual 
navigation task, as described in Chapter 4. The genetic groups were compared in 
terms of behavioral measures: task performance and time to complete the naviga-
tion tasks. The analyses comparing BDNF genetic variation on general encoding and 
retrieval activity and activity predicting performance during encoding and retrieval 
are described.
In Chapter 6, the results of the preceding chapters are summarized and discussed 
and I reflect on the possibilities for further research.
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Abstract
Objects along a route can help us to successfully navigate through our surroundings. 
Previous neuroimaging research has shown that the parahippocampal gyrus distinguish-
es between objects that were previously encountered at navigationally relevant locations 
(decision points) and irrelevant locations (non-decision points) during simple object rec-
ognition. This study aimed at unraveling how this neural marking of objects relevant 
for navigation is established during learning and post-learning rest. Twenty-four par-
ticipants were scanned using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while they 
were viewing a route through a virtual environment. Eye movements were measured and 
brain responses were time-locked to viewing each object. The parahippocampal gyrus 
showed increased responses to decision point objects compared to non-decision point 
objects during route learning. We compared functional connectivity between the para-
hippocampal gyrus and the rest of the brain in a resting state scan post-learning with 
such a scan pre-learning. Results show that functional connectivity between the parahip-
pocampal gyrus and the hippocampus is positively related to participants’ self-reported 
navigational ability. On the other hand, connectivity with the caudate nucleus correlated 
negatively with navigational ability. These results are in line with a distinction between 
egocentric and allocentric spatial representations in the caudate nucleus and the hip-
pocampus, respectively. Our results thus suggest a relation between navigational ability 
and a neural preference for a specific type of spatial representation. Together, these 
results show that the parahippocampal gyrus is immediately involved in the encoding of 
navigationally relevant object information. Furthermore, they provide insight into the 
neural correlates of individual differences in spatial ability.
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Introduction
In order to successfully navigate in the world, humans memorize information about 
their environment, such as the map-like spatial layout and the locations of objects. 
Imaging studies using virtual environments explored by participants from a first-
person perspective showed that the encoding of topographical spatial knowledge 
invoked the hippocampus (Doeller, King, & Burgess, 2008; Maguire, Frackowiak, & 
Frith, 1996; Shelton & Gabrieli, 2002) and the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG; Weni-
ger et al., 2010). This latter region, which shows sensitivity to the presentation of 
visual scenes (Epstein, 2008; Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998), is also involved in the 
successful encoding of spatial information based on landmarks (Baumann, Chan, 
& Mattingley, 2010; Maguire et al., 1998). Possibly related to a role in landmark-
based encoding, objects in isolation activate the PHG according to their associated 
spatial context. Compared to viewing objects that participants previously encoun-
tered at locations irrelevant for navigation (objects at non-decision points), the PHG 
was found to be more active when participants looked at objects that were previ-
ously encountered in a virtual or real environment at a decision point, i.e., a crossing 
(Janzen & van Turennout, 2004; Janzen, Jansen, & van Turennout, 2008; Janzen, 
Wagensveld, & van Turennout, 2007; Schinazi & Epstein, 2010). This decision point 
effect was also observed for objects that participants had forgotten during an old/
new recognition task, suggesting that the neural marking of the navigational rel-
evance occurs as an automatic process, independent of explicit memory (Janzen & 
van Turennout, 2004). These findings strongly suggest that the PHG marks objects 
according to their navigational relevance, which can be observed in the absence of 
their associated spatial context. However, the mechanisms that play a role in the ini-
tial establishment of these neural markers are unknown. 
In the current functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we firstly 
investigated whether the decision point effect is immediately established when par-
ticipants view objects at decision points or whether this happens at a later point in 
time. Participants learned routes through virtual environments, in which objects 
were placed at decision or non-decision points. Routes were learned inside the scan-
ner, while the participant’s gaze location was monitored. Information about the 
first gaze directed to an object was used to determine the onset of the trial in the 
data analysis. We were interested in the difference in neural activity between the 
encoding of objects at decision points and the encoding of those at non-decision 
points. We predicted that the differential encoding for navigational relevance is im-
mediately established, meaning the PHG would show higher activations for objects 
at decision points than for objects at non-decision points upon the first moment 
they are encountered during the exploration of a novel environment. Participants 
also performed a recognition test in the scanner, which allowed us to compare the 
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regions involved in both encoding and retrieval of navigationally relevant informa-
tion. We also expected the parahippocampal gyrus to be more sensitive to decision 
point objects compared to non-decision point objects during simple object recogni-
tion (Janzen et al., 2007; Janzen & van Turennout, 2004).
Secondly, we investigated how spatial environment learning affects the func-
tional connectivity in the resting brain. Prior to and following the learning of the 
virtual environment, we obtained resting state functional connectivity scans (fcMRI; 
Biswal et al., 1995; Fox & Raichle, 2007). By using the bilateral PHG as a seed region, 
we investigated how functional correlations between this brain region coding for 
navigational relevance and the rest of the brain change as a function of spatial learn-
ing. After the scanning session, participants performed a source memory task on 
objects seen previously in the virtual environment and answered standardized ques-
tions about their navigational skills on the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction scale 
(SBSOD; Hegarty et al., 2002). Functional connectivity can be induced by cognitive 
state (Waites et al., 2005) and prior tasks (Hasson, Nusbaum, & Small, 2009). The 
ongoing activity in resting state networks after performing tasks is thought to re-
flect off-line reprocessing of prior experiences to support memory formation (Miall 
& Robertson, 2006; Tambini, Ketz, & Davachi, 2010). For example, increases in the 
resting state functional connectivity of a test group were shown in a motor learning 
task compared to controls that simply performed motor tasks without learning (Al-
bert, Robertson, & Miall, 2009). Additional support for reprocessing that supports 
memory formation comes from a study that found increased connectivity between 
the hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex during encoding as well as post-
encoding rest for a group that did not have a prior schema to facilitate learning (van 
Kesteren et al., 2010). Therefore, by looking at the learning-induced functional rest-
ing connectivity changes, we set out to identify the connections with the PHG that 
correlated with self-reported navigational skills and connections that predicted 
performance on later memory tests. People can navigate according to an egocentric 
(body-centered) or an allocentric (world-centered) strategy. These strategies rely on 
the caudate nucleus and the hippocampus, respectively (Doeller et al., 2008; Hartley 
et al., 2003; Iaria et al., 2003). Therefore, we specifically analyzed the connectivity 
between the PHG and these regions for correlations with the navigational skills of 
participants.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-four neurologically healthy participants (twelve females, mean age 20.3, 
range 18-24) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in our experi-
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ment. All participants were right-handed according to self-report. Participants 
received a monetary reward or course credits for their participation, and all gave in-
formed consent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee 
(CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands). 
Stimulus material and procedures
The experiment in the scanner comprised four parts. The first part consisted of a 
resting state scan lasting 7.5 minutes, during which the light in the scanner room 
was dimmed and participants were instructed to keep their eyes open and think of 
nothing in particular. Such an fcMRI scan (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox & Raichle, 2007) 
is used to detect correlations in spontaneous blood oxygen level-dependent signal 
oscillations at a low frequency (< 0.1 Hz) during a period in which the subject is not 
performing a task.
The pre-learning resting state scan was followed by a route learning session of 
virtual environments in which routes were presented as video segments. During 
this route learning session, objects appeared on posters along the route (Figure 2.1). 
Empty trials, in which no object was presented, were included to allow us to control 
for the visual difference between decision and non-decision points. Eye movements 
were measured during the entire route learning session and brain responses were 
time-locked to the initial viewing of each object.
Participants were given the following standardized written instruction for the 
route-learning session: ‘You are applying for a job in a museum that exhibits be-
longings of famous people. You will be guided through 4 sections of the museum, 
which can be distinguished from each other by the color of the floor. The exhibits 
are placed on posters that are hanging from the ceiling. Importantly, after training, 
you should be able to guide a children’s tour through the museum. Therefore, while 
you are watching the film sequences pay special attention to toys and other things 
interesting for children.’ 
The tour was given in the form of videos that showed a route through a virtual 
environment from a first-person perspective. Participants were instructed to learn 
the route and objects along the route and to pay special attention to objects interest-
ing for children. The instruction to pay special attention to a specific object category 
was included to control for possible differences of attention between decision and 
non-decision points. The four mazes were shown in separate film sequences of sev-
en minutes each. The presentation order of the videos was counterbalanced over 
participants. Objects appeared on posters and could be placed at decision points 
(intersections; D-objects) or non-decision points (simple turns; ND-objects; Figure 
2.1). Each section of the museum consisted of nine attended (toy) objects and nine 
non-attended (non-toy) objects placed at decision points, nine toy and nine non-toy 
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a. Non-toy object at Decision point 
b. Toy object at Non-decision point 
c. Non-decision point - baseline
d. Decision point - baseline
a
b c
d
+
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ResponseObject - 500 ms
A
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Figure 2.1 Virtual museum and experimental protocol (A) Virtual museum and conditions during the route learning 
session. Part of the virtual museum layout depicted from an aerial perspective (left). The arrow indicates the route taken. 
Corresponding to the route taken, examples of scenes that participants viewed during the route learning session of the 
experiment are shown (right). Trial types are the following: unattended object at a decision point (a), attended object 
at a nondecision point (b), empty nondecision point trial (c; ND-empty) and a empty decision point trial (d; D-empty). 
Information about the first gaze directed to the object was used to determine the onset of the trial in the data analysis 
(see Methods) (B) Timeline of recognition and maze tests. During the recognition task in the scanner, participants 
were presented with objects they had seen previously in the museum, randomly intermixed with new distractor objects. 
They indicated with a button press whether they had seen the object before in the museum or not. Outside the scanner, 
participants performed a source memory test, in which they were presented with objects they had previously seen in the 
museum. With a button press they indicated in which of the four sections of the museum they had seen the object before.
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objects placed at non-decision points, nine empty decision points and nine empty 
non-decision points. In each experimental condition, the number of left and right 
turns made after each trial was counterbalanced over all sections of the museum. In 
the objects trials, the number of posters hanging on the left side and the right side 
with respect to the viewpoint was counterbalanced over all sections of the museum. 
A total number of 144 stimuli were presented during the route learning session of 
the experiment. 
The virtual environment from which the videos were recorded was created us-
ing the video game Unreal Tournament 3 (Epic Games). Objects appeared on white 
posters that were hanging from the ceilings of the corridors. Objects appeared as 
images on a white background at the moment the viewpoint was at a fixed distance 
from the poster in the virtual world. While the viewpoint moved past the poster, the 
objects on the posters remained visible for three seconds on average. The viewpoint 
was placed at a simulated 1.70 meters above the ground, at the same height as the 
center of the posters. Corridors were 4.5 meters wide and 3.4 meters high. The length 
of the corridors within a condition was on average 6.7 meters, jittered over different 
trials between 5.6 and 7.9 meters in steps of 0.28 meters, and counterbalanced over 
conditions. The viewpoint moved through the environment at a constant speed of 
1.12 m/s. The object appeared on the poster 4 seconds before the onset of the turn.
No responses had to be made by the participants during the route-learning ses-
sion and participants had no control over the timing of the video sequences, to 
ensure the time spent at each trial type was matched. Additionally, the participants’ 
viewing behavior was monitored during the entire scan period with an eye tracker 
(see Eye tracking below).
Following the route learning session, a post-learning series of resting state 
scans were recorded using the same settings as in the pre-learning session. After 
a 5-minute break, participants performed a simple object recognition task (Figure 
2.1b). Participants were instructed to indicate as quickly and accurately as possible 
whether they had seen an object in one of the mazes by pressing a yes or no response 
key. Responses were given with the index and middle finger of the right hand. A trial 
consisted of a ﬁxation cross centered on the screen, followed by the presentation of 
an object for 500 ms shown from a canonical perspective on a white background. 
Thus, during scanning, no maze-related information was presented. The average in-
terstimulus interval was 4000 ms, jittered between 3000 and 5000 ms in steps of 
250 ms, and counterbalanced over conditions. A total number of 252 stimuli were in-
cluded in the recognition task, all 144 stimuli seen in the route learning session and 
108 distractors. All stimuli were presented rapidly in a randomly intermixed order 
to prevent participants from anticipating and changing strategies for the different 
event types. Four sets of 36 stimuli from the following maze trial types were present-
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ed: D toy objects, D non-toy objects, ND toy objects, and ND non-toy objects. Three 
sets of 36 objects were included as distractor objects: novel toys, novel non-toys and 
scrambled objects. The scrambled images were constructed from experimental ob-
jects using mosaic scrambling. Mean word frequency as well as frequency range was 
equal for all sets of objects.
Concluding the session in the scanner, an anatomical scan of each participant was 
obtained. After completing all fMRI scans, participants performed a source memory 
task outside the scanner. In this task, objects they had seen previously in the virtual 
museum were presented for 500 ms shown from a canonical perspective on a white 
background. Afterwards, participants made a button response, indicating in which 
of the four museum sections they had seen the object by pressing the button with 
the color corresponding to the maze (Figure 2.1b). The intertrial interval was 5000 
ms and objects were presented in a randomly intermixed order. All 144 stimuli pre-
sented during the route learning session were included in the maze source memory 
test. Four sets of 36 stimuli from one of the following maze trial types were present-
ed: D toy objects, D non-toy objects, ND toy objects, and ND non-toy objects.
Eye tracking
A commercial MR compatible eye tracking device from SensoMotoric Instruments 
(S.M.I., Teltow, Germany, MEyeTrack-LR) mounted on the scanner bed was used to 
measure eye movements at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. The participant’s gaze location 
was recorded using infrared eye tracking during the entire route learning session, in 
order to assess when and for how long each object was viewed. Simultaneous record-
ing of onset and offset markers of videos enabled synchronization with stimulus 
presentation. Gaze fixation data were analyzed using in-house software implement-
ed in Matlab 7.5 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The frames in which the 
objects became visible in the video sequences determined the onset timing of poster 
trials. For the analysis of poster viewing time, offsets of poster trials were defined 
as the moment the object on the poster was no longer visible. For each video frame 
within a trial in which the object was visible on the poster, the screen coordinates of 
the poster were extracted. A period of poster viewing was defined as the number of 
consecutive frames the gaze was on a poster coordinate. Poster views shorter than 
60ms were discarded from the analysis. In order to precisely capture the moment 
participants process the object information, the actual trials entered into the fMRI 
analysis were defined as the onset of the first moment of poster viewing in each trial. 
Eye blinks and periods of data loss were identified by determining null data points 
and gaze locations far off the screen. Short blinks were removed from the signal 
using linear interpolation, whereas longer blinks and periods of data loss were ex-
cluded from the analyses. Data of two participants (both females) were not included 
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in the analyses of the route learning session due to excessive eye tracker data loss.
Image acquisition
All scans were obtained on a 3 Tesla Trio MRI system with an eight-channel head 
array radio frequency coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). During the route learning 
session (lasting 32 min and 26 s) and the object recognition test (lasting 19 min and 
15 s), a gradient-echo planar scanning (EPI) sequence was used to acquire 36 axial 
slices per functional volume (voxel size 3 x 3 x 3 mm, repetition time = 2270 ms, field 
of view = 192, echo time = 30 ms, flip angle = 75°). In the two resting state sessions, 
each lasting 7 min and 25 s, a two-fold accelerated parallel imaging EPI sequence 
was used to acquire 265 functional whole-brain images (39 slices, voxel size 3.5 x 
3.5 x 3.0 mm, repetition time = 1680 ms, field of view = 224 mm, echo time = 30 ms, 
flip angle = 70°). GRAPPA image reconstruction (Griswold et al., 2002) was used for 
accelerated scanning. Following the acquisition of functional images, a high-resolu-
tion anatomical scan (T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo, 192 
slices) was acquired.
Image processing and data analysis
Functional data were pre-processed and analyzed with SPM5 (Statistical Parametric 
Mapping, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first five volumes of each participant’s 
EPI data were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. The functional EPI-BOLD con-
trast images were realigned and the mean of functional images was coregistered 
to the structural MR image using normalized mutual information optimization. 
Subsequently, functional images were slice-time corrected, spatially normalized, 
resampled to create 2 mm isotropic voxels and transformed into a common stereo-
tactic space, as defined by the SPM5 MNI T1 template, as well as spatially filtered 
by convolving the functional images with an isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel (6 mm 
FWHM). 
Statistical analyses were performed in the context of the general linear model. For 
the analysis of the route learning session, we created regressors of interest based on 
the experimental conditions combined with the eye tracking data (see Eye tracking). 
These conditions were based on the factors decision point (D and ND) and attention 
(toy and non-toy) and on empty trials. This resulted in the following conditions of in-
terest: D toy objects, D non-toy objects, ND toy objects, ND non-toy objects, D empty 
trials, and ND empty trials. Regressors for empty decision points, i.e., not contain-
ing a poster, and empty non-decision points were based on the average time of first 
poster viewing before the turn in the conditions containing posters. Additionally, 
regressors of no interest were included in the model to control for brain respons-
es to certain events of no interest during the videos. These regressors included the 
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following event types. Unviewed poster trials were modeled in a separate regressor 
with onsets based on the moment the object became visible on the poster. Regres-
sors modeling the onset of the turn after the viewpoint had passed the poster were 
added separately for decision points and non-decision points. All regressors mode-
ling events in the mazes were entered into the design matrix after each event-related 
stick function was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. 
The six covariates corresponding to the movement parameters obtained from the 
realignment procedure were also included in the model. Statistical analysis in SPM5 
included high-pass filtering (cutoff, 128 s) to remove low-frequency confounds such 
as scanner drifts, and correction for serial correlations using an autoregressive AR(1) 
model.
To analyze effects of subsequent memory (later remembered vs. later forgotten 
items) during the route learning session, a separate first-level statistical model was 
created in which all regressors modeling first views on poster objects were divided 
according to whether the object on the poster was later remembered or forgotten. 
All other regressors included were the same as in the other model.
For the analysis of the object recognition session, objects from the different stim-
ulus sets were modeled into four conditions of previously seen objects and three 
distractors: novel toys, novel non-toys and scrambled objects. To examine the effects 
of successful memory retrieval, a separate first-level model was created in which 
each regressor for the objects previously seen in the museum was divided accord-
ing to whether the object was remembered or forgotten. To test for memory effects 
during encoding and retrieval in the parahippocampal gyrus, region of interest (ROI) 
analyses were performed on the activated regions in this area for the contrast D-
points > ND-points during the recognition session.
Data from the resting state session were preprocessed in the same way as described 
above for the task session, except that a different isotropic 3D Gaussian kernel was 
used (8 mm FWHM). Also, the images were low-pass filtered using a fifth order But-
terworth filter to retain frequencies below 0.1 Hz, because the correlations between 
intrinsic fluctuations are specific to this frequency range (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox & 
Raichle, 2007). The resting state sessions were modeled into a single model to com-
pare differences in functional connectivity post- compared to pre-route learning. A 
seed region of the PHG was created by overlapping the anteriorly activated regions 
from the D-objects > ND-objects contrast in the second-level analyses of the route 
learning and object recognition sessions. For each participant, a first-level model 
was created in which the filtered mean time courses of the overlapping region be-
tween the participant-specific segmented gray matter maps and the PHG seed region 
were entered separately for both sessions. Regressors of no interest were included 
to control for global signal effects, containing the average BOLD signal for all grey 
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matter voxels for every volume, the average signal for all white matter voxels, the 
average signal for all cerebrospinal fluid voxels and the average signal for a blank 
portion of the MR images (Out of Brain signal). Furthermore, head motion param-
eters for both sessions were added to the model.
The single-subject parameter estimates for the conditions of interest from each 
session were included in subsequent random-effects analyses. For these second-level 
analyses, factorial ANOVAs were used. In the analysis of the route learning session, 
decision point (D-objects and ND-objects) and poster type (toy poster, non-toy post-
er and empty) were entered as within-subject factors. The second-level analysis of 
the object recognition session contained decision point (D-objects and ND-objects) 
and toy (toy and non-toy poster) as within-subject factors. For the resting state ses-
sions, the pre- and post-learning parameter estimates, expressing connectivity in 
each voxel with the parahippocampal seed region within that session, were entered 
in a second level factorial model containing the factor session (pre-learning and 
post-learning). Covariates of interest were added to the model, modeling subject per-
formance on the recognition test and the maze source memory test, and their SBSOD 
scores. The mean SBSOD score was 67.5 ± 13.77 (mean male score 72.5, mean female 
score 62.5, t(22) = -1.873, p = 0.074). All second-level group analyses were performed 
at the whole brain level with a significance threshold at the cluster level of p < 0.05 
family-wise error rate corrected at the whole-brain threshold of p < 0.001 uncorrect-
ed (Hayasaka & Nichols, 2003). To look at the effects of memory during the object 
recognition session and the D-point > ND-point objects during the route learning 
session, we performed ROI analyses in the brain regions activated for the D-point > 
ND-point objects during the object recognition session. Furthermore, based on our 
a priori hypothesis about the relationship between navigational ability and involve-
ment of the hippocampus, we also performed ROI analysis on a hippocampal region 
derived from the literature (Iaria et al., 2003) for this contrast. For all ROI analyses, 
we report clusters significant at p < 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons that 
survive small volume correction (SVC) for multiple comparisons, which corrects for 
a reduced search region based on the size of the region under investigation. Mean 
parameter estimates, used for illustrative purposes, were extracted using MarsBaR 
(Brett et al., 2002). Visualizations of activations were created using MRIcron (http://
www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron/) by superimposing statistical parametric maps 
thresholded at p < 0.001, uncorrected, onto a canonical T1-weighted image in stand-
ard MNI152 space.
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Results
Behavioral results
Eye tracking
The average time spent viewing each poster was 1769 ms (Figure 2.2). The viewing 
time data were entered into an ANOVA with the factors decision point (D-objects 
and ND-objects) and attention (toy objects and non-toys objects). The data showed 
a main effect of attention during learning (F(1,21) = 20.20, p < 0.001). This main ef-
fect showed that participants looked longer at toys than at non-toys (p < 0.01). No 
main effect of decision point was observed (F(1,21) = 2.22, ns). An interaction was 
observed between decision point and attention (F(1,21) = 13.53, p < 0.01). Toys at 
non-decision points (M=1968 ms, SD=119ms) were viewed longer than toys at de-
cision points (M=1862 ms, SD=121 ms; t(21)=3.55, p < 0.01). Toys at decision points 
were viewed longer than non-toys at non-decision points (M=1723 ms, SD=107 ms; 
t(21)=3.04, p < 0.01). Toys at non-decision points were viewed longer than non-toys 
at decision points (M=1772 ms, SD=100 ms; t(21)=5.17, p < 0.001). Finally, toys at non-
decision points were viewed longer than non-toys at non-decision points (t(21)=7.55, 
p < 0.001).
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Figure 2.2 Viewing behavior. Average viewing times for objects on posters. Bars indicate standard error across 
participants.
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Recognition test in the scanner
Task performance during the recognition task in the scanner was above chance (77% 
correct, see Table 2.1). Although participants had a considerable false alarm rate, av-
erage recognition performance as defined by d-prime was 1.68 ± 0.52. An ANOVA on 
the d-prime values showed a main effect of attention during learning (F(1,23)=7.86, 
p < .02). Performance was higher for toys than for non-toys (mean d-prime values 
were 1.99 and 1.64, t(23)=2.78, p < 0.02). No significant main effect of decision point 
and no significant interaction were observed.
Response times for correct answers showed an effect of attention during study 
(F(1,23) = 15.03, p < 0.001). Response times were faster for toys than for non-toys 
(mean response latencies were 945 and 967 ms, t(23) = -2.284, p < 0.05). No signifi-
cant main effect of decision point and no significant interaction were observed.
Maze source memory test outside the scanner
Task performance during the maze source memory test outside the scanner was 
above chance (31% correct ± 4%; t(23)=7.56, p < 0.001; chance level = 25%). An ANO-
VA on the accuracies with the factors decision point and attention showed no main 
effects and no interactions. Response times showed no main effects of decision point 
and attention and no interaction.
fMRI results
Object recognition session
To investigate which brain regions selectively respond to the navigational relevance 
of objects during recognition, we compared fMRI responses to D-objects with re-
sponses to ND-objects. This main effect revealed higher activations in the bilateral 
PHG and bilateral middle occipital gyrus (Table 2.2a). We compared toy objects with 
non-toy objects to investigate the effects of attention during recognition in a whole-
brain analysis. Significant increases were found in bilateral fusiform gyrus, the right 
cuneus and right middle temporal gyrus (see Table 2.2a). Negative effects of atten-
tion were found in the left fusiform gyrus. 
Objects from mazes Distractor objects
Hits Misses Correct rejections False alarms
65% ± 10% 35% ± 10% 90% ± 7% 10% ± 7%
Table 2.1 Recognition performance during the object recognition session
The table shows means and standard deviations of recognition performance.
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To investigate whether the effects of navigational relevance in the PHG depend on 
the ability to recall having seen objects in the museum, we modeled remembered 
and forgotten items within each condition in a separate statistical model (see Ma-
terials and Methods). Comparing remembered D-objects with ND-objects revealed 
a significant effect in the right PHG, whereas a comparison between forgotten D-
objects with ND-objects revealed a significant effect in the left PHG (Table 2.2b).
Route learning session
To reveal the brain regions that respond to the navigational relevance of objects 
during the first encounter, D-objects were contrasted with ND-objects from trials in 
which a poster was presented. This comparison revealed an increase in activity in 
the bilateral middle and superior occipital gyrus, bilateral parahippocampal gyrus, 
bilateral lingual gyrus, right precuneus, left middle frontal gyrus and left cuneus 
(Table 2.3a, Figure 2.3). This comparison, however, possibly confounds the encod-
ing of objects with the encoding of scenes. Decision points are usually visually more 
complex than non-decision points, which might account for the higher activations 
Contrast Region k x y z
Peak 
T-score
D-point > 
ND-point 
objects
L Middle and Superior Occipital 
Gyrus
485*** -26 -92 18 5.73
R Middle Occipital 505*** 30 -86 30 5.44
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 137** -32 -42 -8 4.63
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 155** 32 -44 -6 4.34
Toys > 
non-toys
R Fusiform Gyrus 412*** 40 -52 -16 7.91
R Middle Temporal Gyrus 527*** 52 -72 6 6.78
L Fusiform Gyrus 164** -36 -46 -22 6.13
R Superior Occipital Gyrus/R 
Cuneus
291*** 20 -94 16 4.76
Non-toys > 
toys
L Lingual Gyrus/L Fusiform Gyrus 98* -30 -48 -2 5
Table 2.2a Brain regions showing significant activations during object recognition
The x,y,z coordinates of the local maxima are given in MNI standard space coordinates. Whole brain threshold 
p < 0.001 uncorrected. Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. 
* p < 0.05 at the cluster level; ** p < 0.01 at the cluster level; *** p < 0.001 at the cluster level; + p < 0.05 small 
volume corrected; ++ p < 0.01 small volume corrected.
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found in the previous contrast. Indeed, we also found higher activations for empty 
decision points compared to empty non-decision points in many of the same regions 
activated in the D vs. ND poster contrast: the bilateral middle occipital gyrus, bilat-
eral middle frontal gyrus, left superior parietal lobule, right superior occipital gyrus, 
right fusiform gyrus, right precuneus and right parahippocampal gyrus (Table 2.3a). 
A contrast between posters and empty trials revealed increased activity in bilateral 
fusiform gyrus, left middle occipital gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, left insula, left 
SMA, left cuneus, right calcarine gyrus and right angular gyrus (Table 2.3a). These 
activations included the bilateral PHG, as shown by an analysis within the activated 
region in the bilateral PHG from the D-points > ND-points contrast during the recog-
nition task (Table 2.3a). 
Comparing fMRI responses to toys with those to non-toys revealed increased ac-
tivity in the left medial frontal gyrus, right inferior and middle occipital gyrus, left 
superior parietal lobule, left insula, left inferior frontal gyrus, right angular gyrus, 
left middle occipital gyrus and left inferior occipital gyrus (Table 2.3a). Importantly, 
an analysis within the bilateral PHG region sensitive to the navigational relevance of 
objects during recognition revealed no clusters within this reduced search region. 
No significant regions showing higher activations for non-toys compared to toys 
were observed.
We investigated effects of subsequent memory in an ANOVA containing the fac-
tors decision point (D-objects vs. ND-objects), attention (toy vs. non-toy objects) and 
subsequent memory (later remembered vs. later forgotten objects). Because of our 
interest in the PHG, we restricted our analysis to the PHG regions showing sensitiv-
ity for the navigational relevance during recognition (Figure 2.3). Increased activity 
for D-objects compared to ND-objects was observed for both later remembered and 
Contrast Region k x y z
Peak 
T-score
Remembered D-objects > 
Remembered ND-objects
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 5+ 24 -36 -14 3.52
Forgotten D-objects > 
Forgotten ND-objects
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 23++ -34 -44 -6 4.25
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 15+ -28 -58 -6 3.82
Table 2.2b Significant object recognition results within bilateral parahippocampal 
gyrus, events separated according to successful memory retrieval
The x,y,z coordinates of the local maxima are given in MNI standard space coordinates. Whole brain threshold p < 
0.001 uncorrected. Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. Small 
volume correction on the bilateral parahippocampal gyrus region activated in the D-objects > ND-objects contrast 
from the retrieval session; + p < 0.05 small volume corrected; ++ p < 0.01 small volume corrected.
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Contrast Region k x y z
Peak 
T-score
D-points > ND-points 
objects
L Middle/Superior Occipital 
Gyrus
1545*** -22 -94 26 8.05
R Middle/Superior Occipital 
Gyrus
1723*** 28 -92 26 6.91
R Lingual Gyrus 871*** 16 -72 -10 6.15
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 28 -42 -6 5.5
L Lingual Gyrus 286*** -28 -46 -6 5.98
L Parahippocampal Gyrus -20 -38 -10 3.64
R Precuneus 260*** 20 -56 22 5.71
L Cuneus/Calcarine Sulcus 173** -18 -66 22 4.92
L Middle Frontal Gyrus 180** -26 -2 56 4.77
L Lingual Gyrus 137* -14 -76 -14 4.28
D-empty > ND-empty L Middle Occipital Gyrus 1364*** -28 -86 26 6.81
L Superior Parietal Lobule -22 -78 46 6.59
R Middle Occipital Gyrus 1913*** 32 -80 30 6.75
R Superior Occipital Gyrus 28 -88 32 6.55
L Middle Frontal Gyrus 350*** -28 0 56 6.07
R Precuneus 168** 18 -58 22 5.39
R ParaHippocampal Gyrus 178** 28 -42 -8 4.86
R Fusiform Gyrus 30 -52 -6 4.29
R Superior Frontal Gyrus 137* 24 2 52 4.59
(SVC on bil. PHG from 
recognition)
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 63++ 28 -44 -8 4.67
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 36++ -26 -44 -6 4.24
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 1+ 22 -40 -8 3.46
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 1+ 24 -36 -12 3.2
Posters > empty L Fusiform Gyrus 3688*** -30 -38 -22 7.35
Middle Occipital Gyrus -46 -66 -12 6.69
R Fusiform Gyrus 3478*** 44 -60 -14 6.94
L Interior Frontal Gyrus 312*** -42 8 30 4.34
L SMA 306*** 0 10 54 4.33
L Cuneus 229** -2 -78 16 4.17
Table 2.3A Brain regions showing significant activations during the route learning 
session
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Contrast Region k x y z
Peak 
T-score
R Calcarine Gyrus 159** 22 -66 8 4.06
R Angular Gyrus 116* 32 -58 50 4.03
L Insula 117* -32 24 4 3.92
(SVC on bil. PHG from 
recognition)
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 24++ 26 -32 -20 5.8
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 4+ -28 -60 -12 3.68
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 1+ 32 -38 -14 3.26
Toys > non-toys L Medial Frontal Gyrus/SMA 274*** -8 26 40 5.15
R Inferior Occipital Gyrus 1738*** 50 -64 -16 4.89
R Middle Occipital Gyrus 50 -76 6 4.74
L Superior Parietal Lobule 267*** -30 -64 50 4.83
L Insula 127* -34 18 -4 4.73
L Precentral Gyrus/Inferior Fron-
tal Gyrus
682*** -38 4 36 4.51
R Angular Gyrus 216** 32 -62 42 4.12
L Middle Occipital Gyrus 132* -30 -96 -4 4.01
L Inferior Occipital Gyrus 103* -38 -86 -14 3.8
Table 2.3A (continued)
The x,y,z coordinates of the local maxima are given in MNI standard space coordinates. 
Whole brain threshold p < 0.001 uncorrected. SVC analyses were carried out on the bilateral 
parahippocampal gyrus region activated in the D-objects > ND-objects contrast from the retrieval 
session. Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. 
* p < 0.05 at the cluster level; ** p < 0.01 at the cluster level; *** p < 0.001 at the cluster level; + p < 0.05 small volume 
corrected; ++ p < 0.01 small volume corrected. SVC = Small Volume Correction.
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The peak x,y,z coordinates are given in MNI standard space coordinates. Whole brain threshold p < 0.001 
uncorrected. Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. Small Volume 
Correction on the bilateral parahippocampal gyrus region activated in the D-objects > ND-objects contrast from the 
retrieval session; + p < 0.05 small volume corrected; ++ p < 0.01 small volume corrected.
Table 2.3B Significant route learning results within bilateral parahippocampal 
gyrus, events separated according to subsequent memory
Contrast Region k x y z
Peak T 
score
D remembered > ND 
remembered
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 54++ -28 -46 -6 4.61
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 45++ 26 -42 -6 4.1
D forgotten > ND forgotten R Parahippocampal Gyrus 60++ 32 -40 -6 4.59
L Parahippocampal Gyrus 77++ -30 -44 -4 4.4
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 1+ 22 -40 -8 3.68
R Fusiform Gyrus 7+ 26 -38 -12 3.64
Later remembered objects > 
Later forgotten objects
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 2+ 26 -30 -22 3.47
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 1+ 32 -38 -14 3.35
later forgotten objects (Table 2.3b). Furthermore, a main effect of later remembered 
versus later forgotten objects was observed in the right PHG (Table 2.3b).
Resting state
To investigate the effect of spatial learning on the functional connectivity with the 
PHG, we created a bilateral seed region by taking the overlapping PHG voxels from 
the route learning and recognition sessions that showed sensitivity to the navigation-
al relevance of objects during both the recognition and the route learning sessions 
(Figure 2.3; yellow regions inside black circles). To investigate whether functional 
connectivity changes between the PHG and other brain regions predicted subse-
quent task performance or correlated with navigational ability, we created a model 
containing pre- and post-learning PHG time courses. Additionally, we added the fol-
lowing covariates: subsequent performance during the recognition test, subsequent 
performance on the maze source memory test and the score of each participant on 
the SBSOD questionnaire (see Methods). No clusters were found that showed a sig-
nificantly stronger connectivity to the PHG post- compared to pre-learning learning 
or vice versa. We further tested whether spatial ability correlated with learning-in-
duced connectivity. Specifically, we looked at the hippocampus, which is associated 
with the use of a survey (allocentric, world-centered) navigational strategy (Iaria et 
al., 2003). Based on the results of this study, we chose a region of interest, centered 
on the peak activity in the right hippocampus in the survey strategy group during 
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Figure 2.3 Brain activations during route learning and recognition sessions. (A) Bilateral parahippocampal gyrus showing 
an increased response for decision point as compared to nondecision point objects. Significantly activated regions shown 
during the route-learning session (in red), during the object recognition session (in green) and during both (in yellow). 
All statistical parametric maps are thresholded at p < 0.001, uncorrected at the voxel level, with a cluster size that 
exceeds 100 voxels, showing the significant clusters. For formal statistical tests, see Table 2.2 and 2.3. (B) Regionally 
averaged parameter estimates during the route learning session for the left and right parahippocampal gyrus for attended 
(toys), nonattended (non-toys) and empty trials. Parameter estimates were extracted from the parahippocampal gyrus 
regions that showed a stronger activation for decision point as compared to nondecision point objects during the object 
recognition session.
the first experimental trial compared to control trials. A spherical ROI (radius 10 
mm) was centered at the local maximum [32,-14,-20] of this contrast from a study 
by (Iaria et al., 2003). Indeed, we found a stronger positive correlation between post- 
compared to pre-learning connectivity and the navigational ability measured by 
the SBSOD scale (pSVC = 0.031, peak t value = 3.92 at location [34,-6,-14], 9 voxels). Of 
these 9 voxels, 5 voxels overlapped with the anatomical mask of the right hippocam-
pus in the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Furthermore, we were interested 
whether regions displayed a negative correlation between learning-induced connec-
tivity changes and their navigational ability. Here, we found a negative correlation 
2
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(cluster p = 0.013, whole-brain corrected for multiple comparisons, peak t value = 
6.66 at location [18,20,14], 183 voxels) between the right caudate nucleus and the 
PHG post- minus pre-learning connectivity and the navigational ability scores of 
subjects (Figure 2.4). No other significant regions were found in this contrast. Also, 
no regions showed significant learning-induced connectivity changes to the PHG 
that correlated positively or negatively with one of the memory performance scores.
To exclude the possibility that inclusion of our task performance measures as co-
variates absorbed shared covariance and therefore obscured potentially interesting 
results, we also analyzed the data with only the navigational ability score as a covari-
ate. The correlation results between the connectivity and the SBSOD navigational 
ability remained: a negative correlation between SBSOD and connectivity with the 
PHG was observed in the right caudate nucleus (cluster p = 0.026, whole-brain cor-
rected, peak t value = 6.23 at location [16,20,14]) and a positive correlation between 
SBSOD and connectivity with the PHG was still observed in our hippocampus ROI 
(pSVC = 0.029, peak t value = 3.74 at location [34,-8,-14]). When comparing overall 
connectivity with the PHG pre- greater than post-learning, we found a cerebellum 
region (cluster p = 0.032, peak t value = 4.81 at location [28,-54,-46]). Connectivity 
with the PHG post-learning was significantly increased compared to pre-learning in 
a region overlapping the thalamus bilaterally (cluster p = 0.013, peak t value = 4.37 
at location [6,-12,20]). Additionally, we found a significant cluster in the cerebellum 
(cluster p = 0.012, whole-brain corrected, peak t value = 5.04 at location [28,-52,-50]).
Discussion
In the present event-related fMRI study, we investigated how the selective neural 
representation of objects relevant for navigation is established and how learning in-
fluences resting state functional connectivity. Participants watched a route through 
a virtual environment inside the MRI-scanner. They were instructed to remember 
the route and all objects appearing on posters along it. To compare general and 
memory-related differences in functional connectivity as a result of spatial learning, 
we recorded resting state scans prior to and following route learning. Afterwards, 
participants performed an object recognition task in the scanner. Outside the scan-
ner, they performed a source memory test on the previously learned objects and 
answered questions about their navigational skills.
In line with previous studies (Janzen et al., 2007; 2008; Janzen & van Turennout, 
2004; Janzen & Weststeijn, 2007; Schinazi & Epstein, 2010), results from the object 
recognition session show involvement of the bilateral PHG for decision point objects 
as compared to non-decision point objects.
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During learning, the PHG showed increased activity for objects at decision points 
at the first moment the objects were encountered. This difference could not be ex-
plained by differences in viewing behavior and was independent of paying attention 
to an object. The PHG is activated by viewing scenes and has been shown to be in-
volved in the first-person encoding of novel environments with objects that could be 
used to guide navigation (Aguirre et al., 1996; Epstein, 2008; Epstein & Kanwisher, 
1998; Maguire et al., 1998; Shelton & Gabrieli, 2002). However, these studies did not 
allow distinguishing between the roles of environmental features and that of ob-
jects, since participants could have used both these sources of information to find 
their way. Recent studies, however, have tried to disentangle these possibilities by 
suggesting the PHG involvement in the encoding of viewer-centered geometrical 
spatial information in an environment without objects (Weniger et al., 2010) and in 
encoding based on object locations in an open field environment (Baumann et al., 
2010). Compared to the environments used in these studies, the present study used a 
complex environment containing numerous objects that differed in their usefulness 
for guiding navigation. Our present findings therefore extend the previous results 
by showing that the PHG distinguishes between the navigational relevance of ob-
jects during object-based encoding.
Looking at locations containing objects versus looking at locations containing no 
objects also resulted in higher PHG activity. Previous studies found no difference in 
PHG responses between empty scenes and scenes with objects in them (Epstein & 
Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 1999). Participants in our study had to remember all 
objects they encountered along the route, suggesting the PHG is involved in encod-
ing objects in their context. We additionally show that the PHG was activated more 
strongly by empty decision points compared to empty non-decision points. This 
effect shows that a decision point per se activates the PHG during route learning. 
Whether the navigational relevance of a decision point by itself or additional factors, 
e.g., differences in visual features between decision points and non-decision points 
(Chai et al., 2010), are represented in this brain region needs to be investigated in 
future studies.
Activity in the PHG during route learning predicted the chance of successfully 
remembering an object during the object recognition session. Other examples of 
such a subsequent memory effect in the PHG have been found in fMRI studies where 
participants had to encode pictures of landscapes (for a review, see Davachi, 2006). 
In line with the present findings, Baumann et al. (2010) report that elevated PHG re-
sponses during route learning predict successful memory-guided navigation based 
on landmarks in a simple open-field environment. 
A decision point effect was observed during route learning for both later remem-
bered and later forgotten items. This extends the results obtained in previous studies 
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(Janzen et al., 2007; Janzen & van Turennout, 2004), where it was shown that the 
decision point effect during recognition is independent of conscious recollection of 
the objects. It has to be noted that, in the object recognition session, we only ob-
served increased activation in the right PHG for remembered decision point objects 
versus non-decision point objects and increased activation only in the left PHG for 
forgotten decision point objects compared to non-decision point objects. Previous 
results from our group have shown bilateral PHG activation for remembered and 
forgotten items (Janzen et al., 2007) as well as unilateral PHG activation (Janzen & 
van Turennout, 2004). Because the trials within conditions were split up according 
to whether the items were remembered or forgotten, we think the unilateral obser-
vation of these effects is a power issue rather than a qualitative difference in PHG 
functioning.
The effects of route learning on functional brain connectivity during rest were 
examined by comparing resting-state scans acquired directly pre- and post-learning. 
The part of PHG that was involved in both encoding and retrieving navigationally 
relevant information was used as a seed region to determine functional connectivity 
changes induced by spatial learning. No brain regions were found that showed a gen-
eral increase in connectivity with the PHG post- compared to pre-learning. We did, 
however, observe post-learning compared to pre-learning connectivity changes that 
correlated with participants’ self-reported navigational abilities. The Santa Barbara 
Sense of Direction score correlates with tests of acquired environmental knowledge 
on different scales in real as well as in virtual environments (Hegarty et al., 2002; 
2006), indicating that people have a good subjective awareness of their spatial abili-
ties. Furthermore, someone’s sense of direction correlates positively with the use 
of a survey navigational strategy (Prestopnik & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000) and a poor 
sense of direction group makes less use of a survey strategy compared to a group 
with a good sense of direction (Kato & Takeuchi, 2003). Additional support for a 
relation between a preferred survey strategy and navigational ability comes from 
a study showing that spontaneous adopters of a survey strategy in a small maze 
outperformed spontaneous route strategy (egocentric, response-based) users in a 
different, large-scale virtual environment (Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007). Therefore, 
even though we cannot relate our connectivity results with a direct measure of map 
formation, good navigators are more likely to build survey representations of their 
environment.
Given that the neural correlates of using a survey strategy have been found in the 
hippocampus in both humans (Doeller et al., 2008; Hartley et al., 2003; Iaria et al., 
2003) and rodents (McDonald & White, 1994; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Packard & Mc-
Gaugh, 1996), we performed a region of interest analysis in that region. We found a 
positive correlation between the post- compared to pre-learning connectivity with 
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the PHG and the navigational ability of participants. The activated region overlap-
ping with the hippocampus is not near other gray matter regions and is unlikely to 
arise from surrounding white matter. We therefore believe that the neural origin of 
the observed cluster is in the hippocampus. Navigational ability and these connec-
tivity changes were negatively correlated with the caudate nucleus. These findings 
are in line with a distinction between the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus sup-
porting survey and route navigational strategies, respectively (Bohbot et al., 2007). 
This distinction is also supported by structural differences in gray matter volume 
in the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus, which correlate with the use of sur-
vey and route strategies (Bohbot et al., 2007). Both hippocampal and striatal spatial 
learning systems seem to work in parallel (Voermans et al., 2004), having an influ-
ence on behavior that is proportional with their activation (Doeller et al., 2008). The 
amount to which the PHG communicates with these regions after the learning of 
object-related spatial information could thus determine one’s preferred navigation 
strategy.
Several studies suggest a functional distinction between the anterior and posterior 
hippocampus with regard to navigation. Involvement of the anterior hippocampus, 
which is also investigated in this study, is more pronounced during map formation 
(Wolbers & Büchel, 2005), whereas the posterior hippocampus is involved when us-
ing it (Iaria et al., 2007). 
There are several studies reporting a relationship between self-reported naviga-
tional abilities and spatial representations in the brain. Janzen et al. (2008) found 
that a consolidation effect in the hippocampus (activation for remote objects com-
pared to recent objects) for objects previously encountered in a virtual environment 
correlated with self-reported navigational ability. This study also shows that the 
decision point effect in the PHG increases over time for good navigators. Similarly, 
Epstein, Higgins, & Thompson-Schill (2005) found better PHG representations for 
places and views in (self-reported) good navigators compared to bad navigators. Sev-
eral studies also found that good navigators seem to be able to flexibly shift between 
both map-based and response-based strategies, depending on whichever is the most 
appropriate in a given situation (Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007; Hartley et al., 2003). 
Our results show differences in off-line reprocessing related to a person’s naviga-
tional abilities directly following a spatial learning experience, suggesting that good 
navigators encode spatial representations more efficiently and integrate them over 
time into hippocampal representations containing both objects and maps. Bad navi-
gators lack this flexibility, which might be due to a stronger crosstalk between the 
PHG and regions that subserve response-based navigation such as the caudate.
In summary, these results indicate that the PHG is involved in the processing 
of information relevant for navigation during retrieval of this information and on 
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the first moment this information is encountered. These findings also show that 
connectivity changes after spatial learning between the PHG and the caudate nu-
cleus and the hippocampus is related to a person’s navigational ability. This spatial 
information flow in the resting brain as a result of learning varies as a function of 
navigational ability and provides valuable insights into the neural correlates of indi-
vidual differences in spatial ability. 
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Abstract
Humans differ widely in their navigational abilities. Studies have shown that self-reports 
on navigational abilities are good predictors of performance on navigation tasks in real 
and virtual environments. The caudate nucleus and medial temporal lobe regions have 
been  suggested to subserve different navigational strategies. The ability to use differ-
ent strategies might underlie navigational ability differences. This study examines the 
anatomical correlates of self-reported navigational ability in both gray and white mat-
ter. Local gray matter volume was compared between a group (N=134) of good and 
bad navigators using voxel-based morphometry (VBM), as well as regional volumes. To 
compare between good and bad navigators, we also measured white matter anatomy us-
ing diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and looked at fractional anisotropy (FA) values. We 
observed a trend towards higher local GM volume in right anterior parahippocampal/
rhinal cortex for good versus bad navigators. Good male navigators showed significantly 
higher local GM volume in right hippocampus than bad male navigators. Conversely, 
bad navigators showed increased FA values in the internal capsule, the white matter 
bundle closest to the caudate nucleus and a trend towards higher local GM volume in the 
caudate nucleus. Furthermore, caudate nucleus regional volume correlated negatively 
with navigational ability. These convergent findings across imaging modalities are in 
line with findings showing that the caudate nucleus and the medial temporal lobes are 
involved in different wayfinding strategies. Our study is the first to show a link between 
self-reported large-scale navigational abilities and different measures of brain anatomy.
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Introduction
The ability to efficiently find our way in our surroundings is a vital skill for all spe-
cies. Nevertheless, humans differ widely in their navigational abilities (for a review, 
see Wolbers & Hegarty, 2010). This study examines the anatomical correlates in both 
gray and white matter of self-reported navigational ability. Navigational abilities 
pertain to large-scale spaces, often assessed by map drawing, pointing to invisible 
landmarks or retracing routes in learned environments (in contrast to small-scale 
spatial abilities, such as the ability to mentally rotate objects). A feasible way to cap-
ture these large-scale spatial abilities in a large group is to use questionnaires, such 
as the Santa Barbara Sense of Direction questionnaire (SBSOD), which asks people to 
rate their competence on navigation, giving and following directions, reading maps 
and orienting oneself in the environment (Hegarty et al., 2002) . The score on this 
questionnaire predicts navigational performance on different scales in real as well 
as in virtual environments (Hegarty et al., 2002; 2006), which indicates that people 
have a good subjective awareness of their spatial abilities. Furthermore, the concept 
captured by this score is coherent across languages, as the factor loadings of the 
questions correlated highly between languages (Montello & Xiao, 2011). Therefore, 
the SBSOD questionnaire can be treated as a measure of navigational ability. Con-
sequently, from this point onwards, we will refer to people with a high self-reported 
navigational ability on the SBSOD as good navigators and people with a low score as 
bad navigators.
Self-reported navigational abilities are associated with the use of strategies for 
wayfinding. An individual’s navigational ability correlates positively with the use of 
a survey strategy, which is based on spatial relations between environmental land-
marks in a map-like manner (Prestopnik & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000). This correlation 
was not found for the users of a route navigational strategy, who use a sequence of 
actions to navigate to a goal. The same study showed that a group with poor self-
reported navigational ability makes less use of a survey strategy compared with a 
group that had a good self-reported navigational ability. Additional support for a 
relation between survey strategy use and navigational ability comes from a study 
that used a modified task from the rodent literature. In this so-called eight-arm task, 
participants had to remember the locations of objects in a virtual radial maze (Iaria 
et al., 2003). In a probe trial, the distal spatial cues (e.g., mountains) were removed 
during the retrieval phase. Participants that relied on these spatial cues made more 
errors in this probe trial. Based on the descriptions of their strategies, people were 
divided into groups with a survey strategy, a response-start position strategy (people 
that counted arms) or a response-external landmarks strategy (people that used a 
response strategy that relied on an external landmark). In a different, more realistic 
large-scale virtual environment, the survey group outperformed the response-start 
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position group (Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007). The response-external landmark 
group, using a strategy that was efficient in the eight-arm task, also performed best 
in the realistic environment, suggesting the best navigators are the ones who can 
use the optimal strategy for the task at hand. Furthermore, a self-report study char-
acterized people’s spatial styles as landmark, route and survey users in a cumulative 
manner (i.e., people in the route group used both landmark and route, but no survey 
information; Piccardi, Risetti, & Nori, 2011). This study showed that this cumulative 
characterization correlated positively with self-reported sense of direction.
Which brain regions contribute to navigational success? The parahippocampal 
gyrus is involved in the processing of spatial scenes and in the navigational relevance 
of landmarks (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Janzen & van Turennout, 2004), as well as 
spatial and nonspatial context (Bar & Aminoff, 2003). Stronger location-specific and 
viewpoint-invariant representations were found for better navigators, a mechanism 
that might support successful wayfinding (Epstein, Higgins, & Thompson-Schill, 
2005). The hippocampus, a crucial region for navigation and memory for spatial 
relations (Doeller, King, & Burgess, 2008; Hartley et al., 2003; O’Keefe & Nadel, 
1978), showed anatomical changes with navigational training (Maguire et al., 2000; 
2003; Woollett & Maguire, 2011). In the hippocampus, an increase in activation to 
landmarks learned the previous day compared to landmarks learned on the day of 
scanning was related to increased navigational ability. This suggests better spatial 
abilities might arise partly because of a consolidation advantage (Janzen, Jansen, & 
van Turennout, 2008). In contrast to the survey representations in the hippocam-
pus, the caudate nucleus is associated with stimulus-response learning, in which a 
stimulus is consistently associated with a correct response (Hartley et al., 2003; Iaria 
et al., 2003; Packard & McGaugh, 1996; Packard, Hirsh, & White, 1989). An example 
of stimulus-response learning enabled by the caudate is egocentric (body-centered) 
navigation, e.g. following a learned route and using landmarks as turn indicators 
(Hartley et al., 2003). A study linking navigational ability to the connectivity be-
tween the aforementioned regions found that functional connectivity between the 
parahippocampal gyrus and the hippocampus increased for good navigators, where-
as the connectivity between the parahippocampal gyrus and the caudate nucleus 
increased for bad navigators after route learning (Wegman & Janzen, 2011).
Strategy use in spatial tasks has also been associated with brain function and 
structure. Using the same eight-arm task described earlier, it was shown that par-
ticipants that relied on spatial cues showed more hippocampal activation during 
encoding, in contrast to users of a response strategy (counting arms) who showed 
higher caudate activity (Iaria et al., 2003). Another study using the eight-arm task 
found that the number of errors (more errors indicate the use of a spatial strategy) 
correlated positively with gray matter in the hippocampus and negatively with gray 
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matter in the caudate nucleus (Bohbot et al., 2007). Similarly, in a survey navigation 
task in a virtual environment, hippocampal fractional anisotropy (FA) values pre-
dicted shorter learning times (Iaria et al., 2008). Moreover, in a group of older adults, 
hippocampal volume predicted navigation performance after learning a survey 
wayfinding but not a response-based route task, whereas caudate volume predicted 
navigation performance after learning the response-based route but not the survey 
wayfinding task (Head & Isom, 2010). 
In the current study, we investigated whether self-reported navigational skill 
scores correlated with local gray matter (GM) volume, regional volumetry and white 
matter (WM) FA (for reviews on the link between interindividual variation and gray 
and white matter measures, see Johansen-Berg, 2010; Kanai & Rees, 2011). Based on 
the preceding findings linking navigational abilities to the use of specific naviga-
tional strategies and brain regions associated with these strategies, we hypothesized 
that the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus would show anatomical differences 
that were related with self-reported navigational skills. For the hippocampus, we ex-
pected this correlation to be positive, whereas for the caudate nucleus we expected 
a negative correlation. We tested this hypothesis by analyzing the predictive power 
the SBSOD score has on the local gray matter volume in anatomical scans, regional 
volumetry and on the FA values derived from DTI scans.
Materials and Methods
Participants
This study combines participants from a number of previous studies (for an over-
view, see Table 3.S1 in the supplementary materials). The VBM analysis is based on 
134 participants (60 females, average age 22.7, range 18-32): 21 participants took part 
in Janzen and Jansen (2010; 9 females), 16 in Janzen et al. (2008; 8 females), 17 in 
Wegman et al. (in preparation; 9 females), 24 in Wegman and Janzen (2011; 12 fe-
males), 16 in Van Ekert et al. (in preparation; 8 females), and 40 in Wegman et al. (in 
preparation; 14 females). A subset of these participants also underwent DTI scan-
ning: participants in the studies of Van Ekert et al. (in preparation; 19 participants) 
and Wegman et al. (in preparation; 35 participants). All participants were neuro-
logically healthy and right-handed according to self-report. Participants received a 
monetary reward or course credits for their participation, and all gave informed con-
sent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee (CMO region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands).
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Questionnaires
Self-reported navigational ability was assessed using the original English SBSOD 
(Santa Barbara Sense of Direction; Hegarty et al., 2002), which was administered to 
all participants after taking part in the experiments to prevent the participants from 
creating expectations about the purpose of the experiment. The SBSOD comprises 
15 self-referential statements about aspects of environmental spatial cognition, 
which needed to be rated on a 1 to 7 scale to indicate agreement with the statement. 
Approximately half of the statements were phrased positively (e.g., “I am very good 
at giving directions”) and half of the statements were phrased negatively (e.g., “It’s 
not important to me to know where I am”). To the participants for which DTI scans 
were acquired, two additional questionnaires were administered. First, participants 
filled out the wayfinding strategy scale (Lawton, 1994), which generates one score 
characterizing the degree to which participants use a route strategy and one score 
for their use of a survey strategy. The survey and route scores we collected from our 
participants were positively correlated with each other (p < 0.05; r = 0.311), which 
was also reported by Lawton (1994). Since we were interested in individual differenc-
es in preference for either a survey or route strategy, a single survey-route score was 
created by subtracting the route score from the survey score. Positive values on this 
difference score indicated an individual’s preference for a survey strategy, whereas 
negative values indicated a preference for a route strategy. Second, the Spatial Anxi-
ety questionnaire was administered, which was developed to ‘measure the level of 
anxiety that participants would experience in eight situations presumed to require 
spatial/navigational skills’ (Lawton, 1994), e.g., finding the way out of a complex ar-
rangement of offices that was visited for the first time. Answers indicating the level 
of anxiety were given on a Likert scale; the average over the eight items was used as 
the participant’s Spatial Anxiety score. 
Image acquisition
Imaging data were acquired on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-
many). Structural images were acquired on a 3T Trio MRI system with eight- and 
32-channel head array radio-frequency coils (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). We ac-
quired a structural scan of each participant with small variations (due to the use of 
scans obtained in different studies) to a standard T1-weighted three-dimensional 
magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MP-RAGE; 192 sagittal 
slices; FA = 8°; TI = 1100 msec; slice thickness = 1 mm; FOV = 256 * 256 mm; in-plane 
voxel resolution 1 * 1 mm). The variations to the scan protocol included a TR/TE of 
1960/4.58 ms and 2300/3.03 ms and the use of GRAPPA parallel imaging with an 
acceleration factor of 2.
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Diffusion-weighted data were collected using a twice-refocused pulsed-gradient 
spin echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (Reese et al., 2003) at 3T using a Siemens 
Trio scanner with the following imaging parameters: TE = 98 ms, TR = 8800 ms, 
bandwidth 1924 Hz/pixel, 64 slices with no gap, resolution 2.2 x 2.2 x 2.2 mm, phase 
encoding direction anterior to posterior. We acquired diffusion-weighted images in 
64 non-collinear directions at a b-value of 1000 s/mm2 and 4 images with no diffu-
sion weighting. The total acquisition time for this sequence was 10 minutes.
VBM analysis
The T1 anatomical images were manually checked for scanner artifacts and gross 
anatomical abnormalities. Next, the image origin was set to the anterior com-
missure. The anatomical images were subsequently segmented into gray matter, 
white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using the ‘New Segment’ tool in SPM8. 
Subsequently, we performed diffeomorphic anatomical registration through expo-
nentiated lie algebra (DARTEL; Ashburner, 2007) for intersubject registration of 
the GM images. In the final step, the registered images were smoothed (FWHM = 8 
mm), Jacobian modulated, thresholded at 0.2 and transformed into MNI152 stand-
ard space for a two-sample T-test second-level statistical test. The GM images were 
entered into a factorial model, with the factors gender and navigational ability (bad 
or good, according to their self-reported navigational ability, as measured by the SB-
SOD questionnaire, using a median split per gender). Age, total brain volume (TBV; 
total white matter plus gray matter volumes) and scan protocol were added to the 
model as covariates of no interest. All statistical tests were performed at the voxel 
level, statistically family-wise error corrected for the entire brain (pFWE) or across all 
voxels in a region of interest using small volume correction (pSVC). Given our a priori 
hypotheses, our regions of interest (ROIs) were the hippocampus, parahippocampal 
gyrus and the caudate nucleus. We created masks for each hemisphere in these re-
gions based on the automated anatomical labeling (AAL library; Tzourio-Mazoyer et 
al., 2002). To look into the particular parahippocampal region that was previously 
found to label objects according to navigational relevance, we also created a bilateral 
ROI based on 10 mm spheres around the peak coordinates in Janzen and van Turen-
nout (2004), which were converted to MNI152 space using the tal2mni MATLAB 
algorithm (available at http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/downloads/MNI2tal/
tal2mni.m).
Volumetric analysis
For the automatic segmentation of the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus in 
our T1 images we used FIRST v1.2 (available at: www.fmrib. ox.ac.uk/fsl/first/in-
dex.html) in FSL 4.1.4 (available at: www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) (Smith et al., 2004). 
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This method is based on Bayesian statistical models of shape and appearance for 
fifteen subcortical structures from 336 manually labeled T1-weighted MR images. 
To fit the models, the probability of the shape given the observed intensities is used 
(Patenaude et al., 2011). The segmented caudate and hippocampal regions were visu-
ally inspected and overlaid on the anatomical image using FSL’s ‘slicesdir’ function 
to check for obvious segmentation errors (such as large parts of a structure located 
in the ventricles). Datasets in which the segmentation method failed were removed 
from further analysis (1 of 134).
The volumes of the segmentations for both the left and right caudate nucleus 
and hippocampus were entered into a multiple regression analysis, which was per-
formed in SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The regional volumes of our ROIs 
were the dependent variables, and SBSOD, gender, age, total brain volume and scan 
protocol were included as predictors.
Diffusion imaging analysis
Each participant’s diffusion weighted data was preprocessed using the Diffusion 
toolbox developed at the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behavior (Zwi-
ers, 2010). The images were realigned and then corrected for motion artifacts as well 
as cardiac and table-vibration artifacts using the PATCH algorithm (Zwiers, 2010). 
Then, we performed tract-based spatial statistics analysis (TBSS; Smith et al., 2006) 
using the TBSS toolbox routines implemented in FSL. TBSS consists of the following 
steps: first, FA maps were non-linearly registered to the standard FMRIB58_FA_1mm 
template included as part of FSL and a mean FA map was generated in MNI space. 
Then, the mean FA map was thresholded at an FA value of 0.2 and from it a white 
matter tract skeleton was generated representing the center of the tracts common 
across participants (Figure 3.S1). This procedure is aimed at reducing inter-subject 
variability, thereby eliminating the need to smooth the images. Finally, each par-
ticipant’s FA values were projected onto this skeleton. A two-sample T-test was 
performed to compare FA values between a good navigator group and a bad naviga-
tor group, created by a median split based on the SBSOD scores. We included gender 
and age as covariates of no interest. Note that, in contrast to our VBM analysis and in 
line with common practice in the literature, we did not include TBV as a covariate in 
our analysis. However, including TBV in our FA analysis did not change the effects 
we found, rendering these partial-volume confounds unlikely to be consequential. 
The two-sample T-test was performed on the skeletonized FA values, using a 
voxel-wise extent threshold of p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using 
the threshold-free cluster enhancement algorithm (TFCE; Smith & Nichols, 2009), 
as implemented in the ‘randomize’ permutation statistics tool in FSL. Similar to the 
VBM analysis, we performed ROI analyses on a priori defined regions of interest: 
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the white matter structures closest to the hippocampus and caudate, which are the 
bilateral anterior limb of the internal capsule and the bilateral cingulum, respec-
tively. We created the ROI masks by overlapping the white matter skeleton with the 
ICBM-DTI-81 white matter label regions (Mori et al., 2005) closest to our gray mat-
ter regions of interest: the bilateral anterior limb of the internal capsule (adjacent 
to the caudate nucleus) and the bilateral cingulum (hippocampus). To verify that 
the masked white matter of the caudate nucleus feeds into the anterior limb of the 
internal capsule, we ran probabilistic tractography separately for each hemisphere 
by seeding from the AAL caudate nucleus projected in subject space. To this end, 
we first fitted a local diffusion model with (maximally) 2 anisotropic compartments 
and one isotropic compartment (the ball-and-sticks model; Behrens et al., 2007) us-
ing a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm and Automatic Relevance Detection for 
estimating the number of compartments per voxel. We then used samples from the 
posterior distribution on the direction of the anisotropic compartments for proba-
bilistic tractography. Tractography was performed in the participants’ native space.
The average FA values of these ROIs were extracted and entered into a multivari-
ate linear regression analysis, in which all covariates were entered simultaneously, 
to estimate associations between ROI FA value and our measures of interest. This 
allowed us to look into the influence of all behavioral measures on the regional FA 
values simultaneously. To this end, for each ROI, we created two models within a 
hierarchical multiple regression analysis with the average FA value as dependent 
variable. The first model contained gender, age and SBSOD value as independent 
variables. The second model was exploratory and contained the same variables as 
the first model plus the remaining behavioral measures: the survey-route difference 
strategy score and spatial anxiety. We report standardized regression coefficients 
and the model fit value (R2). P values reported with adjusted R2 indicated whether 
the addition of the variables in that model led to a significant improvement in model 
fit over the previous model (or compared to the inclusion of no variables in the case 
of Model 1), adjusting for the number of variables in the model.
Results
Behavioral data
For the 134 participants included in the gray matter analyses, the SBSOD scores av-
eraged 67.82, SD = 14.45, range 27-98. The SBSOD score was significantly correlated 
with gender (r = 0.265, p < 0.01; males coded as 1). Furthermore, TBV (gray + white 
matter) was correlated with SBSOD (r = 0.24, p < 0.01) and gender (r = 0.63, p < 0.001). 
All other pairwise correlations between age, gender, SBSOD and TBV did not reach 
significance.
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For the 54 participants included in the FA value regression analyses, the average SB-
SOD, SD and range of each of the scores are given in Table 3.1. The SBSOD score was 
significantly positively correlated with the survey-route score (r = 0.488; p < 0.01). 
Spatial anxiety was negatively correlated with the survey-route score (r = -0.425; p < 
0.01) and SBSOD score (r = -0.300; p < 0.05). Finally, gender was positively correlated 
with survey-route score (r = 0.433; p < 0.01; males coded as 1). All other pairwise cor-
relations between age, gender, SBSOD, survey-route score and spatial anxiety score 
did not reach significance.
To ensure that the self-reported navigational ability in the SBSOD was not in-
fluenced by the task they had performed prior to filling out the questionnaire, we 
asked participants in the study of Wegman et al. (in preparation) to fill out the SB-
SOD again months after they had participated in the experiment. In that study they 
had performed a virtual navigation experiment. Thirty-nine participants filled out 
the SBSOD again over the internet, an average of 352 days after they were tested in 
the lab (range 115-462 days). The correlation between scores on the two administra-
tions of the scale (test-retest reliability) was .73. As a reference, Hegarty et al. (2002) 
reported a test-retest reliability of .91 with 40 days between administrations. Next, 
we investigated performance on the virtual navigation task performed prior to fill-
ing out the SBSOD, to test whether performance on the task influenced self-reported 
navigational skills. Importantly, we did not observe a correlation between the SBSOD 
difference (test - retest) with performance on any of the navigation task conditions 
(all ps > .5). Finally, we did not observe a relationship between the test-retest differ-
ence score and the time between these administrations (r = -.17, p > .3; correlation 
with absolute difference score r = -.19, p > 0.24). We therefore conclude that perfor-
mance on this task did not have an influence on self-reported navigational ability. Of 
all the tasks performed in the studies from which participants are included in this 
study (e.g. recognition of objects placed along a previously learned route; Janzen et 
al., 2008; Janzen & Jansen, 2010; Wegman & Janzen, 2011), this virtual navigation 
task resembled everyday navigation the most and we therefore assume this conclu-
sion also holds for the other tasks performed before filling out the SBSOD.
Average SD Range Possible range
SBSOD 65.24 14.94 27-93 15-105
Survey – route score -0.62 0.80 -2.76 to 0.98 -4 to 4
Spatial anxiety score 2.38 0.65 1.13-3.75 1-5
Table 3.1 Questionnaire and task scores for the participants included in the FA 
regression (N=47)
SD = standard deviation.
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Figure 3.1 Results of GM volume voxel-based morphometry analysis. (A) Increased gray matter (GM) in right anterior 
parahippocampal gyrus (PHG)/rhinal cortex for good navigators compared to bad navigators. (B) Increased GM in right 
hippocampus for Good compared to Bad Male Navigators. (C) Increased GM in right caudate nucleus for Bad compared 
to Good Navigators. (D) Left panels: GM gender * navigational ability interaction in right hippocampus (top) and right 
PHG (bottom). Right panels: GM densities in right hippocampus at the peak (top; x = 34, y = -7, z = -24) and right PHG 
at the peak (bottom; x = 36, y = -18, z = -26). BF = bad female navigators, BM = bad male navigators, GF = good female 
navigators, GM = good male navigators. Images thresholded at p < 0.005 uncorrected.
Relationships between navigational ability and GM
Local GM differences were investigated using a factorial model containing the fac-
tors navigational ability and gender (see Methods), with these groups: bad male 
navigators (SBSOD range 27-71), bad female navigators (SBSOD range 35-63), good 
male navigators (SBSOD range 72-98), and good female navigators (SBSOD range 66-
95). Good navigators showed a trend towards more regional GM in the right anterior 
parahippocampal gyrus, in the rhinal cortex (pSVC = 0.098; peak coordinate x = 26, y 
= 3, z = -35) compared to bad navigators (Figure 3.1A, Table 3.S2). When we compared 
good with bad male navigators, a significant difference in the right hippocampus 
was observed (Figure 3.1B, Table 3.S2; pSVC = 0.046; peak coordinate x = 32, y = -9, 
z = -26). Comparing regional GM in good female navigators to bad female naviga-
tors yielded no significant voxel-wise results. When we compared bad versus good 
navigators we observed a trend in the right caudate nucleus (Figure 3.1C, Table 3.S2; 
pSVC = 0.07; peak coordinate x = 15, y = 15, z = 0). Furthermore, we observed a trend 
towards an interaction in right hippocampus (Figure 3.1D, Table 3.S2; pSVC = 0.088; 
peak coordinate x = 34, y = -7, z = -24) and right parahippocampal gyrus (pSVC = 0.077; 
peak coordinate x = 36, y = -18, z = -26).
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To investigate whether the total regional volume was related to SBSOD, we applied 
automatic volumetry on our anatomical MRI data. All regional volumes were sig-
nificantly related to total brain volume (all p < 0.001; Table 3.S3). Furthermore, left 
caudate (p = 0.031) and right caudate (p = 0.029) volume was negatively related to 
SBSOD, i.e. bad navigators have bilaterally enlarged caudate nuclei compared to 
good navigators.
Relationships between sense of direction and FA
A comparison of the good and bad navigator groups did not give any whole-brain 
significant regions. We then compared the skeletonized FA values in our masked 
dataset for white matter label regions in the hippocampus and white matter sur-
rounding the caudate nucleus. Bad navigators showed significantly higher FA values 
Figure 3.2 ROI skeletal white matter (WM) voxels (green) that show higher FA values for bad navigators compared to 
good navigators. Cluster-based thresholding, corrected for multiple comparisons (p < 0.05).
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than good navigators inside the left and right anterior limb of the internal capsule 
close to the caudate nucleus (Figure 3.2). The contrast of good versus bad navigators 
revealed no significant results.
To gain insight into the influence of our behavioral measures on regional FA vol-
ume, we performed multiple regressions analysis on the average FA values from 
our four ROIs (WM in the left and right hippocampus and surrounding the caudate 
nucleus; bilateral cingulum and bilateral anterior limb of the internal capsule). To 
determine the relationship between our behavioral measures and the average FA 
values in our ROIs, we conducted a multiple regression analysis with the FA value in 
a region as dependent variable. For each ROI, we created two models. Model 1 con-
tained gender, age, and SBSOD value as independent variables. This basic model was 
aimed at testing our hypothesized link between SBSOD and anatomical differences 
in our ROIs. Model 2 was exploratory and contained the same variables as the first 
model plus the remaining behavioral measures: the survey-route difference strategy 
score and spatial anxiety. In the left anterior capsule (WM surrounding the caudate 
nucleus), the SBSOD reached significance in Model 1, although that model itself only 
trended towards significance (Table 3.2). In the right anterior capsule, the SBSOD 
was a significant negative predictor of average FA value in both Models, although 
only Model 1 reached significance (Table 3.2). In the left cingulum (WM in the hip-
pocampus), Model 1 failed to reach significance, but Model 2 showed a trend towards 
significance (Table 3.3). Within that model, the SBSOD (p = 0.053) and the spatial 
anxiety score were positive predictors of average FA values (Table 3.3). For the right 
cingulum, none of the explanatory variables reached significance, nor did the mod-
els themselves (Table 3.3). To verify that the masked white matter of the caudate 
Left Right
Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2
β p β p β p β p
Age 0.08 0.55 0.08 0.56 0.08 0.53 0.08 0.56
Gender 0.11 0.42 0.14 0.37 0.14 0.31 0.15 0.31
SBSOD score -0.37 0.01* -0.35 0.03* -0.45 0.001* -0.44 0.006*
Strategy: survey-route -0.12 0.49 -0.03 0.88
Spatial anxiety -0.11 0.47 0.02 0.87
Adjusted R2 0.07 0.078+ 0.05 0.68 0.14 0.02* 0.1 0.97
Table 3.2 FA regression analysis: associations between explanatory variables and 
regional FA values in left and right anterior capsule (caudate)
β = standardized regression coefficient. + p < 0.1, * p < 0.05.
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nucleus feeds into the anterior limb of the internal capsule, we ran probabilistic trac-
tography separately for each hemisphere by seeding from the AAL caudate nucleus 
projected in subject space. Figure 3.S2 shows that our assumptions are confirmed.
Discussion
Our results show that self-reported navigational abilities have different neural un-
derpinnings in local gray matter volume, regional volumes and white matter FA. We 
observed trends towards higher local GM volume in right anterior parahippocampal 
gyrus/rhinal cortex for good versus bad navigators and in right caudate nucleus for 
bad versus good navigators. Good male navigators showed higher local GM volume 
in right hippocampus than bad male navigators. This result could be explained by 
trends towards an interaction between gender and navigational ability in the right 
medial temporal lobe. White matter integrity in the left hippocampus was positive-
ly correlated with navigational ability and spatial anxiety. Bad navigators showed 
increased FA values in the internal capsule, which feeds into the caudate nucleus. 
Bilaterally, caudate nucleus regional volume showed the same inverse correlation 
with navigational ability.
The self-reported navigational ability score correlated with the self-reported use 
of a survey navigational strategy, which is in line with behavioral literature (Piccardi 
et al., 2011; Prestopnik & Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000). Besides being more likely to use 
a survey (spatial) strategy, people with good self-reported navigational ability can 
more flexibly make use of an effective navigation strategy (Kato & Takeuchi, 2003), 
which could also explain why route and survey scores in the strategy questionnaire 
Left Right
Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2
β p β p β p β p
Age 0.14 0.31 0.12 0.39 0.1 0.51 0.08 0.6
Gender 0.05 0.73 0.12 0.42 -0.14 0.34 -0.04 0.81
SBSOD score 0.19 0.19 0.31 0.053+ 0 0.97 0.12 0.46
Strategy: survey-route -0.06 0.75 -0.26 0.15
Spatial anxiety 0.33 0.03* 0.07 0.68
Adjusted R2 0.022 0.253 0.099 0.053+ -0.03 0.74 -0.01 0.24
Table 3.3 FA regression analysis: associations between explanatory variables and 
regional FA values in left and right cingulum (hippocampus)
β = standardized regression coefficient. + p < 0.1, * p < 0.05.
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were correlated. Based on self-reported strategy use in the aforementioned eight-
arm task (a virtual radial maze; Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007), spatial (survey) users 
and those who used a response strategy that relied on an external landmark per-
formed best in a more realistic city environment, again suggesting that the best 
navigators are the ones who can use the optimal strategy for the task at hand.
The negative relationship between navigational ability and caudate WM micro-
structure was corroborated by volumetric analysis of the caudate nucleus and a 
trend towards higher local GM volume in the right caudate nucleus for bad com-
pared to good navigators in the VBM analysis. This suggests that both structural 
integrity of WM around the caudate, local GM volume and the regional volume of 
the caudate negatively underlie navigational abilities. In older adults, caudate vol-
ume was positively related to (response-based) route learning performance but not 
to survey learning performance (Head & Isom, 2010). Consistent with this finding, 
good and bad performers on a navigation task showed an opposite activation pat-
tern in the caudate nucleus between people with navigational performance (Hartley 
et al., 2003). In that fMRI study, bad navigational performers activated the caudate 
nucleus stronger in a survey wayfinding task than when following a well-learned 
route, whereas good navigational performers activated the caudate nucleus more in 
route following than wayfinding. The current findings suggest that bad navigational 
skills are related to volume and microstructure of the caudate, a region known to 
be involved in response-based navigation. Although we cannot conclude that these 
anatomical differences are a result of increased use of the caudate based on this 
cross-sectional study, longitudinal studies suggest increased use of a brain structure 
was related to higher FA values in that structure (Johansen-Berg, 2010).
Partial volume effects are a known nuisance effect in DTI analyses (Jones & Cercig-
nani, 2010). As a result, our observed effects in the caudate nucleus and surrounding 
WM might not be independent effects. Larger caudate volume could lead to smaller 
adjacent WM. A smaller WM region is more affected by partial volume effects, lead-
ing to lower average FA values. However, the relationships we observed between 
self-reported navigational ability and both caudate volume and FA in surround-
ing WM were in the same (negative) direction. Therefore, this possible confound is 
unlikely.
The reported relationships in brain microstructure, as measured by DTI, could not 
be explained by gender or age. The absence of an effect probably stems from the nar-
row age range in our young group of participants, as navigational skills are known 
to alter as humans grow older (Jones & Cercignani, 2010). Although gender can have 
an impact on different spatial tasks (Grön et al., 2000; Moffat, Hampson, & Hatzi-
pantelis, 1998), it did not have a significant effect on the WM microstructure in our 
regions of interest.
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We also observed a trend towards more local GM volume in right anterior para-
hippocampal gyrus/rhinal cortex for good compared to bad navigators. The rhinal 
cortex comprises the entorhinal and perirhinal cortex. The entorhinal cortex con-
tains grid cells, whose firing locations within an environment form a regular, 
hexagonal grid-like pattern (Hafting et al., 2005), together functioning as a map of 
a navigator’s position in space. The cluster showing more local GM volume for good 
compared to bad navigators is located very close to a region exhibiting grid cell pop-
ulation signals in a human fMRI navigation study, showing modulation by running 
direction with six-fold rotational symmetry (Doeller, Barry, & Burgess, 2010). The 
coherence of the signal in this area correlated with spatial memory, suggesting that 
this region can contribute to better spatial abilities. The perirhinal cortex was acti-
vated more by good than bad navigational performers during wayfinding (Hartley et 
al., 2003). This region is suggested to be vital for recognition memory (for reviews, 
see Brown & Aggleton, 2001; Davachi, 2006; Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; 
Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007). Related to spatial memory, the perirhi-
nal cortex was found to be involved in source memory and object-in-place encoding 
(Awipi & Davachi, 2008). Also, the perirhinal cortex does seem to play a role in solv-
ing tasks that require spatial awareness (Kealy & Commins, 2011). These are both 
functions that can contribute to successful navigation. Furthermore, Bohbot et al. 
(2007) found that entorhinal and perirhinal GM was correlated with hippocampal 
and parahippocampal GM densities, suggesting that the coactivation of this network 
leads to GM changes and might support good navigational skills. Future research is 
necessary to investigate anterior parahippocampal/rhinal GM contributions to good 
spatial abilities.
When we compared good to bad male navigators, we found GM differences in the 
right hippocampus. Since the discovery of place cells in the hippocampus, which 
represent the location of an animal in its environment, this region is viewed as 
providing the navigator with a cognitive map (Burgess, Maguire, & O’Keefe, 2002; 
O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Place cells representations could be computed from up-
stream entorhinal grid cells (see Derdikman & Moser, 2010, for a review). More local 
GM volume in the hippocampus is therefore consistent with good navigational abili-
ties. It is, however, unclear how these results relate to decreases in local GM volume 
in the anterior hippocampus after navigational training, occurring alongside an in-
crease in posterior hippocampus GM volume (Maguire et al., 2000; 2003). We did 
not observe GM differences related to self-reported navigational abilities in females. 
This might be explained by the more pronounced differences between good and bad 
navigators in males. For instance, males had on average higher SBSOD scores than 
females and a higher survey-route difference score. Previous research on a greater 
number of participants has shown that males use a survey strategy more often than 
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females do (Montello et al., 1999). Also, western males were found to have more 
childhood wayfinding experience than western females (Lawton & Kallai, 2002). 
We also observed trends towards an interaction between gender and navigational 
ability in right hippocampus and right parahippocampal gyrus. This could explain 
why the overall differences between good compared to bad navigators in medial 
temporal lobe are weaker than when only looking at males. Gender differences in 
spatial cognition are commonly found (Hegarty et al., 2006; Voyer et al., 2007), as 
are structural and functional differences between males and females in the brain 
(Cahill, 2006). For instance, males and females were found to use different brain net-
works during a navigation task (Grön et al., 2000). The use of different networks for 
navigation might explain the trending interactions in the medial temporal lobe, al-
though further investigation is necessary to elucidate how functional and structural 
differences in males and females contribute to good spatial abilities.
The caudate nucleus and the hippocampus have been suggested to support spatial 
cognition by working in parallel (Voermans et al., 2004). However, a competition 
between these structures is suggested by Bohbot et al. (2007), who found an inverse 
correlation between hippocampal and caudate nucleus gray-matter density. These 
latter findings are in line with our WM findings, in which we observed a negative 
correlation between navigational ability and caudate FA values. In the left hip-
pocampus, we found a trend towards a positive correlation between navigational 
ability and FA. Similarly, our VBM results show higher local GM volume in the right 
medial temporal lobe for good navigators. In the caudate nucleus, bad navigators 
showed higher local GM volumes in right caudate nucleus and we observed negative 
correlations between navigational ability and regional volumetry. Taken together, 
our results support different neural underpinnings of good and bad navigational 
ability in the caudate nucleus and the hippocampus through the different represen-
tations that they subserve.
We found left hippocampal white matter integrity to be positively related (p = 0.53 
for both the regression model as the navigational ability predictor) to navigational 
abilities. Although spatial memory is often associated with the right hippocampus 
(Burgess et al., 2002; Iaria et al., 2008), the evidence for lateralization of spatial mem-
ory in the hippocampus is mixed and depends on the type of spatial task (Burgess et 
al., 2001; Glikmann-Johnston et al., 2008; Iglói et al., 2010; Kessels et al., 2002; Spi-
ers et al., 2001). Therefore, this left hippocampal finding does not seem to contradict 
previous findings, promoting the idea that both hippocampi support navigation. 
The regression model also showed a positive correlation between left hippocam-
pal FA values and spatial anxiety, which was not hypothesized. However, in light of 
previous literature this finding is less surprising, as a positive relationship between 
hippocampal volume and trait anxiety has been reported by Rusch et al. (2001).
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All the effects revealed by our multimodal approach were in hypothesized directions 
in the regions where they were expected. Therefore, although the effect sizes in gray 
and white matter are relatively small, the strong overlap between effects with our 
expectations and between imaging modalities strengthens our confidence in the re-
lationship between navigational ability and brain anatomy.
This study shows that large-scale navigational abilities, assessed through self-
report, are related to differences in white matter microstructure, gray matter local 
and regional volumes. To our knowledge, it is the first study to combine different 
structural imaging methods with a large sample of participants to show anatomical 
correlates underlying these abilities. Our combined findings point to a larger reli-
ance on the caudate nucleus for bad navigators. The medial temporal lobes support 
better navigational abilities through hippocampal white matter integrity and hip-
pocampal and parahippocampal gray matter differences that support the formation 
and use of cognitive maps.
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Supplementary materials
Subject subset/Study
Total number of 
participants
Number of males/
females
VBM 134 74/60
Janzen & Janzen, 2010 21 12/9
Janzen et al., 2008 16 8/8
Wegmen et al., in preparation 17 8/9
Wegman & Janzen, 2011 24 12/12
Van Ekert et al., in preparation 16 8/8
Wegman et al., in preparation 40 26/14
DTI 54 32/22
Van Ekert et al., in preparation 19 10/9
Wegman et al., in preparation 35 22/13
Table 3.S1 Overview of participants included in analyses in this study
Contrast/Area k x y z
T-
value
pFWE cor-
rected
Good navigators > bad navigators
R Parahippocampal Gyrus/Rhinal Cortex 36 26 3 -35 3.1 0.098
Good > bad male navigators
R Hippocampus 81 32 -9 -26 3.34 0.046*
Bad > good navigators
R Caudate Nucleus 266 15 15 0 3.15 0.07
Interaction Navigational Ability * Gender
R Hippocampus 39 34 -7 -24 3.09 0.088
R Parahippocampal Gyrus 61 36 -18 -26 3.2 0.077
Table 3.S2 Results of GM Volume Voxel-Based Morphometry Analysis.
* pSVC < 0.05, cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T- and p-values of local maxima are reported.
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Figure 3.S1 The TBSS mean FA skeleton for the entire sample, overlaid on the standard FMRIB58 FA template.
Figure 3.S2 Probabilistic tractography results seeded from AAL caudate nucleus (indicated in green), overlaid on the 
standard FMRIB58 FA template. Tractography was performed separately for each hemisphere, the figure shows results 
collapsed over hemispheres. For each subject, normalization parameters from native space to MNI space were calculated, 
and the inverse transformation was used to project left and right AAL caudate nucleus into subject space. Probabilistic 
tractography was performed separately for these seed regions over 50,000 samples. For each subject, a binary mask 
was created for each voxel through which the tractography algorithm passed at least 15,000 times. These masks were 
projected to MNI space and shown as a heat map (colours indicate the amount of subjects in which this voxel survived the 
cutoff). In blue the internal capsule ROI is depicted, which was used for the FA analyses.
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Abstract
To successfully navigate, humans can use different cues from their surroundings. 
Learning locations in an environment can be supported by parallel subsystems in the 
hippocampus and the striatum. We used fMRI to look at differences in the use of ob-
ject-related spatial cues while 47 participants actively navigated in an open-field virtual 
environment. In each trial, participants navigated toward a target object. During en-
coding, three positional cues (columns) with directional cues (shadows) were available. 
During retrieval, the removed target had to be replaced while either two objects with-
out shadows (objects trial) or one object with a shadow (shadow trial) were available. 
Participants were informed in blocks about which type of retrieval trial was most likely 
to occur, thereby modulating expectations of having to rely on a single landmark or on 
a configuration of landmarks. We investigated how the spatial learning systems in the 
hippocampus and caudate nucleus were involved in these landmark-based encoding and 
retrieval processes.
Landmark configurations can create a geometry similar to boundaries in an environment. 
We found that the hippocampus was involved in encoding when relying on configura-
tions of landmarks, whereas the caudate nucleus was involved in encoding when relying 
on single landmarks. This might suggest that the observed hippocampal activation for 
configurations of objects is linked to a spatial representation observed with environ-
mental boundaries. Retrieval based on configurations of landmarks activated regions 
associated with the spatial updating of object locations for reorientation. When only a 
single landmark was available during retrieval, regions associated with updating the lo-
cation of oneself were activated. We also found evidence that good between-participant 
performance was predicted by right hippocampal activation. This study therefore sheds 
light on how the brain deals with changing demands on spatial processing related purely 
to landmarks.
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Introduction
To find the way through their environment, humans can make use of different spa-
tial cues. Positional cues, such as proximal landmarks, indicate one’s exact location 
in an environment. On the other hand, directional cues inform people about their 
orientation in the environment. Directional information can be provided by distal 
landmarks (i.e. objects far from the observer). For example, humans can proficiently 
use information provided by the sun (Souman et al., 2009). This study focuses on 
how the brain encodes and retrieves locations based on different spatial cues (i.e. 
based on positional and direction information).
Configurations of proximal landmarks can provide a spatial frame of reference, 
relative to which other locations can be encoded and retrieved. Behavioral studies 
have shown that humans and other species are able to use such a configuration of 
identical objects to reorient and locate hidden objects (for a review, see Lew, 2011) 
Nevertheless, the geometry of spaces (such as the enclosing walls of a room) is the 
predominant frame of reference in spatial cognition, leading to the proposal of a 
‘geometric module’ (reviewed in Cheng & Newcombe, 2005). This is supported by a 
study showing that, when a boundary and a landmark were available during environ-
mental learning, location memory was better when only the boundary was available 
during retrieval compared to when only the landmark was available (Doeller & Bur-
gess, 2008). However, a recent study found that this so-called overshadowing effect 
of boundaries was eliminated with a sufficient number of regularly placed proximal 
landmarks (Mou & Zhou, 2012). Similarly, an array of objects placed in a regular lay-
out (i.e. with an intrinsic axis) was found to facilitate reorientation comparable to 
the way enclosing walls do (Mou et al., 2006). These findings suggest configurations 
of objects can provide an allocentric frame of reference for humans.
Learning locations in an environment can be supported by parallel subsystems 
in the hippocampus and the striatum. The caudate nucleus, a region within the 
striatum, is associated with stimulus-response mapping relative to a landmark in a 
viewer-centered (e.g. turn left at the record store; Hartley et al., 2003) and a world-
centered manner (e.g. walk 30 meters south from the tree; Doeller et al., 2008). 
Similarly, rodent research has implicated the caudate nucleus when navigating 
using objects as beacons, i.e. indicating a (nearby) target location (Packard & Mc-
Gaugh, 1992; White & McDonald, 2002). Hippocampal place cells code allocentric 
(viewer-independent) space and have been found to be influenced by nearby bound-
aries (O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996). In an fMRI study in which participants learned 
locations either relative to a single landmark or relative to the boundary of the en-
vironment, the hippocampus was activated when subjects learned relative to the 
environmental boundary, whereas the caudate nucleus was activated when loca-
tions were learned relative to the landmark in the environment (Doeller et al., 2008). 
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As we have seen, previous research showed that cellular representations of space 
have been found. However, it remains unclear how multiple object-based represen-
tations are remembered and retrieved in the absence of a boundary-based geometry. 
Finding an answer to this question in animal research has been difficult, because the 
environments containing the object configurations almost always contained walls, 
providing some geometric information (Lew, 2011). Here, we used a virtual environ-
ment that contained no boundaries to answer which brain regions are involved in 
the encoding and retrieval of specific object-related spatial cues, i.e. based on posi-
tional and directional information. Specifically, we were interested in the encoding 
and retrieval based on a single positional cue with directional information com-
pared to a configuration of positional cues. The expectation of availability of spatial 
cues during retrieval was manipulated in an allocentric working memory navigation 
task in an open field virtual environment. To investigate this, we adapted a task pre-
viously used by Baumann et al. (2010). In the current study subjects first encoded 
the location of a target stimulus relative to three distinguishable columnar objects, 
providing positional information. Notably, an invisible sun cast shadows from these 
objects, providing subjects with directional information. During the retrieval phase, 
participants re-entered the environment from one of four locations and were pro-
vided with minimal information to reorient themselves: either two positional cues 
without directional information, or one positional cue with directional information 
was provided. Based on this information, the removed target had to be replaced at 
its remembered encoding. The experiment was divided into blocks, which informed 
participants about which type of retrieval information was most likely to be availa-
ble. This allowed us to determine which brain areas were involved in encoding based 
on which spatial cues participants expected during retrieval. During retrieval, we 
compared which areas were invoked when having to use expected and unexpected 
spatial cues. Furthermore, brain activity that predicted performance during encod-
ing and retrieval was investigated.
This study investigates how the representations of discrete object locations and 
configurations of objects are supported by the hippocampal and striatal systems. In 
the absence of environmental boundaries, the locations of objects can be coded in 
two ways. The vector sum model (Cheng, 1988; 1989) proposes that each landmark’s 
relation to a goal is stored in a separate vector. Given that the caudate nucleus is 
involved when locations have to be encoded relative to a single landmark (Doeller et 
al., 2008), this model predicts that the encoding and retrieval of several landmarks 
actives the caudate nucleus more compared to encoding and retrieving single land-
marks. Alternatively, the configuration of objects could be encoded as a geometry. 
Given that configurations of objects can provide an allocentric frame of reference, 
the axes imagined in this way would serve as invisible boundaries coded by the hip-
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pocampus, which activates relative to the distance to boundaries in an environment 
(Bird et al., 2010; O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996).
Materials and Methods
Participants
Fifty healthy right-handed adults participated in this study. Data from three par-
ticipants was excluded due to structural abnormalities or large movement artifacts 
that significantly distorted the fMRI signal. Forty-seven participants were included 
in the final sample (29 males, mean age = 23.85, SD = 4.23). Participants received a 
monetary reward or course credits for their participation, and all gave informed con-
sent according to institutional guidelines of the local ethics committee (CMO region 
Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands).
Navigation task
Participants performed a navigation task in an open-field virtual environment (VE) 
inspired by the VE in Baumann et al. (2010). The navigation task was created and 
administered in the Blender open source 3D package (The Blender Foundation 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands; www.blender.org). Participants moved through the 
environment with a four button keypad on their right hand, mapped from their 
index finger to their pink: rotate left, move forward, rotate right, move backward, 
respectively. Each trial consisted of an encoding and retrieval phase in which partici-
pants had to navigate toward a target that was visible during encoding but hidden 
in retrieval (Figure 4.1). In the encoding phase of the trial, participants entered an 
environment that contained three colored columns and a target (a yellow pyramid). 
An implicit sun (not visible in the environment) cast a shadow off each column. The 
participants were instructed to navigate toward the target within a limited amount 
of time (10 seconds) and remember its location in the environment. Between en-
coding and retrieval, a blank screen was presented for four seconds. In the retrieval 
phase, participants re-entered the environment from one of four possible locations: 
the same starting location as in the encoding phase or a different location (shifted 
by 90°, 180° or 270° with equal probability). The target was absent and participants 
were instructed to navigate to where they thought the target was during the encod-
ing phase and confirmed its location with a button press with the index finger of 
their left hand. The retrieval phase had a time limit of 10 seconds. During the retriev-
al phase, objects that were present were in their original locations, but information 
that was previously available during the encoding phase was now missing. In objects 
trials, two of the previous three columns were available, but the directional informa-
tion provided by the shadows was missing. In shadow trials, only one of the previous 
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three columns was available, with directional information provided by a shadow. 
Note that, in both trial types, minimal information is provided to reorient within the 
environment. Further, we named our trials objects and shadow trials instead of po-
sitional and directional trials because positional information is necessarily provided 
in both trial types. In each trial, the location of the target and the columns were dif-
ferent to ensure that a unique spatial layout was encoded for every trial. There was 
an average delay of 5 seconds between trials, jittered between 4 and 6 seconds in 
objects trial shadow trial no memory trial
no memory 
cueing (1s)
retrieval (<10s)
objects trial
shadow trial
no memory trial
1s
4s
encoding (<10s)
blocks
objects objectsshadow shadow
Figure 4.1 Experimental paradigm. During encoding, three object cues (columns in red, green and blue) and shadows 
were available. Participants were required to navigate to the target object, shown in yellow. Before each trial, participants 
received a color cue indicating which of the colored columns would be available during retrieval. During the retrieval part 
of the trial, either two objects without shadows (objects trial) or one object with a shadow (shadow trial) were available. 
Participants were instructed to move to the position where the now unavailable target was placed and confirm with a 
button press. In baseline trials, indicated at the cue phase, the target was also visible during retrieval. The experiment 
consisted of blocks, informing participants of which type of trial would be most likely to occur (70% expected trials, 30% 
unexpected trials).
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steps of 0.5 seconds.
To investigate what the effect of expected spatial information was on encoding 
processes in the brain, the experiment was divided into blocks, informing partici-
pants about the type of spatial cues that was most likely to be available during the 
retrieval phase of trials. At the start of each block, participants were informed about 
the upcoming block type, stating either ‘objects block’ or ‘shadow block’, which re-
mained on the screen until participants pressed a button to continue. Within each 
block, 70% of the ten experimental trials were expected (in accordance with the block 
type); the other three trials were unexpected, meaning that the unexpected spatial 
information was available during retrieval. Additionally, each block contained four 
‘no memory’ baseline trials, in which the target was still visible during the retrieval 
phase. The visually available spatial cues during retrieval in these trials matched the 
block type to strengthen the perception of the validity of the block types. In addition 
to the block instructions, at the start of each trial, participants were informed about 
which of the columns available during encoding would also be available during re-
trieval using a color cue. This cue was presented for 1 second, followed by a blank 
screen for 1 second, after which the encoding phase started. In objects trials, this cue 
informed about the identity of one of the two columns available during retrieval. In 
shadow trials, this cue informed about the single column with directional informa-
tion that would later be available during retrieval. This was done to make the two 
trial types more equal in difficulty. Without these cues, in shadow trials, participants 
would have to remember directional information on top of all column locations. This 
would render the memory requirements in objects trials a subset of those in shadow 
trials, thereby hampering the ability to distinguish between encoding processes for 
trial types in the brain. In baseline trials, the words ‘no memory’ were presented in-
stead of the cue at the beginning of the trial, informing participants that the target 
would be available during retrieval.
Before the sessions in the scanner, participants received training in the task. 
Before the training commenced, the task was explained on a laptop screen and sev-
eral trials were performed until participants were familiar with the controls. Next, 
participants performed four training blocks inside a dummy MR scanner. This scan-
ner resembles a real MR scanner but lacks the magnetic field and loud noise. This 
allowed participants to become proficient in performing the task in very similar 
circumstances as in the scanner. Four training blocks were administered, alternat-
ing between objects and shadow blocks. This alternation was continued in the real 
scanner sessions, with the first block type counterbalanced over subjects. The in-
structions combined with the training session lasted approximately 40 minutes. The 
scanning session was divided into two runs, each of which contained five blocks. 
This added up to 35 expected objects trials, 35 expected shadow trials, 15 unexpected 
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objects trials, 15 unexpected shadow trials, 20 baseline objects trials and 20 baseline 
shadow trials. In each trial, we recorded the absolute distance error (the distance in 
virtual meters between the target location and the response location indicated by 
the participant) as performance measure. Furthermore, duration (time in seconds it 
took participants to finish an encoding or retrieval phase), speed of movement (de-
fined as the average traversed virtual meters per second), the signed rotation (the 
cumulative sum of angular rotations, with left rotations having a negative sign and 
right rotations a positive sign) and unsigned rotation (cumulative sum of angular 
rotations in both directions, representing the total amount of rotation).
Imaging parameters
The data was acquired on a Siemens 3 Tesla MAGNETOM Trio MRI scanner (Siemens 
Medical system, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel coil. A multi-echo echo-pla-
nar imaging (EPI) sequence was used to acquire 31 axial slices per functional volume 
(voxel size = 3 x 3 x 3 mm; repetition time (TR) = 2390 ms; TE = 9.4 ms, 21.2 ms, 33 
ms, 45 ms, and 57 ms; flip angle = 90; field of view = 212 mm). This type of parallel ac-
quisition sequence for functional images reduces motion and susceptibility artifacts 
(Poser et al., 2006). After the acquisition of functional images, a high-resolution 
anatomical scan was acquired (T1-weighted MPRAGE, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, TR 
= 2300 ms, TE = 3.03 ms, 192 sagittal slices, 1 mm thick, FoV = 256 mm), accelerated 
with GRAPPA parallel imaging (Griswold et al., 2002).
Statistical analysis
We analyzed average distance error, average time to complete encoding phases and 
average time to complete retrieval phases as behavioral measures within 2 x 2 x 2 
ANOVAs. For average distance error and average time to complete retrieval phases, 
this model contained the between-subject factor gender and two within-subject fac-
tors: cues available at retrieval (objects vs. shadow) and expectancy (expected vs. 
unexpected). For average time to complete the encoding phase of trials, the within-
subject factors in the model were block type (objects vs. shadow) and expectancy 
(expected vs. unexpected).
The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). The first four images of each session were discarded to allow for T1 equilibra-
tion. Then, the five echoes of the remaining images were realigned to correct for 
motion artifacts (estimation of the realignment parameters is done for the first echo 
and then copied to the other echoes). The weighting of echoes for this combination 
was calculated based on 26 volumes acquired before the actual experiment started 
and was dependent on the measure differential contrast to noise ratio (Poser et al., 
2006). Data were subsequently spatially normalized and transformed into Montreal 
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Neurological Institute space (resampled at voxel size 2 × 2 × 2 mm), as defined by the 
SPM8 EPI.nii template. Finally, the functional scans were spatially smoothed using a 
3D isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel (FWHM = 8 mm).
Statistical analyses were performed in the context of the general linear model. 
The time series of each condition (expected objects encoding, expected shadow en-
coding, no memory encoding in objects blocks, no memory encoding in shadow 
blocks, expected objects retrieval, expected shadow retrieval, unexpected objects 
retrieval, unexpected shadow retrieval, no memory retrieval in objects blocks, no 
memory retrieval in shadow blocks) was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic 
response function and used as a regressor in the SPM multiple regression analysis. 
To account for trial-by-trial differences in movement in the VE (speed of movement, 
signed and unsigned rotation), we modeled these effects over all trials in a run. To 
this end, a model was created per run for each subject, collapsing all encoding and 
retrieval trials into a single condition. For each trial in this model, the average speed, 
signed and unsigned rotation were modeled as parametric modulators. These were 
convolved with the hemodynamic response function (HRF) and the resulting three 
parametric modulation regressors were included in the first-level statistical models 
per run. Events were time-locked to when the subjects first entered the environment 
in the encoding and retrieval phase of each trial and were modeled for the entire pe-
riod in that phase. Block instructions, trial cues and missed trials were also modeled. 
In addition, 6 realignment parameters were entered as effects of no interest. Statis-
tical analysis included high-pass filtering (cutoff, 128 sec) to remove low-frequency 
confounds such as scanner drifts and correction for serial correlations using an au-
toregressive AR(1) model.
To compare brain activity during encoding when expecting to have to rely on po-
sitional cues (in objects blocks) with that when expecting a single positional and a 
directional cue (in shadow blocks), we created linear contrasts of encoding in expect-
ed objects trials minus encoding in expected shadow trials, which were entered into 
a one-sample t-test on the second level. To compare brain activity during retrieval, 
the activity during experimental conditions was compared against the correspond-
ing baseline condition on the first level. These contrast images were subsequently 
entered into paired t-tests to compare activations between experimental conditions. 
Because we observed main effects of gender in our behavioral analysis, we added 
gender as a covariate of no interest in our second-level main effect models.
To assess the brain regions that correlated with performance on a trial-by-trial ba-
sis, we added regressors in which the HRFs for each trial within each experimental 
condition was parametrically modulated by the absolute distance error on that trial. 
These regressors were created separately for the encoding and retrieval phases of 
each condition (expected objects, unexpected objects, expected shadow, unexpected 
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shadow), similar to previous studies (Baumann et al., 2010; Wolbers et al., 2007). 
These effects were tested by entering the first-level linear contrast estimates in sec-
ond-level one-sample t-tests. In the whole brain search, the results of the random 
effects analyses were thresholded at p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and the cluster-size sta-
tistics were used as the test statistic. Next to regions that predicted within-subject 
performance within a condition, we also looked at regions that predicted between-
subject performance within our experimental conditions. To investigate these 
effects, we performed second-level multiple regression analyses on the contrast es-
timates for the encoding and retrieval phases for each experimental condition. The 
average distance error for the condition being modeled was entered for each subject 
as covariate of interest to investigate which regions were predictive of low or high 
performance. Given the performance difference between males and females, we did 
not include gender as a covariate of interest in this model.
Based on previous literature focusing on object-based active spatial naviga-
tion (Baumann et al., 2010; Doeller et al., 2008; Iaria et al., 2003; Janzen & van 
Turennout, 2004; Wegman & Janzen, 2011), we targeted the hippocampus, parahip-
pocampal gyrus and caudate nucleus as regions of interest (ROIs). We created masks 
for each hemisphere in these regions based on the automated anatomical labeling 
(AAL) library (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). For all ROI analyses, we report clusters 
significant at p < .001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons that survive small vol-
ume correction (SVC) for multiple comparisons, which corrects for a reduced search 
region based on the size of the region under investigation.
Results
Behavioral results
We analyzed the behavioral data with 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVAs (see Methods). The results 
for our performance measure, average distance error, are presented in Figure 4.2A. 
The average distance error was higher for females than for males (F(1,45) = 24.2, p < 
.001). We also observed a main effect of expectancy (F(1,45) = 5.29, p = .026), show-
ing that participants performed worse on unexpected trials. The main effect of the 
cue available during retrieval was not significant (F(1,45) = .8, p = .376). An inter-
action effect between the cue available during retrieval and expectancy was also 
observed (F(1,45) = 12.98, p < 0.01). This interaction reflects a significantly higher 
error for unexpected shadow trials than for expected shadow trials (t46=3.286, p < 
0.002), whereas the difference between unexpected objects trials is not significantly 
different from expected objects trials (t46=.353, p = .726). All other interactions were 
not significant (all p > 0.1).
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The times to complete the encoding phases of trials are presented in Figure 4.2B. The 
analysis revealed a main effect of gender (F(1,45) = 4.958, p = .031), where females (M 
= 4.919 s, SE = .215 s) completed the encoding phases faster than males (M =5.529 s, 
SE = .17 s) did. A main effect of block was also observed (F(1,45) = 11.108, p = .002), 
where participants completed encoding phases in shadow blocks (M = 5.088 s, SE = 
.138) faster than in objects blocks (M = 5.36 s, SE = .148 s). No other main effects or 
interactions were observed in the time it took participants to complete the encoding 
phase of trials.
The times to complete the retrieval phases of trial are presented in Figure 4.2B. 
An ANOVA for the time it took participants to complete the retrieval parts of tri-
als revealed a main effect of cue (F(1,45) = 46.814, p < .001), where objects trials (M 
= 6.225 s, SE = .138 s) were completed slower than shadow trials (M = 5.642 s, SE = 
.145 s). An interaction between gender and cue available during retrieval was signifi-
cant (F(1,45) = 8.956, p = .004). Exploring this interaction further, we found that both 
males and females took longer to finish retrieval parts in objects trials, but that this 
effect was stronger for males (t28=7.80, p < .001) than for females (t17=2.53, p = .022). 
A significant interaction between cue and expectancy was also observed (F(1,45) = 
13.958, p = .001). Within the objects trials, unexpected trials were completed slower 
than expected trials (t46 = 3.828, p < .001), whereas this effect was not observed with-
in the shadow trials (t46 = -.513, p = .61).
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Figure 4.2 Behavioral performance. (A) Absolute distance error (the distance in virtual meters between the target 
location and the response location indicated by the participant) for expected (con) and unexpected (inc) shadow (SH) 
and objects (OB) trials. (B) Time to finish encoding and retrieval phases for shadow (SH) and objects (OB) trials for 
expected (con), unexpected (inc) and baseline (bl) trials.
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Neuroimaging Results
Effects of spatial cues
First, we compared activity during experimental trials with activity during the 
corresponding baseline conditions. For the objects encoding trials, we observed 
whole-brain significant activations in clusters extending to occipital gyrus, parietal 
cortex, precuneus, posterior cingulate, retrosplenial cortex, inferior temporal cortex, 
fusiform gyrus, medial frontal cortex, SMA, middle frontal gyrus, caudate nucleus 
and thalamus. In our ROIs, we found significant clusters in right hippocampus and 
right parahippocampal gyrus (Table 4.1, Figure 4.3A). For the shadow encoding tri-
als, we observed whole-brain significant activations extending to occipital gyrus, 
parietal cortex, precuneus, post cingulate, retrosplenial cortex, inferior temporal 
cortex, fusiform gyrus, medial frontal cortex, SMA, middle frontal gyrus, caudate 
nucleus and the thalamus (Table 4.1, Figure 4.3A). For expected objects retrieval 
trials versus baseline, whole-brain significant activations were found in clusters ex-
tending to precuneus, parietal cortex, middle occipital gyrus, posterior cingulate, 
supramarginal gyrus, frontal gyrus, frontal gyrus, insula and middle frontal gyrus. 
In our ROIs, we observed significant activations in left and right caudate nucleus 
(Table 4.1, Figure 4.3B). When comparing expected shadow retrieval trials to the 
corresponding baseline, we observed whole-brain significant activations in clusters 
extending to precuneus, parietal cortex, middle occipital gyrus, posterior cingulate, 
angular gyrus, frontal gyrus, thalamus/caudate nucleus, insula, orbitofrontal cor-
Figure 4.3 Rendered three-dimensional images 
depicting mean BOLD activation in the whole-brain 
analysis. (A) significant activations for experimental 
trials compared to corresponding baseline trials 
during encoding. Red shading represents encoding 
during objects blocks compared to baseline, blue 
shading represents encoding during shadow 
blocks compared to baseline and purple shading 
represent overlaps. (B) significant activations for 
experimental trials compared to corresponding 
baseline trials during retrieval. Red shading 
represents retrieval during expected objects trials 
compared to baseline, blue shading represents 
retrieval during expected shadow trials compared 
to baseline and purple shading represent overlaps. 
Figures display the effects at p < 0.05, corrected 
for multiple comparisons over the whole brain.
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Figure 4.4 Direct comparisons between encoding in objects and shadow blocks. 
(A) Regions activated more strongly during encoding of shadow trials compared to 
objects trials. (B) Regions activated more strongly during encoding of objects trials 
compared to shadow trials. Graphs indicate parameter estimates for experimental 
and corresponding baseline conditions. Bars represent means (±SEM). 
OB = objects, SH = shadow, bl = baseline.
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Figure 4.5 (left panel) Comparisons between retrieval in expected objects and shadow 
blocks. (A) Regions activated more strongly during retrieval of expected shadow 
trials compared to expected objects trials. (B) Regions activated more strongly 
during expected retrieval of objects trials compared to expected shadow trials. 
Graphs indicate parameter estimates for experimental and corresponding baseline 
conditions. Bars represent means (±SEM). OB = objects, SH = shadow, exp = expected, bl 
= baseline.
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Figure 4.6 (right figure on opposite page) Comparisons between retrieval in unexpected objects and shadow blocks. 
(A) Regions activated more strongly during retrieval of unexpected shadow trials compared to unexpected objects trials. 
(B) Regions activated more strongly during unexpected retrieval of objects trials compared to unexpected shadow trials. 
Graphs indicate parameter estimates for experimental and corresponding baseline conditions. Bars represent means 
(±SEM). OB = objects, SH = shadow, unexp = unexpected, bl = baseline.
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Figure 4.7 Between-subject 
performance-related areas in 
right hippocampus predicting 
lower absolute distance error 
for encoding and retrieval 
phases in expected (exp) 
objects (OB) and shadow 
(SH) conditions.
tex. In our ROIs, we observed significant activations in left and right caudate nucleus 
(Table 4.1, Figure 4.3B).
To investigate which regions contributed to encoding the target location based on 
expected information to be available during retrieval, we directly compared brain 
responses during encoding phases of trials in objects blocks with that of trials in 
shadow blocks. This comparison revealed significant activations in left superior 
occipital gyrus and bilateral hippocampus (see Table 4.2A, Figure 4.4B). A contrast 
between encoding phases of trials in shadow blocks with that in objects blocks re-
vealed stronger activation in bilateral middle/anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral 
thalamus, bilateral caudate nucleus and right insula/IFG (Table 4.2A, Figure 4.4A). 
To reveal brain activity related to retrieving spatial locations based on different 
spatial cues, we first compared trials in which the expected information was pre-
sent. Comparing expected retrieval parts of objects trials with that of shadow trials 
revealed bilateral precuneus extending into right inferior/superior parietal lobule 
and angular gyrus, left inferior/superior parietal lobule and angular gyrus, right 
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Contrast/Region k x y z Peak t score
encoding objects > baseline
Bil inf/mid occipital gyrus, inf/sup parietal 
cortex, precuneus, post cingulate, RSC, inf 
temporal cortex, fusiform gyrus, medial frontal 
cortex, SMA, middle frontal gyrus, caudate 
nucleus, thalamus, R hippocampus, R parahip-
pocampal gyrus
34140*** 32 -70 32 11.58^^
L Cerebellum 269* -8 -54 -20 4.59
R Hippocampus 14+ 38 -34 -10 4.34^
R Parahippocampal gyrus 27+ 36 -38 -18 4.5^
encoding shadows > baseline
Bil inf/mid occipital gyrus, inf/sup parietal 
cortex, precuneus, post cingulate, RSC, inf 
temporal cortex, fusiform gyrus, medial frontal 
cortex, SMA, middle frontal gyrus, caudate 
nucleus, thalamus
25946*** -10 -60 48 9.95^^
R Middle frontal gyrus 353* 50 32 32 4.96
retrieval expected objects > baseline
Bil precuneus, inf/sup parietal cortex, middle 
occipital gyrus, posterior cingulate, R supra-
marginal gyrus
10103*** 2 -62 52 16^^
R Mid/sup frontal gyrus 6295*** 20 4 56 15.42^^
R Mid/inf frontal gyrus 627*** 46 30 32 6.97^^
R Insula 246* -32 22 -2 6.06^^
L Middle frontal gyrus 313* -28 52 12 4.98
R Caudate nucleus 174+ 18 4 22 7.7^
L Caudate nucleus 150+ -16 -2 24 6.56^
retrieval expected shadows > baseline
Bil precuneus, inf/sup parietal cortex, middle 
occipital gyrus, posterior cingulate, R angular 
gyrus
7392*** 6 -68 58 12.94^^
R Mid/sup frontal gyrus 828*** 28 2 58 9.26^^
L Mid/sup frontal gyrus 2292*** -23 2 54 7.22^^
R Mid frontal gyrus 341** 46 36 32 5.74^^
Table 4.1 Brain regions showing significant activations compared to corresponding 
baseline conditions
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Contrast/Region k x y z Peak t score
R Thalamus/caudate nucleus 424** 24 -30 12 5.69^^
R Insula/inf orbitofrontal 215* 28 28 -2 5.46^^
L Insula 230* -32 22 0 5.29
R Caudate nucleus 100+ 18 -18 20 4.84^
L Caudate nucleus 64+ -18 4 24 4.73^
Table 4.1 (continued)
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. *** p < .001 at the cluster level, 
** p < .01 at the cluster level, * p < .05 at the cluster level, + p < .05 small volume corrected, ^^ p < .05 FWE-corrected 
for the whole brain at the voxel level, ^ p < .05 FWE-corrected within the ROI at the voxel level.
Table 4.2A Brain regions showing significant activations in expected encoding 
contrasts
Contrast/Region k x y z Peak t score
Encoding: expected objects > expected shadow
L Superior occipital cortex 273** -12 -100 22 5.81^^
L Hippocampus 51+ -32 -40 -2 5.41^
R Hippocampus 11+ 36 -30 -8 3.61
Encoding: expected shadow > expected objects
Bil middle/anterior cingulate cortex 302** 0 10 30 5.12
Bil thalamus/caudate nucleus 433*** -8 -16 18 4.94
R Insula/inferior frontal gyrus 294** 30 22 4 4.64
R Caudate nucleus 64+ 10 12 14 4.72^
L Caudate nucleus 10+ -12 -8 16 3.61
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. *** p < .001 at the cluster level, 
** p < .01 at the cluster level, * p < .05 at the cluster level, + p < .05 small volume corrected, ^^ p < .05 FWE-corrected 
for the whole brain at the voxel level, ^ p < .05 FWE-corrected within the ROI at the voxel level.
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Contrast/Region k x y z Peak t score
Retrieval: expected objects > expected shadows
Bil Precuneus/R inf/sup parietal lobule/
angular gyrus
3715*** 2 -60 42 9.41^^
R Middle/inferior frontal gyrus 1280*** 50 26 32 6.12^^
L Inf frontal/precentral gyrus 1009*** -34 -62 38 5.62^^
L Inf/sup parietal lobule/angular gyrus 1609*** -38 -64 36 5.61^^
L Middle/superior frontal gyrus 378** -28 62 8 4.35
Retrieval: expected shadows > expected objects
R Inf occipital/temporal gyrus 946*** -36 -90 -4 5.57^^
R Postcentral/supramarginal gyrus 310** 58 -16 34 4.84
L Precentral/postcentral gyrus 239* -30 -40 66 4.54
L Inf occipital/temporal gyrus 1006*** 44 -70 -8 4.53
R Insula/operculum 437** 40 6 0 4.35
Medial PFC/anterior cingulate gyrus 271* 2 46 14 4.3
L Insula/operculum/postcentral gyrus 454** -60 -16 24 4.2
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. *** p < .001 at the cluster level, 
** p < .01 at the cluster level, * p < .05 at the cluster level, + p < .05 small volume corrected, ^^ p < .05 FWE-corrected 
for the whole brain at the voxel level, ^ p < .05 FWE-corrected within the ROI at the voxel level.
Table 4.2B Brain regions showing significant activations in expected retrieval 
contrasts
middle/inferior frontal gyrus, left interior frontal/precentral gyrus and a region 
spanning left middle and superior frontal gyrus (Table 4.2B, Figure 4.5B). This net-
work showed no significant activation in bilateral hippocampus, as was seen during 
encoding. Retrieving expected shadow information compared to retrieval expected 
objects information activated bilateral insula/operculum, bilateral central regions 
including precentral and postcentral gyrus, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)/an-
terior cingulate cortex, as well as bilateral visual regions (Table 4.2B, Figure 4.5A). 
The corresponding encoding contrast also activates bilateral insula, but the insular 
regions activated during retrieval are more posterior (Table 4.2B, Figure 4.3B). The 
observed caudate activation during encoding was not observed during retrieval.
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Contrast/Region k x y z Peak T-score
Retrieval: unexpected objects > unexpected shadows
Bil Precuneus 702*** -4 -56 46 5.69^^
L Caudate nucleus 35+ -14 2 16 3.94^
R Caudate nucleus 14+ 14 14 10 3.77^
Retrieval: unexpected shadows > unexpected objects
L Operculum/insula 417** -38 -26 24 5.81^^
L Occipital gyrus 341** -36 -90 -4 5.05
Medial PFC/anterior cingulate gyrus 1033*** 12 50 12 4.68
Table 4.2C brain regions showing significant activations in unexpected retrieval 
contrasts
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. *** p < .001 at the cluster level, 
** p < .01 at the cluster level, * p < .05 at the cluster level, + p < .05 small volume corrected, ^^ p < .05 FWE-corrected 
for the whole brain at the voxel level, ^ p < .05 FWE-corrected within the ROI at the voxel level.
Effects of expectancy
To look into the way the brain deals with unexpected spatial cues during retrieval, 
we compared the unexpected retrieval conditions with each other. When comparing 
unexpected objects retrieval periods (when shadow cues were expected to be avail-
able) with unexpected shadow retrieval periods, we found the precuneus activated. 
Bilateral caudate nucleus was activated as well; unlike in expected objects retrieval 
(Table 4.2C, Figure 4.6B). Stronger activation during unexpected shadow retrieval 
compared to unexpected objects retrieval revealed the left insula/operculum, which 
was also activated in the expected shadow contrast. Additionally, left occipital gyrus 
and mPFC/anterior cingulate gyrus was activated, both of which were also observed 
in the expected shadow contrast (Table 4.2C, Figure 4.6A).
Effects of performance
When we investigated between-subject activation that predicted performance, we 
found a cluster in the right hippocampus for which the activation significantly cor-
related with performance on that condition for encoding of expected objects trials 
and expected shadow trials and retrieval of expected shadow trials. Retrieval for ex-
pected objects trials showed a trend in right hippocampus (Table 4.2D, Figure 4.7). 
However, only the association between performance and right hippocampal acti-
vation during encoding of expected objects trials showed a significantly stronger 
association than that between performance and activation in the observed right hip-
pocampal cluster during the corresponding baseline condition (Table 4.2D). 
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Effects of the interaction between spatial cues and expectancy
The effects of the factors mentioned above could also interact. For instance, par-
ticipants could adopt different strategies to solve the task at hand. Given that the 
block instructions are only informative for 70% of trials, a participant that wants 
to be perfect on the task could always try to remember all spatial cues. On the other 
hand, participants that adapt their strategy according to the block instructions will 
be significantly impaired in unexpected trials. Additionally, because of a strategy 
or implicit preference, participants might exhibit a bias towards one of the spatial 
cue types. To investigate these effects on the neural level, we divided participants 
according to these factors into four groups. See Supporting Information for more 
information on this division and results. In summary, although we observed some 
differences in neural activation between these groups of participants, the effects on 
the neural processes under investigation were small.
Contrast/Region k x y z
Peak 
T-score
Steiger’s Z: experi-
mental condition 
vs. corresponding 
baseline
Encoding: negative linear correlation with normal objects error during normal objects trials
R Hippocampus 11+ 40 -18 -14 3.65^ -2.70 (p = .007)
Encoding: negative linear correlation with normal shadow error during normal shadow trials
R Hippocampus 9+ 42 -20 -14 3.55^ -1.27 (p = .204)
Retrieval negative linear correlation with normal objects error during normal objects trials
R Hippocampus 4ns 42 -16 -16 3.45 -0.81 (p = .417)
Retrieval negative linear correlation with normal shadow error during normal shadow trials
Medial prefrontal cortex 259* -14 42 0 5.11
L Cerebellum 363** -20 -42 -26 4.34
R Hippocampus 12+ 42 -18 -14 4.24^ -1.18 (p = 0.237)
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima, as well as Steiger’s Z values, testing the 
performance correlation with the experimental conditions versus the baseline conditions, are reported. *** p < .001 
at the cluster level, ** p < .01 at the cluster level, * p < .05 at the cluster level, + p ≤. 05 small volume corrected, ^^ p < 
.05 FWE-corrected for the whole brain at the voxel level, ^ p < .05 FWE-corrected within the ROI at the voxel level.
Table 4.2D Brain regions showing between-subject correlations with performance
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Discussion
In the present event-related fMRI study, we used an allocentric working memory 
task to determine the brain structures involved in encoding and retrieving location 
information based on different object-based spatial cues. During encoding phases 
of trials, participants learned a target location in the presence of three landmarks 
(positional cues). From each of the landmarks, a shadow was cast on the ground (di-
rectional cues). During subsequent retrieval, only two landmarks (objects trial) or 
one landmark with a shadow (shadow trial) were available and participants had to 
replace the target. Participants were informed in blocks about which type of retriev-
al trial was most likely to occur, thereby modulating expectations of having to rely 
on a single landmark or on a configuration of landmarks.
Effects of spatial cues
Effects of spatial cues in the hippocampus and caudate nucleus
The bilateral hippocampus was involved in encoding of objects trials, i.e. when 
participants expected a configuration of landmarks. The hippocampus is well estab-
lished in the literature on allocentric representations for navigation (Doeller et al., 
2008; Hartley et al., 2003; Iaria et al., 2003; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Place cells in the 
rat as well as in the human hippocampus represent the location of an animal or per-
son within an environment (Ekstrom et al., 2003; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Landmarks 
can influence place cell firing when they are close to the perceived background or 
seen as distal landmarks (see Jeffery, 2007, for a review). In contrast, place cell fir-
ing is not controlled by a configuration of proximal objects within an environment 
(Cressant et al., 1997). Human behavioral studies have suggested that configurations 
of objects can serve as an allocentric frame of reference (Li et al., 2012; Mou et al., 
2006; Mou & Zhou, 2012). Nevertheless, encoding relative to geometric bounda-
ries seems to be superior to encoding relative to landmarks (Cheng & Newcombe, 
2005). For instance, encoding of geometric boundaries normally overshadows en-
coding relative to landmarks when both are available during encoding. As a result, 
larger errors are made when the boundaries are missing during retrieval compared 
to when the landmarks are missing (Doeller & Burgess, 2008). However, with an in-
creasing number of landmarks, the boundary superiority effect disappeared (Mou 
& Zhou, 2012). These findings suggest that landmark configurations can serve as 
a geometry similar to boundaries. Hippocampal place fields have been found that 
were determined by the distance to a boundary in an allocentric direction (O‘Keefe 
& Burgess, 1996). It has been proposed that the hippocampus is provided with in-
formation about distances and angles to extended surfaces by so-called boundary 
vector cells (BVCs; Hartley et al., 2000; O‘Keefe & Burgess, 1996). The BVC model 
predicts that inputs from these cells are necessary for stable place cell firing, which 
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was supported by findings in rodents by Barry et al. (2006). Support for the BVC 
model in humans comes from an fMRI study showing increased hippocampal ac-
tivity with an increased number of imagined boundaries (Bird et al., 2010). In that 
study, five objects were either to be imagined horizontally, functioning as bounda-
ries, or vertically, functioning as landmarks. The increased hippocampal activation 
with more boundaries was therefore simultaneously a decrease with the number of 
imagined landmarks. A possible explanation for this observation is that boundaries 
(here lying objects) provide a clearer geometry than vertical objects that function 
as landmarks. Another explanation would be that lying objects simply provide 
more reference points (in the horizontal plane) than vertical objects (landmarks). 
A very recent study provides support for this possibility, by showing the existence 
of landmark vector cells in the hippocampus; place cells that showed a functional 
equivalence to boundary cells for landmarks, responding to a point rather than a line 
in horizontal space (Deshmukh & Knierim, 2013). Therefore, regardless of whether 
participants in our study imagined boundaries, the observed hippocampal activa-
tion most likely reflects encoding a geometry formed by the configuration of objects, 
which is qualitatively different from encoding locations relative to single landmarks 
in the caudate nucleus.
The stronger activation of the hippocampus in objects trials than in shadow tri-
als could simply be related to the number of object locations that have to be kept in 
working memory (WM). Participants could focus on only a single landmark during 
shadow encoding trials, ignoring the others. Arguing against this possibility, we did 
not observe a statistically significant performance difference between expected and 
unexpected objects trials. This indicates that, when expecting a shadow retrieval tri-
al, participants also encoded the positions of all landmarks at least to the degree to 
be able to use them for reorientation. Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis (Rottschy 
et al., 2012) did not reveal WM load-dependent effects in the hippocampus. In a vir-
tual environment study in which object locations had to be tracked in an egocentric 
way, the hippocampus also did not show increased activity with an increased num-
ber of object locations to be tracked in WM (Wolbers et al., 2008). Combined, it is 
unlikely that the observed effects in the hippocampus are due to WM load.
During expected encoding phases of shadow trials, participants expected to have 
only a single positional cue accompanied by directional information available dur-
ing retrieval. Comparing the neural activation of this condition to when several 
positional cues were expected to be available (objects trials) resulted in bilateral 
caudate nucleus activation. Activation of the caudate nucleus when participants 
rely more on single objects is consistent with its role in stimulus-response mapping 
associated with landmarks, which was also observed in an allocentric task (e.g. to 
walk 50 meters south of a column; Doeller et al., 2008; Hartley et al., 2003). Rodent 
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research has shown caudate nucleus involvement when navigating using objects as 
beacons, i.e. indicating a (nearby) target location (McDonald & White, 1994; Packard 
& McGaugh, 1996). This process is independent of the hippocampus, as a lesion in 
this area left this kind of learning intact (Pearce, Roberts, & Good, 1998). In bounded 
environments, the BVC model and the vector sum model (Cheng, 1988; 1989), which 
assumes landmark-goal vectors encoding, can both explain behavioral findings 
when the boundaries are seen as landmarks. However, when only landmark objects 
are available, the neural systems underlying this encoding are different. Our results 
are in line with an account in which the caudate stores separate landmark-goal vec-
tors to a goal.
In contrast to our predictions, we did not observe differences in hippocampal or 
caudate nucleus involvement between expected objects and shadow trials during re-
trieval. Instead, the observed differential activation during expected retrieval trials 
seems to reflect reorientation processes rather than memory processes. In line with 
the findings of Baumann et al. (2010), the caudate nucleus was activated compared 
to baseline in both conditions, whereas the hippocampus was not. This shows that 
the caudate nucleus is involved to the same degree when retrieving based on a single 
expected landmark and when target-landmark vectors need to be computed from a 
memory representation of the landmark configuration.
Effects of spatial cues in the rest of the brain
When we compared activation between expected objects with that during expect-
ed shadow trials during retrieval, the bilateral precuneus, bilateral parietal cortex, 
central and frontal regions were activated. Precuneus activation has been found 
for tasks in which someone else‘s viewpoint was required (Vogeley et al., 2004) and 
when an allocentric configuration needed to be learned from an egocentric perspec-
tive compared to from an allocentric perspective directly (Shelton & Gabrieli, 2002). 
Also, the precuneus is involved in both imagining rotations of one‘s own viewpoint 
and of objects in a scene (Lambrey et al., 2012). Furthermore, the precuneus, supe-
rior parietal lobe and precentral regions activations overlap with a network that 
showed increased activation with more objects having to be tracked during self-mo-
tion in a virtual environment (Wolbers et al., 2008). This suggests that allocentric 
retrieval of several positional cues during objects trials in this study requires more 
viewpoint movements than retrieval in the shadow trials does. The parietal activa-
tion we observed overlapped bilaterally with the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), superior 
parietal lobe and the angular gyrus. Previous work has shown that the IPS activated 
stronger for the rotation of objects in an environment than the rotation of the self 
within that environment (Keehner et al., 2006; Lambrey et al., 2012). The activation 
of this region during retrieval, but not during encoding, therefore seems to reflect 
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the updating of object locations in the environment with respect to the viewer in or-
der to reorient. The right middle frontal gyrus region we found in the same contrast 
overlaps with the region observed by Keehner et al. (2006) when comparing imag-
ined object rotations with imagined movement of the self. The activated network for 
retrieval in expected objects compared to expected shadow trials therefore seems to 
reflect reorientation based on a number of positional cues. 
Comparing expected shadow encoding to expected objects encoding phases also 
revealed activation in the right insula, middle cingulate cortex and thalamus. The 
insula was found to be activated during mental navigation (Ghaëm et al., 1997), in-
dicating the vestibular system’s involvement in virtual movement. Furthermore, 
the insula activated stronger when precise spatial relations needed to maintained in 
memory compared to maintenance of more qualitative relations (van der Ham et al., 
2009). The insula was also activated when we compared expected shadow trials with 
expected objects trials during retrieval. Compared to the insular region activated in 
the corresponding encoding contrast, this activation was located more posteriorly. 
Both encoding and retrieval insula regions overlap with those found in Lambrey 
et al. (2012) for the contrast of imagined rotation of the self compared to imagined 
rotation of objects in the environment. The parietal findings for rotation of objects 
and insula findings for self-rotation in that study therefore form a parallel with our 
retrieval results.
Effects of expectancy
In the comparison between unexpected objects trials to unexpected shadow trials 
during retrieval, the precuneus and bilateral caudate nucleus were activated. The 
precuneus was also observed during expected objects compared to shadow trials. 
In contrast, the caudate nucleus activation was not observed during any of the other 
contrasts during retrieval. Instead, it was activated during encoding, more strongly 
for shadow trials than for objects trials. Thus, it appears that participants rely on 
the information stored in this region, which they were expecting to have available 
during retrieval. This recruitment of this brain region occurs in the absence of a sig-
nificant behavioral switch cost between expected and unexpected objects trials. This 
suggests that the information about object locations in the caudate nucleus might 
compensate for the missing information, leading to a lower switch cost.
Comparing unexpected shadow trials to unexpected objects trials revealed acti-
vation in left visual cortex, the left posterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex/
mPFC. These regions completely overlap with the regions found when performing 
the expected version of this contrast. We suggest that this does not reflect a qualita-
tively different network, but rather reflects a power issue, given the lower amount of 
trials in the unexpected conditions compared to the expected conditions.
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Effects of performance
Contrasting findings in previous navigation studies (Baumann et al., 2010; Hartley 
et al., 2003), we did not observe consistent regions that predicted within-subject 
performance over trials in any of our conditions. Our study differs from these vir-
tual navigation studies in one important way. In our study, the type of cues and (in 
the case of objects trials) which specific cues would be available during retrieval was 
not completely certain. Therefore, encoding strategies that depend on the efficient 
reliance on specific brain regions, which would be successful in the real world, will 
often have failed in our experiment.
Between-subject performance was predicted by activation in the right hip-
pocampus during the encoding phases of expected objects and shadow trials and 
during the retrieval of expected shadow trials. In the contrast predicting better per-
formance during the retrieval phase of expected objects trials, we only observed a 
trend in right hippocampus cluster. These findings are in line with previous studies 
that showed a between-subject correlation with better navigational performance in 
the hippocampus (Hartley et al., 2003; Maguire et al., 1998). However, in the right 
hippocampus, only the encoding of objects trials showed a significantly greater 
correlation with performance than did the corresponding baseline condition. This 
could indicate the observed performance correlations in the right hippocampus in 
the other conditions might be explained by processes not specific to memory, such 
as effort. However, a previous study using the same task found correlations with bet-
ter navigational performance in both the medial temporal lobe (parahippocampal 
gyrus) and striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen; Baumann et al., 2010). It might 
indeed be expected that, given the explicit shifting of reliance on different spatial 
cues in our task, the regions that show correlations with better task performance 
would be task-dependent. Nevertheless, given the uncertainty of the available spa-
tial cues during retrieval, it might be that better navigators always rely on a cognitive 
map strategy, i.e. depend on the hippocampal representation.
In summary, these results indicate that humans are able to flexibly encode loca-
tion information based on expected spatial cues during retrieval. The hippocampus 
was involved in encoding when relying on the configurations of objects, whereas the 
caudate nucleus was involved when relying on a single landmark during encoding. 
Our findings are in line with an account where the hippocampus encodes geom-
etries formed by configuration of landmarks, similar to processing boundaries. In 
contrast, the caudate nucleus stores separate landmark-goal vectors in a stimulus-
response manner. During retrieval, regions associated with reorienting oneself 
relative to objects were activated when a single landmark was available. When two 
landmarks were available, regions associated with the mental rotation of objects 
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relative to the self were activated. Finally, we found evidence for hippocampus ac-
tivation predicting participant performance. By showing different involvement of 
striatal and hippocampal spatial memory systems during encoding, this study sheds 
light on how the brain deals with changing demands on spatial processing related 
purely to landmarks.
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Supporting Information
Supporting materials and methods
Participants in this study could have used different approaches to solve the task at 
hand. Given that the spatial cues predicted to be available by the block instructions 
were only valid in 70% of trials, different strategies to perform optimally could have 
been adopted. Some participants could have ignored the block cues in order to op-
timize their overall performance. Conversely, participants could have focused solely 
on the cues predicted by the block instructions, which would leave them guessing in 
an unexpected trial. Additionally, because of a strategy or implicit preference, par-
ticipants might exhibit a bias towards one of the spatial cue types. To investigate 
these effects on the neural level, we divided participants according to these factors 
into four groups.
In order to make an initial division of the group of participants, we calculated a 
‘switch cost’ value. This value captures the degree to which participants adapted 
their strategy according to the block instructions. The switch cost is the average er-
ror in unexpected trials in a block minus the average in expected trials in that block 
type (objects or shadow). We averaged the switch cost for objects and shadow blocks 
to obtain an average switch cost. We applied a median split division to obtain a group 
of low and high switchers. Participants that ignored the block instructions will have 
low switch costs because there is no difference for them between exptected and un-
exptected trials. On the other hand, participants that always prepared for expected 
trials will fall into the high switch group.
In a second step, the groups of low and high switchers were subdivided according 
to the difference between expected trials in global and local blocks. This reflects a 
bias that participants can have towards either objects or shadow cues, which might 
result from a conscious strategy or an unconscious preference. This can be thought of 
as independent of switch cost, because regardless of whether participants switched 
or not according to block instructions, this difference expresses how well partici-
pants performed in expected trials of the different block types. This subdivision was 
obtained by applying a median split according to the difference score between ex-
pected shadow and expected objects trials. The resulting groups can be thought of as 
having a bias towards either shadow or objects cues.
This resulted in four groups: low switchers with a shadow bias (N=12), low switch-
ers with an objects bias (N=12), high switchers with a shadow bias (N=12) and high 
switchers with an objects bias (N=11). Contrast images were entered into a 2 x 2 full 
factorial ANOVA in SPM8 to investigate the effects of switching, spatial cue bias and 
their interaction on brain activity in the investigated contrasts in this study. The re-
sults of the random effects analyses were thresholded at p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and 
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the cluster-size statistics were used as the test statistic. We report significant clusters 
at p < 0.05 at the whole-brain level or within our ROIs (see Materials and Methods in 
the main article).
Supporting results
Results for the strategy-based group comparisons are reported in Table 4.S1.
Contrast/Group comparison Region k x y z
Peak 
T-score
Encoding in expected objects trials > baseline
All group comparisons no significant clusters
Encoding in expected shadow trials > baseline
Shadow > objects bias R middle frontal gyrus 341* 30 36 40 4.74
L hippocampus 46+ -36 -22 -14 4.14^
R parahippocampal gyrus 35+ 38 -32 -14 3.77
Encoding in expected objects trials > encoding in expected shadow trials
High switchers > low 
switchers
R inferior temporal lobe 281** 52 -24 -22 4.11
R hippocampus 16+ 40 -22 -18 3.76^
Retrieval in expected objects trials > baseline
All group comparisons no significant clusters
Retrieval in expected shadow trials > baseline
All group comparisons no significant clusters
Retrieval in expected objects trials > retrieval in expected shadow trials
All group comparisons no significant clusters
Retrieval in unexpected objects trials > retrieval in unexpected shadow trials
Shadow > objects bias R middle cingulum 186* -14 -40 36 4.94
Positive interaction 
switching*spatial cue bias
R caudate nucleus 18+ 10 14 12 3.84^
Table 4.S1
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. *** p < .001 at the cluster level, 
** p < .01 at the cluster level, * p < .05 at the cluster level, + p < .05 small volume corrected, ^^ p < .05 FWE-corrected 
for the whole brain at the voxel level, ^ p < .05 FWE-corrected within the ROI at the voxel level.
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Abstract
The brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) was shown to be involved in spatial 
memory and spatial strategy preference. A naturally occurring single nucleotide poly-
morphism of the BDNF gene (Val66Met) affects activity-dependent secretion of BDNF. 
The current event-related fMRI study on preselected groups of ‘Met’ carriers and ho-
mozygotes of the ‘Val’ allele investigated the role of this polymorphism on encoding 
and retrieval in a virtual navigation task in thirty-seven healthy volunteers. In each trial, 
participants navigated towards a target object. During encoding, three positional cues 
(columns) with directional cues (shadows) were available. During retrieval, the invisible 
target had to be replaced while either two objects without shadows (objects trial) or one 
object with a shadow (shadow trial) were available. The experiment consisted of blocks, 
informing participants of which trial type would be most likely to occur during retrieval. 
We observed no differences between genetic groups in task performance or time to 
complete the navigation tasks. The imaging results show that Met carriers compared to 
Val homozygotes activate the left hippocampus more during successful object location 
memory encoding. The observed effects were independent of non-significant perfor-
mance differences or volumetric differences in the hippocampus. These results indicate 
that variations of the BDNF gene affect memory encoding during spatial navigation, 
suggesting that lower levels of BDNF in the hippocampus results in less efficient spatial 
memory processing.
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Introduction
Many factors influence spatial memory, one of which is genetic variations. Here, we 
investigated the role of a naturally occurring single nucleotide polymorphism on 
encoding and retrieval in a virtual navigation task. The brain-derived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF) is a member of the neurotrophin family of growth factors and is in-
volved in learning and memory (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, Izquierdo, et al., 2008a; 
Dincheva, Glatt, & Lee, 2012). Activity-dependent secretion of the BDNF protein 
regulates synaptic plasticity and is necessary for short- and long-term memory in 
the hippocampus (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, Izquierdo, et al., 2008a; Bekinschtein, 
Cammarota, Katche, et al., 2008b; Dincheva et al., 2012; Y. Lu, Christian, & Lu, 2008). 
In spatial memory tasks in rodents, BDNF mRNA was increased in the hippocampus 
after learning in spatial mazes (Kesslak et al., 1998; Mizuno et al., 2000) and after 
spatial context learning (Hall, Thomas, & Everitt, 2000). A critical role for BDNF in 
spatial memory was demonstrated by inhibiting BDNF expression in the hippocam-
pus, which lead to impairments in encoding and recall of both long-term spatial 
memory and spatial working memory (Mizuno et al., 2000), as well as object recog-
nition (Heldt et al., 2007; Seoane, Tinsley, & Brown, 2011). A common polymorphism 
in the human BDNF gene (Val66Met; rs6265), leading to a valine (Val) to methionine 
(Met) substitution at codon 66, is associated with reduced intracellular trafficking 
and reduced activity-dependent secretion of the BDNF protein (Chen et al., 2004; 
Egan et al., 2003). In a spatial maze task in humans, it was shown that the amount of 
Met alleles someone carries, associated with less activity-dependent BDNF secretion 
in the hippocampus, correlates positively with the choice for a response strategy 
(striatum-dependent) and negatively with the choice of a hippocampus-dependent 
spatial strategy (Banner et al., 2011). The use of such a spatial strategy in the maze 
task predicted better performance on a wayfinding task in a more realistic virtual 
town (Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007), suggesting this gene might affect the ability 
to create a cognitive map of places in an environment. Using fMRI, Banner et al. 
(2011) showed that Val homozygotes activate the hippocampus more during the first 
encoding trial of the maze, whereas Met carriers activate the striatum more during 
late learning and test phases. Together, these results provide strong evidence for a 
role of BDNF in spatial memory affecting the efficiency of hippocampal processing. 
This effect might lead to a preference for either hippocampus-dependent or caudate 
nucleus-dependent spatial strategies.
In line with BDNF’s role in memory, human carriers of the Met allele showed im-
paired episodic and verbal memory performance (Dempster et al., 2005; Egan et al., 
2003; Hariri et al., 2003; Schofield et al., 2009) and have been found to have smaller 
hippocampal volume (Bueller et al., 2006; Pezawas et al., 2004; Szeszko et al., 2005) 
but see (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, Katche, et al., 2008b; Y. Lu et al., 2008; Stein et 
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al., 2012). Previous human fMRI studies have shown reduced hippocampal activation 
for Met carriers during memory encoding and retrieval (Hariri et al., 2003; Hashi-
moto et al., 2008). In contrast, recent studies have observed increased hippocampal 
activation for Met carriers. When performance was matched between the genetic 
groups, the same task used in Hariri et al. (2003) showed increased hippocampal 
activation in Met carriers (Dennis et al., 2011). Additionally, hippocampal activity in 
Met carriers compared to Val homozygotes predicted encoding and retrieval success 
on a relational memory task. Similarly, higher activity in the amygdala during en-
coding predicted subsequent memory for biologically salient stimuli between male 
Met carriers and Val homozygotes (van Wingen et al., 2010).
In this study, we used a virtual spatial navigation working memory task in event-
related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate whether the 
BDNF Val66Met polymorphism influences spatial location encoding and retrieval. 
The task is an adaptation of a task used by Baumann, Chan, & Mattingley (2010), 
showing hippocampal involvement during successful encoding and retrieval in an 
open field environment with only objects available as spatial cues. During encoding, 
subjects learned the location of a target stimulus relative to three distinguishable 
columnar objects, providing positional information. An invisible sun cast shad-
ows from these objects, providing subjects with directional information. During 
retrieval, participants were provided with minimal information to reorient them-
selves: either two positional cues or one positional cue with directional information 
was available. The expectations of which cues would be available during retrieval 
were manipulated in experimental blocks, which allowed us to identify the brain 
areas involved in encoding based on which spatial cues participants expected dur-
ing retrieval. The influence of genetic variations of the BDNF Val66Met gene on this 
process were investigated by comparing preselected groups of Met carriers and Val 
homozygotes of this gene. In addition, we performed a between-group comparison 
of the brain activation during encoding and retrieval that predicted successful navi-
gation performance.
Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty-seven healthy right-handed adults of self-reported Caucasian ancestry partic-
ipated in this study (22 males, mean age = 23.78, range 19-35). To match the number 
of participants in each genotype group, 19 Met carriers (3 homozygous, of which 2 
men, and 16 heterozygous, of which 10 men) and 18 Val homozygotes (of which 10 
men) were preselected based on Val66Met genotype with a double-blind design, and 
were all right-handed participants with (corrected to) normal vision and no known 
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history of neurological or psychiatric illness. Participants were recruited from the 
Brain Imaging Genetics (BIG) study at the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition 
and Behavior of the Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center, the Netherlands. 
This database contains genetic and imaging data of healthy adult subjects (Franke 
et al., 2010). There were no significant differences in gender or age between the two 
groups (Fs < 1). Participants received a monetary reward or course credits for their 
participation, and all gave informed consent according to institutional guidelines of 
the local ethics committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands) prior 
to participating.
Genotyping
Genetic analyses were carried out at the Department of Human Genetics of the 
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, in a laboratory which has a quality 
certification according to CCKL criteria. High molecular weight DNA was isolated 
from saliva using Oragene containers (DNA Genotek, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) ac-
cording to the protocol supplied by the manufacturer. The BDNF 198-GNA (rs6265) 
polymorphism (Val66Met) was genotyped using Taqman® analysis (assay ID: 
Taqman assay: C_11592758_10; reporter 1: VIC-C-allele, reverse assay; Applied Bio-
systems, Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel, the Netherlands). Genotyping was carried out in a 
volume of 10 μl containing 10 ng of genomic DNA, 5 μl of Taqman Mastermix (2×; 
Applied Biosytems), 0.375 μl of the Taqman assay and 3.625 μl of H2O. Genotyping 
was performed on a 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System and genotypes were scored us-
ing the algorithm and software supplied by the manufacturer (Applied Biosystems). 
The genotyping assay had been validated before use and 5% duplicates and blanks 
were taken along as quality controls during genotyping.
Navigation task
Participants performed a navigation task in an open-field virtual environment (VE) 
inspired by the VE in Baumann et al. (Baumann et al., 2010; Wolbers et al., 2007). 
The navigation task was created and administered in the Blender open source 3D 
package (The Blender Foundation Amsterdam, the Netherlands; www.blender.org). 
Participants moved through the environment by means of four buttons using their 
right hand mapped from their index finger to their little finger: rotate left, move for-
ward, rotate right, move backward, respectively. Each trial consisted of an encoding 
and retrieval phase in which participants had to navigate toward a target that was 
visible during encoding but hidden in retrieval (Figure 5.1). In the encoding phase of 
the trial, participants entered an environment that contained three colored columns 
and a target (a yellow pyramid). An implicit sun (not visible in the environment) cast 
a shadow off each column. The participants were instructed to navigate towards the 
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target within a limited amount of time (10 seconds) and remember its location in the 
environment. Between encoding and retrieval, a blank screen was presented for four 
seconds. In the retrieval phase, participants re-entered the environment from one 
of four possible locations: the same starting location as in the encoding phase or a 
different location (shifted by 90°, 180° or 270° with equal probability). The target was 
absent and participants were instructed to navigate to where they thought the tar-
get was during the encoding phase. They confirmed its location with a button press 
objects trial shadow trial no memory trial
no memory 
cueing (1s)
retrieval (<10s)
objects trial
shadow trial
no memory trial
1s
4s
encoding (<10s)
blocks
objects objectsshadow shadow
Figure 5.1 Experimental paradigm. During encoding, three object cues (columns in red, green and blue) and shadows 
were available. Participants were required to navigate to the target object, shown in yellow. Before each trial, participants 
received a color cue indicating which of the colored columns would be available during retrieval. During the retrieval part 
of the trial, either two objects without shadows (objects trial) or one object with a shadow (shadow trial) were available. 
Participants were instructed to move to the position where the now unavailable target was placed and confirm with a 
button press. In baseline trials, indicated at the cue phase, the target was also visible during retrieval. The experiment 
consisted of blocks, informing participants of which type of trial would be most likely to occur (70% expected trials, 30% 
unexpected trials).
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with the index finger of their left hand. The retrieval phase had a time limit of 10 
seconds. During the retrieval phase, objects that were present were in their original 
locations, but information that was previously available during the encoding phase 
was now missing. In objects trials, two of the previous three columns were available, 
but the directional information provided by the shadows was missing. In shadow 
trials, only one of the previous three columns were available, with directional infor-
mation provided by a shadow. Note that, in both trial types, the minimal information 
was provided to reorient within the environment. In each trial, the location of the 
target and the columns were different to ensure that a unique spatial layout was en-
coded for every trial. There was an average delay of 5 seconds between trials, jittered 
between 4 and 6 seconds in steps of 0.5 seconds.
To investigate what the effect of expected spatial information was on encoding 
processes in the brain, the experiment was divided into blocks, informing partici-
pants about the type of spatial cues that were most likely to be available during the 
retrieval phase of trials. At the start of each block, participants were informed about 
the upcoming block type, stating either ‹objects block› or ‹shadow block›, which re-
mained on the screen until participants pressed a button to continue. Within each 
block, 70% of the ten experimental trials were expected (in accordance with the block 
type); the other three trials were unexpected, meaning that the unexpected spatial 
information was available during retrieval. Additionally, each block contained four 
‹no memory› baseline trials, in which the target was still visible during the retrieval 
phase. The visually available spatial cues during retrieval in these trials matched the 
block type to strengthen the perception of the validity of the block types. In addition 
to the block cues, at the start of each trial, participants were informed with a color 
cue about which of the columns available during encoding would also be available 
during retrieval. This cue was presented for 1 second, followed by a blank screen for 
1 second, after which the encoding phase started. In objects trials, this cue informed 
about the identity of one of the two columns available during retrieval. In shadow 
trials, this cue informed about the single column with directional information that 
would later be available during retrieval. This was done to make the two trial types 
more equal in difficulty. Without these cues, in shadow trials, participants would 
have to remember directional information on top of all column locations. This would 
render the memory requirements in objects trials a subset of those in shadow trials, 
thereby hampering the ability to distinguish between encoding processes for trial 
types in the brain. In baseline trials, the words ‹no memory› were presented instead 
of the cue at the beginning of the trial, informing participants that the target would 
be available during retrieval.
Before the sessions in the scanner, participants received training in the task. Next, 
participants performed four training blocks inside a dummy MR scanner. Four train-
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ing blocks were administered, alternating between objects and shadow blocks. This 
alternation was continued in the scanner sessions, with the first block type counter-
balanced over subjects. The instructions combined with the training session lasted 
approximately 40 minutes. The scanning session was divided into two runs, each 
of which contained five blocks. This added up to 35 expected objects trials, 35 ex-
pected shadow trials, 15 unexpected objects trials, 15 unexpected shadow trials, 20 
baseline objects trials and 20 baseline shadow trials. In each trial, we recorded the 
absolute metric error (the distance in virtual meters between the target location and 
the response location indicated by the participant) as performance measure. Fur-
thermore, duration (time in seconds it took participants to finish an encoding or 
retrieval phase), speed of movement (defined as the average traversed virtual meters 
per second), the signed rotation (the cumulative sum of angular rotations, with left 
rotations having a negative sign and right rotations a positive sign) and unsigned 
rotation (cumulative sum of angular rotations in both directions, representing the 
total amount of rotation).
Imaging parameters
The data was acquired on a Siemens 3 Tesla MAGNETOM Trio MRI scanner (Siemens 
Medical system, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel coil. A multi-echo echo-pla-
nar imaging (EPI) sequence was used to acquire 31 axial slices per functional volume 
(voxel size = 3 x 3 x 3 mm; repetition time (TR) = 2390 ms; TE = 9.4 ms, 21.2 ms, 33 
ms, 45 ms, and 57 ms; flip angle = 90; field of view = 212 mm). This type of parallel ac-
quisition sequence for functional images reduces motion and susceptibility artifacts 
(Poser et al., 2006). After the acquisition of functional images, a high-resolution 
anatomical scan was acquired (T1-weighted MPRAGE, voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, TR 
= 2300 ms, TE = 3.03 ms, 192 sagittal slices, 1 mm thick, FoV = 256 mm), accelerated 
with GRAPPA parallel imaging (Griswold et al., 2002).
Statistical analysis
We analyzed average metric error, average time to complete encoding phases and 
average time to complete retrieval phases as behavioral measures within 2 x 2 x 2 
x 2 ANOVAs. For average metric error and average time to complete retrieval phas-
es, this model contained the between-subject factors genotype and gender and two 
within-subject factors: cues available at retrieval (objects vs. shadow) and expectan-
cy (expected vs. unexpected). For average time to complete the encoding phase of 
trials, the within-subject factors in the model were block type (objects vs. shadow) 
and expectancy (expected vs. unexpected).
The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). The first four images of each session were discarded to allow for T1 equilibra-
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tion. Then, the five echoes of the remaining images were realigned to correct for 
motion artifacts (estimation of the realignment parameters is done for the first echo 
and then copied to the other echoes). The weighting of echoes for this combination 
was calculated based on 26 volumes acquired before the actual experiment started 
and was dependent on the measure differential contrast to noise ratio (Poser et al., 
2006). Data were subsequently spatially normalized and transformed into Montreal 
Neurological Institute space (resampled at voxel size 2 × 2 × 2 mm), as defined by the 
SPM8 EPI.nii template. Finally, the functional scans were spatially smoothed using a 
3D isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel (FWHM = 8 mm).
Statistical analyses were performed in the context of the general linear model. For 
each of the experimental conditions (expected objects encoding, expected shadow 
encoding, expected objects retrieval, expected shadow retrieval, unexpected objects 
retrieval, unexpected shadow retrieval), the trials were divided into low error and 
high error conditions according to the absolute metric error on each trial, using a 
median split. The time series of these experimental conditions plus no memory 
encoding in objects blocks, no memory encoding in shadow blocks, no memory re-
trieval in objects blocks, no memory retrieval in shadow blocks) was convolved with 
a canonical hemodynamic response function and used as a regressor in the SPM 
multiple regression analysis. To account for trial-by-trial differences in movement 
in the VE (speed of movement, signed and unsigned rotation), we modeled these ef-
fects over all trials in a run. To this end, a model was created per run for each subject, 
collapsing all encoding and retrieval trials into a single condition. For each trial in 
this model, the average speed, signed and unsigned rotation were modeled as para-
metric modulators. These were convolved with the hemodynamic response function 
(HRF) and the resulting three regressors were included in the first-level statistical 
models per run. Events were time-locked to when the subjects first entered the envi-
ronment in the encoding and retrieval phase of each trial and were modeled for the 
entire period in that phase. Block cues, trial cues and missed trials were also mod-
eled. In addition, six realignment parameters were entered as effects of no interest. 
Statistical analysis included high-pass filtering (cutoff, 128 sec) to remove low-fre-
quency confounds such as scanner drifts and correction for serial correlations using 
an autoregressive AR(1) model.
To compare brain activity during encoding when expecting to have to rely on po-
sitional cues (in objects blocks) with that when expecting a single positional and a 
directional cue (in shadow blocks), we created linear contrasts of encoding phases 
in objects blocks minus encoding phases in shadow blocks, collapsed over expected 
and unexpected trials and over low and high error conditions. The resulting contrast 
images were entered into an independent-sample t-test on the second level to com-
pare general activation for this condition and to compare between genotype groups. 
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The same procedure was applied for comparing brain activity during retrieval, but 
here the conditions were baseline-corrected at the first level to take visual differ-
ences between the conditions into account. 
To assess the brain regions that correlated with performance on a trial-by-trial 
basis, we split each of our experimental conditions (expected objects, unexpected 
objects, expected shadow, unexpected shadow) into a low and high error condition 
based on the absolute metric error using a median split. These regressors were cre-
ated separately for the encoding and retrieval phases of each condition, similar to 
previous studies (Baumann et al., 2010; Wolbers et al., 2007). These effects were test-
ed by entering the first-level linear contrast estimates in second-level random-effects 
analyses. For testing effects over the whole participant group we used a one-sample 
t-test and for testing the planned contrasts of BDNF genotype we used two-sample 
t-tests, dividing the participants in two groups (Met carriers and Val homozygotes). 
We tested genotype differences between encoding trials in objects and shadow 
blocks regardless of memory performance by taking the first-level contrasts of each 
experimental condition versus its corresponding baseline and entering these linear 
contrast images in two-sample t-tests to test for genotype group differences. 
Statistical inference (p < 0.05) was performed at the cluster level, correcting 
for multiple comparisons over the search volume (the whole brain). The intensity 
threshold necessary to determine the cluster-level threshold was set at p < 0.001, 
uncorrected.
Based on the hypothesis that BDNF affects the hippocampus and caudate nucleus 
during spatial memory tasks (add a reference), we used these as regions of interest 
(ROIs) in our functional imaging analysis. We selected these anatomically defined 
ROIs based on the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 
2002), which is based on the anatomical parcellation of spatially normalised high-
resolution T1 scans in MNI space. Using MarsBar (Brett et al., 2002), we extracted 
average beta parameter estimate values for all voxels in each ROI for each individual 
first level design. These values were entered in separate repeated-measures GLM for 
encoding and retrieval phases to investigate main and interaction effects. For the 
encoding models, the within-subject factors block type (objects or shadow) and error 
(low or high) and the between-subject factor genotype (Val homozygote or Met car-
rier) were entered. For the retrieval phase, the within-subject factors cue available 
(objects or shadow), congruence (expected or unexpected) and error (low or high) 
and the between-subject factor genotype (Val homozygote or Met carrier) were en-
tered, each corrected for the corresponding cue type baseline condition.
Previous studies have found volumetric differences in hippocampus related 
to BDNF Val66Met genotype (Bueller et al., 2006; Pezawas et al., 2004; Szeszko 
et al., 2005). To exclude anatomical differences between groups as confounds in 
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our functional analysis, we compared the volumes of left and right hippocampus 
and caudate nucleus between Val homozygotes and Met carriers. The automatic 
segmentation of the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus in our T1 images was 
performed using FIRST v1.2 (available at: www.fmrib. ox.ac.uk/fsl/first/index.html) 
in FSL 4.1.4 (available at: www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl; Smith et al., 2004). This method 
is based on Bayesian statistical models of shape and appearance for fifteen subcorti-
cal structures from 336 manually labeled T1-weighted MR images. To fit the models, 
the probability of the shape given the observed intensities is used (Patenaude et al., 
2011). The segmented caudate and hippocampal regions were visually inspected and 
overlaid on the anatomical image using FSL’s ‘slicesdir’ function to check for obvi-
ous segmentation errors (such as large parts of a structure located in the ventricles). 
No scans had to be removed because of this.
The volumes of the segmentations for both the left and right caudate nucleus and 
hippocampus were analyzed in separate independent samples t-tests, which were 
performed in SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). To correct the regional vol-
umes for total brain volume, we segmented each person’s anatomical image into 
gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid using SPM8’s Unified Segmenta-
tion tool. The relative volumes of our ROIs were calculated by dividing the regional 
volume by the total brain volume (defined as the sum of gray and white matter) and 
these values were entered into the analyses.
Results
Behavioral results
We analyzed the behavioral data with 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVAs (see Methods). The results 
for our performance measure, average metric error, are presented in Table 5.1A. The 
average metric error was higher for females than for males (F(1,33) = 14.83, p = .001). 
We also observed a main effect of expectancy (F(1,33) = 4.75, p = .037), showing that 
participants performed worse on unexpected trials. We observed an interaction ef-
fect between the cue available during retrieval and expectancy (F(1,33) = 12.63, p = 
.001). This interaction reflects a significantly higher error for unexpected shadow 
trials than for expected shadow trials (t36 = 3.39, p = .002), whereas the difference 
between unexpected objects trials and expected objects trials was not significantly 
(t36 = .29, p = .776). We also observed a trend for the expectancy by gender interaction 
(F(1,33) = 3.71, p = .063). This interaction reflects a higher error for unexpected trials 
than expected trials in males (t21=3.67, p = .001), but no difference for females (t14=.11, 
p = .92). We also observed a trend for the cue by genotype interaction (F(1,33) = 3.65, 
p = .065). This interaction reflects a higher error for shadow trials than objects trials 
in Val homozygotes (t18 = 3.18, p = .005), but no difference in Met carriers (t17 = .50, p = 
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.62). Importantly, we did not observe a main effect for genotype (F(1,33) = .50, p = .49), 
nor any other interaction with genotype (all p-values > .40). No other main effects or 
interactions reached significance (all p-values > .40).
When analyzing the time it took participants to complete the encoding phases 
of trials, we observed a main effect of block type (F(1,33) = 7.32, p = .011; Table 5.1B), 
showing that encoding phases in shadow blocks were completed faster than encod-
Met carriers Val homozygotes
M F M F
Objects trials congruent 20.07 (1.51) 28.43 (1.83) 20.13 (1.70) 28.13 (3.59)
incongruent 21.32 (1.41) 26.38 (1.59) 20.68 (1.48) 26.53 (4.04)
Shadow trials congruent 17.94 (1.28) 26.60 (2.31) 20.23 (1.75) 28.29 (4.80)
incongruent 26.11 (1.77) 27.04 (2.11) 26.72 (1.44) 32.50 (2.87)
Table 5.1A Behavioral performance: Average absolute Euclidean distance error per 
condition
Table 5.1B Behavioral performance: Average time to complete encoding parts of 
trials per condition
Met carriers Val homozygotes
M F M F
Objects trials congruent 5.83 (0.37) 5.09 (0.38) 5.72 (0.24) 4.79 (0.35)
incongruent 5.60 (0.39) 4.98 (0.41) 5.48 (0.28) 4.80 (0.32)
Shadow trials congruent 5.32 (0.32) 4.91 (0.36) 5.47 (0.26) 4.77 (0.28)
incongruent 5.92 (0.34) 5.14 (0.42) 5.82 (0.27) 4.91 (0.40)
Table 5.1C Behavioral performance: Average time to complete retrieval parts of 
trials per condition
Met carriers Val homozygotes
M F M F
Objects trials congruent 6.55 (0.19) 6.11 (0.48) 5.89 (0.29) 5.99 (0.31)
incongruent 6.75 (0.30) 6.39 (0.48) 6.41 (0.26) 6.32 (0.27)
Shadow trials congruent 5.83 (0.20) 6.16 (0.52) 5.41 (0.27) 5.85 (0.25)
incongruent 5.83 (0.28) 5.63 (0.56) 5.64 (0.29) 5.58 (0.29)
Behavioral performance sorted according to BDNF genotype (Met carriers and Val homozygotes) and male (M) and 
female (F). Tables show averages (SD).
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ing phases in objects blocks. We also observed a main effect of gender (F(1,33) = 4.95, 
p = .03), where females were faster than males. For genotype, the main effect did 
not reach significance (F(1,33) = .156, p = .70), neither did any of the interactions (all 
p-values > .20).
The analysis of the times to finish the retrieval phases of trials revealed a main 
effect of the available cue during retrieval (F(1,33) = 44.40, p < .001; Table 5.1C), show-
ing that retrieval phases in shadow trials were finished faster than those in objects 
trials. The interaction between the available cue and expectancy was also significant 
(F(1,33) = 15.28, p < .001), reflecting significantly longer completion times for unex-
pected objects trials than for expected objects trials (t36 = 3.50, p < 0.01), whereas the 
difference between unexpected shadow trials and expected shadow trials was not 
significant (t36=.828, p = .41). The main effect of genotype did not reach significance 
(F(1,33) = .76, p = .39), nor did any of the interactions including genotype (all p-values 
> .20). No other main effects or interactions were observed.
To ensure that the genotype groups did not differ in terms of their navigational 
behavior, we compared the average speed, signed rotation, and unsigned rotation 
within trials of each condition (encoding and retrieval phases of expected objects, 
unexpected objects, no memory in objects blocks, expected shadow, unexpected 
shadow, no memory in shadow blocks) using independent-samples T-tests. Fur-
thermore, it could be that the groups used a different strategy with respect to the 
egocentric use of the cued column, e.g. by moving closer to it during encoding. To 
test this, we also compared the closest distance that subjects moved near the cued 
column, averaged over all trials and tested for all conditions. None of the described 
comparisons revealed a significant difference between the genotype groups (all ps > 
.09).
Structural analysis results
Using the anatomical scans, we tested whether structural differences in hippocam-
pal and caudate volume (as percentages of total brain volume) between the BDNF 
genotype groups could account for the functional differences observed between 
these groups. There were no differences in caudate volume between the groups (left: 
t35 = -.34, p > .70; right: t35 = .14, p > .80). There was also no difference in right hip-
pocampal volume between groups (t35 = -.78, p > .40), but a trend in left hippocampal 
volume between groups (t35 = 1.85, p = .07). To account for this trend effect of genetic 
group on left hippocampal volume, we added left hippocampal volume (as percent-
age of total brain volume) as a covariate in our imaging analysis and in the analysis 
on the extracted beta values from the left hippocampus.
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Figure 5.2 Rendered three-dimensional images 
depicting mean BOLD activation over the entire 
experimental group in the whole-brain analysis 
during encoding. Red shading represents encoding 
during objects blocks compared to baseline, blue 
shading represents encoding during shadow blocks 
compared to baseline and purple shading represent 
overlaps. Figures display the effects at p < 0.05, 
corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole 
brain.
Contrast/Region k x y z Peak T-score
Encoding in objects blocks > baseline
Bil Occipital/middle temporal/precuneus/sup 
parietal/inf parietal/supramarginal
18291* 30 -70 30 11.15
Bil Precentral/middle frontal gyrus/superior 
frontal gyrus/IFG/SMA
8859* -30 0 58 9.21
L Orbitofrontal cortex 219* -16 48 -14 6.2
L Cerebellum 383* -10 -48 -24 5.28
Bil Caudate nucleus 304* -2 18 8 5.13
R Hippocampus 13+ 40 -20 -18 3.9
R Parahippocampal gyrus 30+ 34 -38 -12 4.41
R Caudate 11+ 20 26 0 3.77
Encoding in shadow blocks > baseline
Bil Occipital/middle temporal/precuneus/
sup parietal/inf parietal/supramarginal/
precentral/IFG
22224* 30 -70 34 12.07
Bil Precentral/middle frontal gyrus/superior 
frontal gyrus/IFG/SMA
6205* -38 -2 36 6.55
L Cerebellum 400* -8 -74 -24 5.73
L Caudate nucleus 40 -16 26 -2 4.76
R Caudate nucleus 40 18 26 -6 4.89
Table 5.2 Brain Regions Showing Significant Activations during encoding
* p < 0.05 at the cluster level, + p < 0.05 small volume corrected.
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Neuroimaging results
Encoding phases in objects blocks compared to baseline trials over the entire group 
of participants activated a wide array of regions, including the right hippocampus 
(see Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2). Encoding in shadow blocks of the entire group acti-
vated many of the same regions, including the caudate nucleus (see Table 5.2 and 
Figure 5.2). We then investigated whether there were genotype differences between 
encoding trials in objects and shadow blocks regardless of memory performance. 
We found no regions showing a difference between the genotype groups.
Next, we compared activation during encoding of spatial locations that pre-
dicted subsequent performance. The contrast of expected encoding trials with low 
subsequent error compared to such trials with high subsequent error revealed no 
significant clusters, as did the comparison between high subsequent error trials 
compared to low subsequent error trials. However, an error by genotype interaction 
was found in the left hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus, where Met carriers 
showed a higher difference between subsequent low and high error trials than the 
Val homozygotes (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3A). Subsequent analyses showed that the 
Met carriers showed a higher activation for subsequent low error compared to sub-
sequent high error in left hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus (Table 5.3). No 
effects on the whole brain level or in our ROIs were found for subsequent high com-
pared to low errors in Met carriers. Val homozygotes did not show any significant 
regions activated in either low-high error and high-low error contrasts (Table 5.3). 
Analyses on extracted parameter estimates of each condition revealed an interac-
tion between genotype and error in the left hippocampus during encoding (F(1,32) 
= 8.80, p = 0.006, Figure 5.3B). No main effects or interactions were observed in the 
encoding model in right hippocampus, nor in left and right caudate nucleus.
In the analysis of the retrieval phases of trials, we first looked for genotype dif-
ferences in activation during experimental retrieval phases compared to baseline. 
When comparing the unexpected objects trial regardless of memory performance 
versus baseline, we observed higher activity in the left caudate nucleus for Val ho-
mozygotes compared to Met carriers (pSVC = .015; Table 5.4A). Subsequent analyses 
showed the Val homozygotes activated the left caudate nucleus stronger compared 
to baseline (pSVC = .001), whereas the Met carriers showed a trend to deactivate the 
left caudate nucleus (pSVC = .054). No whole-brain significant clusters were revealed 
for this comparison. We did not find any other significant genotype difference in 
our ROIs, nor in the rest of the brain for the other retrieval conditions versus base-
line (expected objects, expected shadows and unexpected shadows). Next, we looked 
for activity that predicted good performance during retrieval by comparing low er-
ror with high error trials within each condition. The difference in activity between 
low and high error trials did not differ between genotypes in our ROIs for any of 
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Figure 5.3 The BDNF Val66Met polymorphism affects successful memory encoding in the left hippocampus. (A) Results 
for whole brain analysis. Red shading indicates low minus high subsequent error contrast for Met carriers higher than for 
Val homozygotes. Blue shading indicates subsequent low minus high error in the Met carrier group. Sagittal section at x = 
-26, coronal section at y = -4. Figures display the effects at p < 0.001, uncorrected. (B) Results for left hippocampus ROI, 
plot shows results for low and high error trials (collapsed over objects and shadow trial encoding conditions), separately 
for Val homozygotes and Met carriers. Bars represent means (±SEM). 
Table 5.3 Brain regions showing a significant subsequent error (low compared to 
high error trials) in Met carriers compared to Val homozygotes and in Met carriers 
during encoding trials in objects blocks
Contrast/Region k x y z Peak t score
Encoding in objects blocks: low - high error: Met > Val
L Fusiform/Parahippocampal gyrus 221* -32 -36 -18 4.84
Bil Paracentral Lobule/Precuneus 212* 2 -36 72 4.57
L Hippocampus 16+ -26 -4 -26 3.96
Encoding in objects blocks: low - high error: Met
L Hippocampus 25+ -30 -10 -20 3.84
* p < 0.05 at the cluster level, + p < 0.05 small volume corrected.
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the retrieval conditions. However, in expected shadow retrieval trials, we observed 
genotype differences in activity associated with successful retrieval in the right cu-
neus/precuneus, the cerebellum and the right superior parietal cortex (Table 5.4B). 
Subsequent analyses within these regions showed that the Met carriers showed 
significantly higher activation for low error compared to high errors, whereas the 
Val homozygotes showed this effect in none of the regions. However, the Val ho-
mozygotes did show a higher activation in the cuneus/precuneus region for high 
compared to low error trials (Table 5.4B). Analysis of the beta values for each of the 
retrieval conditions against its corresponding baseline was performed with the 
within-subject factors cue available, expectancy and error and the between-subject 
factor genotype. We observed no significant main effects or interactions in any of 
our ROIs (all p-values > .06). 
Although we did not see any main effects or interactions with genotype in our 
memory performance measure, we also ran our second-level main models with task 
performance added as a covariate of no interest. This was done because brain activa-
tion differences between genotype groups in the absence of memory performance 
differences in those groups are problematic to interpret, because fewer participants 
are required in imaging genetics studies to have sufficient statistical power to ob-
serve an effect than in behavioral genetics studies (Rasch, Papassotiropoulos, & de 
Quervain, 2010). By adding task performance for the conditions under investigation 
as a covariate to our statistical models, we corrected for non-significant memory 
performance differences between groups. The addition of performance as a covari-
ate did not affect the obtained results.
Contrast/Region k x y z Peak T-score
Retrieval for incongruent objects trials (baseline corrected): Val - Met
L Caudate nucleus 44+ -16 -2 24 4.79
Retrieval for incongruent objects trials (baseline corrected): Val homozygotes
L Caudate nucleus 164+ -18 -4 22 7.84
Retrieval for incongruent objects trials (baseline corrected): Met homozygotes
L Caudate nucleus 8- -2 16 0 -4.26
Table 5.4A Brain regions showing significant genotype effect during retrieval for 
incongruent objects trials
Cluster size (k) and MNI coordinates and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. 
* p < 0.05 at the cluster level, + p < 0.05 small volume corrected, - p < 0.10 small volume corrected.
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Discussion
In this paper we show that the BDNF Val66Met genotype is relevant for the encoding 
of spatial object locations. Comparing preselected groups of Met carriers and Val ho-
mozygotes, the brain response during encoding between subsequent low error trials 
compared to subsequent high error trials was different for the Val homozygotes and 
Met carriers. When participants expected to have to rely on multiple object positions 
during subsequent retrieval, the left hippocampus showed an interaction between 
subsequent location memory error and genotype, where only Met carriers showed 
increased activation with subsequent performance in the left hippocampus. An ana-
tomical region of interest analysis over the whole left hippocampus confirmed this 
effect, regardless of which information participants were expecting.
Next to its role in long term spatial memory (Burgess, Maguire, & O’Keefe, 2002; 
O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978), the hippocampus is also involved in spatial working memory 
in both two-dimensional (van Asselen et al., 2006) and three-dimensional (Baumann 
et al., 2010) tasks. The involvement of BDNF in spatial working memory was shown 
by (Mizuno et al., 2000), where infusion of antisense BDNF oligonucleotide (leading 
to a significant reduction of BDNF mRNA and protein levels in the hippocampus) 
resulted in poorer spatial working memory, as well as long-term memory impair-
Table 5.4B Brain regions showing a significant effect of successful retrieval for 
Met carriers compared to Val homozygotes
Contrast/Region k x y z
Peak 
t
Peak 
voxel 
low-
high 
error t 
in Met 
carriers
Peak 
voxel 
low-
high 
error t 
in Val 
ho-
mozy-
gotes
Cluster 
p Met 
carri-
ers low 
- high 
error
Clus-
ter p 
Val 
ho-
mozy-
gotes 
low 
- high 
error
Clus-
ter p 
Val 
ho-
mozy-
gotes 
high-
low 
error
Retrieval in congruent shadow trials: low - high error: Met > Val
R Precuneus/
cuneus
257* 30 -50 28 4.66 2.8 -3.85 0.009 n.s. 0.005
Cerebellum 259* 2 -58 -16 4.66 6.44 -0.8 < .001 n.s. n.s.
R Superior 
parietal cortex
189* 20 -68 52 4.52 5.71 -1.22 < .001 n.s. n.s.
Cluster size (k), MNI coordinates and p-values and peak T-values of local maxima are reported. 
* p < 0.05 at the cluster level, + p < 0.05 small volume corrected, n.s. = not significant.
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ments. BDNF is involved in the modulation of synaptic transmission (Berninger 
& Poo, 1996; Carter et al., 2002), thus having an acute effect on synaptic efficacy 
(Schinder & Poo, 2000). Combined with the crucial role for BDNF in short and long 
term memory (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, Izquierdo, et al., 2008a; Y. Lu et al., 2008), 
BDNF therefore can affect hippocampal spatial memory processing not only on long 
timescales but also during working memory.
In contrast to our results showing an increased neural activation during success-
ful encoding in Met carriers, previous neuroimaging studies have found decreased 
hippocampal activity during memory encoding and retrieval for Met carriers (Hariri 
et al., 2003; Hashimoto et al., 2008). On the other hand, a recent study showed in-
creased neural activity in Met carriers during a similar scene encoding and retrieval 
task (Dennis et al., 2011). In this study, there was no memory difference between gen-
otype groups. Decreased neural activity for Met carriers in Hariri et al.(2003) might 
therefore be confounded with worse memory performance. Dennis et al. (2011) ad-
ditionally administered an event-related relational memory task, which allowed 
for the exploration of brain activity predicting successful memory encoding and 
retrieval. This task revealed greater medial temporal lobe activity predicting encod-
ing and retrieval success for Met carriers compared to Val homozygotes. In line with 
these results, a higher subsequent memory effect (brain activity predicting whether 
an item will be remembered later) for male Met carriers was reported in van Wingen 
et al. (2010). Again, this occurred in the absence of memory performance differences 
between BDNF genotype groups. These findings can be interpreted in two distinct 
ways. First, these findings could be the result of neural inefficiency. The Met allele 
is associated with reduced activity-induced BDNF secretion (Chen et al., 2004; Egan 
et al., 2003), which might require more neural activation or a larger population of 
neurons to induce long term potentiation. This points to a compensatory mecha-
nism in Met allele carriers, where increased neural processing in the hippocampus 
is required to equal memory performance compared to Val homozygotes. In circum-
stances where this compensatory mechanism fails, Val homozygotes would exhibit 
better memory performance, as observed in Hariri et al. (2003). Another possibility 
is that Met carriers encoded the environment in a qualitatively different way, e.g. 
leading to different or more features of the spatial environment being encoded or 
leading to longer-lasting representations. Whereas we cannot address the latter pos-
sibility, a difference in the encoding of environmental features seems unlikely. If this 
were the case, we would expect an interaction between genotype and expectancy. 
We did not see this, although we did observe a trending genotype by cue interaction. 
Notwithstanding, including performance as a covariate in our functional imaging 
analyses did not change the results. 
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The current results show BDNF effects on encoding success. During spatial mem-
ory retrieval, we observed effects of BDNF genotype on retrieval memory success 
in the cuneus/precuneus, cerebellum and superior parietal cortex during expected 
shadow trials. The precuneus is involved in both imagining rotations of one’s own 
viewpoint and of objects in a scene (Lambrey et al., 2012). This study also found 
that the rotation of objects in an environment more than the rotation of the self 
within an environment activated the superior parietal cortex. Moreover, the pari-
etal cortex is involved in successful retrieval during episodic memory tasks (Cabeza 
et al., 2008). The cerebellum seems to participate in the procedural components of 
navigation (Rondi-Reig & Burguière, 2005) and has been found to be activated by 
successful detour navigation (Maguire et al., 1998). Surprisingly, during retrieval, 
we did not observe effects of genotype on successful retrieval in the hippocampus. 
Furthermore, over both groups, we did not observe hippocampal activation related 
to successful memory retrieval. This is in contrast with the study by Baumann et 
al. (2010), who employed a similar task and observed within-participant perfor-
mance effects in hippocampus during both encoding and retrieval. Although our 
study uses a similar task, it differs in one important way; in our study, the type of 
cues and (in the case of objects trials) which specific cues would be available dur-
ing retrieval were designed not to be completely reliable. Therefore, encoding and 
retrieval strategies that would be successful in a real-world setting might be unsuc-
cessful in some trials on our task. These trial-by-trial differences in attended object 
features or employed strategies therefore introduce variability in our performance 
measure. More hippocampal involvement during encoding might still lead to better 
all-round memory performance, explaining the observed difference between trials 
subsequently remembered with low and high errors. New spatial configurations 
compared to old ones have shown hippocampal activation (Düzel et al., 2003). In 
line with this suggestion, studies have found higher hippocampal responses to novel 
compared to correctly recognized stimuli (Daselaar, Fleck, & Cabeza, 2006; Vilberg 
& Rugg, 2009) and indistinguishable hippocampal responses to missed compared to 
correctly recognized stimuli (Rugg et al., 2012; Yu, Johnson, & Rugg, 2011), especially 
when successful recognition lacks in retrieval of contextual details. Although the 
absence of an effect during retrieval should be interpreted cautiously, it might be 
that the failing recollection process during retrieval of high error trials is accompa-
nied by novelty-induced encoding of the spatial configuration, which contains only 
a subset of the information available during encoding. 
Whereas Banner et al. (2011) found that Met carriers compared to Val homozy-
gotes activate the caudate nucleus more strongly during late encoding and retrieval, 
we observed that the left caudate nucleus was activated more strongly by Val ho-
mozygotes during retrieval in unexpected objects trials, in which participants were 
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expecting a shadow trial. This could be related to different strategy use by the geno-
type groups. The caudate nucleus is associated with stimulus-response learning, in 
which a stimulus is consistently associated with a correct response (Iaria et al., 2003; 
Packard & McGaugh, 1996). In support of this suggestion, Val homozygotes and 
Met carriers have been shown to use different navigational strategies (Banner et al., 
2011). However, we only observed genotype differences independent of performance 
in one retrieval condition, arguing against a consistent use of different strategies by 
the genotype groups. Also, the task used in the fMRI study by Banner et al. (2011) and 
the current one differ considerably, meaning further research investigating the role 
of BDNF on caudate nucleus functioning in spatial tasks is necessary.
The behavioral part of the study reported by Banner et al. (2011) showed that the 
amount of Met alleles someone carries predicts the spontaneous use of a non-spatial 
strategy in a virtual maze task. The use of such a non-spatial strategy predicts worse 
performance on a wayfinding task in a more realistic virtual town (Etchamendy & 
Bohbot, 2007), suggesting BDNF might affect the ability to create a cognitive map of 
places in an environment. The environment in our task is relatively simple and we 
did not observe performance differences between our genotype groups. Therefore, it 
could be that, in a more complex spatial environment, the less efficient hippocampal 
processing of Met carriers cannot be compensated by increased hippocampal activa-
tion in order to perform equally well (Dennis et al., 2011; van Wingen et al., 2010). 
Future studies should investigate the influence of the BDNF gene in more large-scale 
virtual and real environments.
Several factors can complicate the interpretation of genetic differences in func-
tional imaging studies. For example, significant between-group neural activity 
differences might be confounded by anatomical differences related to genotype. 
To ensure our results in left hippocampus were not affected by the observed trend 
towards volumetric differences in the left hippocampus between BDNF groups, we 
controlled for this in our analysis. Furthermore, brain activation differences be-
tween genotype groups in the absence of memory performance differences in those 
groups are problematic to interpret, because fewer participants are required in im-
aging genetics studies to have sufficient statistical power to observe an effect than in 
behavioral genetics studies (Rasch et al., 2010). We addressed this concern by add-
ing performance on the conditions under investigation as covariates to our analyses, 
which did not affect the outcomes.
The present study is, to our knowledge, the first to demonstrate that the BDNF 
Val66Met polymorphism plays a role in the successful encoding of object locations. 
Diverse results have been found for BDNF in imaging studies. The results presented 
here are most in line with a compensation account for Met carriers. In the absence 
of memory performance differences, Met carriers showed increased hippocampal 
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activation during successful encoding. These effects could not be accounted for by 
subtle non-significant differences in memory performance or differences in gray 
matter volume between our genetic groups. These results provide valuable insights 
into the genetic contributions to spatial memory encoding in the brain.
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The aim of the work described in this thesis was to gain more insight into the neu-
ral underpinnings of how the brain stores and retrieves information about objects 
that are relevant for navigation. A second research question was how individual 
differences can influence the way the brain processes spatial information and how 
structural changes relate to navigational abilities. To this end, we conducted several 
studies, the results of which are described in this thesis. In Chapter 2, we addressed 
the question of how the neural marking of objects relevant for navigation is estab-
lished. Furthermore, we looked at how resting state functional connectivity changed 
as a result of spatial learning and how these changes are related to individual differ-
ences in navigational ability. In Chapter 3, we looked at anatomical differences in the 
brain that are related to navigational abilities. Chapter 4 focused on how the brain 
encodes and retrieves locations based on different spatial cues, i.e., when relying on 
single landmarks or configurations of landmarks. Finally, Chapter 5 investigated how 
a genetic factor, a single nucleotide polymorphism of the BDNF gene (Val66Met), 
can influence spatial encoding and retrieval. In this chapter, we discuss the main 
findings and draw conclusions.
Main findings
The role of objects relevant for navigation
The aim of Chapter 2 was to gain more insight into the mechanisms involved in pro-
cessing navigationally relevant information during learning and retrieval, as well 
as during pre- and post-learning rest. Participants viewed a route through a virtual 
environment in the scanner. By time-locking brain responses to the moment each 
object was viewed, we found that the posterior parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) is ac-
tivated more strongly for objects placed at decision point compared to non-decision 
point objects, meaning that objects relevant for navigation are marked upon view-
ing them. This region overlapped with a region which is activated more strongly for 
decision point objects than non-decision point objects during a recognition task of 
objects previously seen in the environment.
The objects used in Chapter 2 were positional cues, each one indicating a unique 
location on the sequence of a to-be-remembered route. These findings point to sever-
al roles that proximal objects (objects that are within the action radius of a navigator 
in an environment) can play and how these roles are supported by the brain. The 
decision point effect in the PHG in Chapter 2 during encoding was immediately es-
tablished, as well as observed during retrieval. These findings suggest that the PHG 
represents the spatial context of objects that may be used as landmarks. This find-
ing supports the proposal that the PHG represents general context (Bar & Aminoff, 
2003), and the degree to which objects evoke a sense of surrounding space (Mullally 
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& Maguire, 2011). Recent research suggests that PHG responses can be explained by 
relatively low-level features of images, such as high spatial frequencies in the image 
(Rajimehr et al., 2011), the complexity of an image (Chai et al., 2010) or the relative 
distance to the nearest boundary in an image (Kravitz, Peng, & Baker, 2011). Could 
the decision point effect we observed then be the result of the PHG encoding low-
level visual features of the visual surroundings of a landmark, e.g., the higher spatial 
frequencies in the visual input when viewing a decision point? Although we found 
that empty decision points activated the PHG more than empty non-decision points 
did during encoding, suggesting that low-level features influenced PHG responses, 
other studies suggest that this particular area is also involved in higher-level pro-
cesses. A recent study showed a linear increase in PHG for combined ratings of an 
object’s permanence, as well as for combined ratings of navigational utility, sense 
of surrounding space, size and portability (Auger, Mullally, & Maguire, 2012). Fur-
thermore, the PHG seems to specifically represent objects containing unambiguous 
information that can be used for navigation, showing no responses to objects placed 
twice at a decision point (Janzen & Jansen, 2010). These findings are hard to explain 
solely in terms of low-level visual features.
The way in which a single landmark or a configuration of landmarks aids navi-
gation was investigated in Chapter 4. While lying in the scanner, participants 
performed a short-term spatial memory task by navigating in an open-field virtual 
environment. In each trial, participants navigated towards a clearly visible target ob-
ject. During encoding, three distinct positional cues (columns) with directional cues 
(shadows) were available. During retrieval, the invisible target had to be placed back 
on the same location in the environment, and the presence of type of cue was ma-
nipulated. In the so-called objects trials, two of the three columns without shadows 
were available, providing configural information of the position of two objects. In 
the shadow trials only one object with a shadow was available, providing positional 
information for one object plus directional information. Participants were informed 
in blocks about which type of retrieval trial was most likely to occur, thereby mod-
ulating expectations of having to rely on a single landmark or on a configuration 
of landmarks. During objects encoding trials, participants therefore expected two 
of the three columns without shadows to be available during the subsequent re-
trieval phase. In shadow encoding trials, participants expected a single column 
with a shadow to be available during retrieval. We found that the hippocampus was 
involved in encoding when relying on configurations of landmarks, whereas the 
caudate nucleus was involved in encoding when relying on single landmarks. These 
findings suggest that he hippocampus encodes geometries formed by configuration 
of landmarks, similar to findings implicating the hippocampus in the processing 
of boundaries (Bird et al., 2010; O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996). In contrast, our findings 
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suggest that the caudate nucleus stores separate landmark-goal vectors in a stimu-
lus-response manner. The caudate is implicated both in using landmarks as beacons, 
indicating a specific target location, as well as using landmarks as associative cues, 
indicating a specific response with the landmark serving as a cue, such as when fol-
lowing a route in an egocentric way (e.g., to turn left at the record store; Hartley et 
al., 2003) and when encoding targets relative to a single landmark in an allocen-
tric way (e.g., to walk 30 meters west from the lighthouse; Doeller, King, & Burgess, 
2008). The caudate nucleus was also activated during incongruent objects retrieval 
trials, when participants expected they would see a single positional cue. This re-
sembled activation during shadow encoding trials, suggesting that they still relied 
on the representations encoded in this area. Additionally, in keeping with earlier 
findings on successful spatial memory in allocentric tasks in virtual environments, 
we found evidence that good between-participant performance was predicted by 
right hippocampal activation. For congruent objects retrieval trials, the precuneus 
and bilateral parietal regions were activated more strongly than for congruent shad-
ow retrieval trials. This is in line with findings that these regions are involved in the 
updating of object locations in the environment with respect to the viewer. Congru-
ent shadow retrieval trials compared to congruent objects trials revealed activation 
in bilateral insula, pre- and postcentral gyrus, mPFC/anterior cingulate and visual 
regions. The insula, part of the vestibular cortex, has been implicated in imagined 
movement of the self (Lambrey et al., 2012). This suggests that spatial updating of a 
configuration of objects with respect to a new body location is performed by inter-
nally updating external object locations, whereas updating a single object location 
with respect to a new body location is performed by internally updating one’s own 
location. Therefore, our findings fit well with encoding accounts related to single 
landmarks and configurations of landmarks, as well as with retrieval accounts of 
imagined movement of the self and of external objects.
The different contributions of these nodes in the navigation network to landmark 
encoding observed in the studies in Chapter 2 and 4 are discussed next. It is diffi-
cult to directly compare the findings in these chapters for a number of reasons. First, 
the contrasts used to assess landmark utilization differ between Chapters 2 and 4. In 
Chapter 2, encoding of navigationally relevance of landmarks was manipulated (at 
decision versus non-decision points). In Chapter 4, expectancy of availability of cue 
type during retrieval was manipulated. Therefore, encoding based on a landmark’s 
expected navigational relevance was investigated in Chapter 2, whereas encoding based 
on expected landmark availability was investigated in Chapter 4. Second, the para-
digms used in Chapter 2 and 4 differ in terms of the type of environment. In Chapter 
2, a maze-like environment was used and participants were instructed to remember 
the route taken, whereas Chapter 4 used an open field environment, in which par-
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ticipants were required to learn a target location in an allocentric manner. Route 
memory can be stored in a more egocentric manner, which would be consistent with 
the PHG findings in Chapter 2, since PHG representations seem to be rather view-
point-dependent (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Epstein, Higgins, & Thompson-Schill, 2005; 
Park & Chun, 2009). Third, Chapter 2 employed a passive viewing task, whereas 
Chapter 4 required active navigation. A recent study found that passive viewing in an 
environment activated PHG, whereas active exploration activated the hippocampus 
(Kaplan et al., 2012). A possible reason for the difference in the observed networks 
during memory encoding in the two studies is the greater emphasis on remember-
ing landmarks in their spatial context (a route) in Chapter 2 versus the requirement 
to process the spatial relationships of the target and the landmarks in Chapter 4. Fi-
nally, the task in Chapter 4 was a working memory task, whereas participants in the 
study described in Chapter 2 were instructed to form a longer-lasting memory of the 
environment and the landmarks contained in it. This might have lead the partici-
pants in the different studies to adopt different encoding strategies. Nevertheless, 
spatial working memory navigation tasks have been found to activate the hippocam-
pus, parahippocampal gyrus and caudate nucleus (Baumann, Chan, & Mattingley, 
2010), casting doubt on previous proposals that these regions are invoked only by 
longer-term memory requirements (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2002). Moreover, en-
coding differences could be have arisen from the large number of unique landmarks 
presented in Chapter 2, as opposed to the same landmarks being available on every 
trial in Chapter 4.
Based on the studies described in chapters 2 and 4, we can conclude that the brain 
utilizes landmarks to enable successful navigation in different ways, based on future 
navigational relevance and expected availability. Encoding of landmarks relevant 
for navigation immediately invokes the PHG. During retrieval of landmarks in ab-
sence of their spatial context, landmarks that can be useful for navigation are still 
marked as such by the PHG. In a spatial working memory task, when the precise 
location of a target needs to be encoded relative to a single landmark expected to be 
available later, the caudate nucleus is involved more strongly. By contrast, the hip-
pocampus is more involved when this precise location needs to be encoded based on 
a configuration of landmarks expected to be available later. During retrieval, a more 
extended network was activated, which previously have been associated with net-
works involved in updating one’s own viewpoint in space or in the internal updating 
of object locations within a scene.
Individual differences in brain function and structure
What brain processes cause someone to be a good navigator? In Chapter 2, we com-
pared functional connectivity between the PHG and other parts of the brain in a 
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resting state scan following learning with such a scan preceding learning. We show 
that crosstalk between the PHG and the hippocampus is positively related to par-
ticipant’s self-reported navigational ability. The hippocampus is a region associated 
with the allocentric representation of one’s environment, providing a navigator 
with a cognitive map. On the other hand, learning-induced crosstalk between PHG 
and the caudate nucleus, a region associated with response-based navigational 
strategies, was correlated negatively with navigation ability. Our results suggest a 
relationship between navigational ability and a neural preference for a specific type 
of spatial representation.
In Chapter 3, we investigated anatomical differences in gray and white matter that 
contribute to self-reported navigational ability. Previous research has shown that 
humans have a good awareness of their own navigational abilities, making self-re-
ports a feasible way to capture these large-scale spatial abilities (Hegarty et al., 2006; 
2002). Gray matter density was compared between a group of good and bad naviga-
tors using voxel-based morphometry (VBM), as were regional volumes and fractional 
anisotropy (FA) values. We observed a trend towards higher gray matter (GM) den-
sity in right anterior parahippocampal/rhinal cortex for good versus bad navigators. 
Good male navigators showed significantly higher GM in right hippocampus than 
bad male navigators. Conversely, when comparing white matter FA values obtained 
with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), bad navigators showed increased FA values in 
the internal capsule (the white matter bundle closest to the caudate nucleus) and 
a trend towards higher GM in the caudate nucleus. Furthermore, caudate nucleus 
volume correlated negatively with navigational ability. These convergent findings 
across imaging modalities support the idea that the caudate nucleus and the medial 
temporal lobes are involved in different wayfinding strategies. Specifically, the find-
ings suggest that bad navigators rely more on caudate nucleus stimulus-response 
representations. On the other hand, good navigational abilities seem to be support-
ed by hippocampal white matter integrity and hippocampal and parahippocampal 
gray matter differences that support the formation and use of cognitive maps.
Previous neuroimaging work has shown that good navigators have representa-
tions in posterior PHG that are more location-specific and viewpoint-invariant 
(Epstein et al., 2005). Furthermore, responses to landmark objects learned a day 
before scanning were stronger compared to landmarks learned on the day of scan-
ning (Janzen, Jansen, & van Turennout, 2008), suggesting that a consolidation 
advantage for landmarks might underlie better navigational abilities. Additionally, 
compared to bad navigators, good navigators activated regions containing head di-
rection cells more for landmarks that were judged to be the most permanent (Auger 
et al., 2012). Good navigational skills may therefore be related to the ability to use the 
most stable landmarks for orientation. Our findings add to this knowledge that good 
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navigators show increased learning-induced connectivity between the PHG and the 
hippocampus, suggesting landmark information is combined with the cognitive 
map representations in this region. Anatomically, good navigators (especially males) 
showed increased GM density in right hippocampus and anterior parahippocampal 
gyrus, regions in which place and grid cells have been found. Therefore, good navi-
gational skills seem to be supported by better learning-induced connectivity to and 
increased local GM in medial temporal lobe regions that underlie allocentric spa-
tial representations. Bad navigators, on the other hand, have a higher GM density in 
caudate nucleus and WM microstructure surrounding the caudate nucleus, suggest-
ing more efficient neuronal communication with this region. This is in line with the 
finding that participants that consistently use a caudate-dependent response strat-
egy in a simple maze show the worst navigation performance in a large-scale virtual 
town (Etchamendy & Bohbot, 2007). Also, higher post- compared to pre-learning 
connectivity between the PHG and the caudate in bad navigators suggest landmark 
information is combined with the response-based representations in this area.
 Genetic variations between individuals exert a large amount of influence over 
human memory capacity (McClearn et al., 1997). Genes coding for BDNF, a member 
of the neurotrophin family of growth factors, is involved in learning and memory 
(Bekinschtein et al., 2008). Although it has previously been shown that inhibition of 
this gene in the hippocampus impairs spatial working memory in rodents (Mizuno 
et al., 2000), the effect of a naturally occurring variant of the BDNF gene (Val66Met) 
on human spatial working memory remained unknown. The Met allele of this gene 
is associated with reduced activity-induced BDNF secretion. Chapter 5 investigated 
the influence of this gene on encoding and retrieval in the working memory task 
that was also used in Chapter 4. Whereas no differences between genetic groups in 
task performance or time to complete the navigation tasks were observed, the im-
aging results showed that Met carriers compared to Val homozygotes activate the 
left hippocampus more during successful object location memory encoding. These 
results indicate that BDNF genotype affects memory encoding during spatial navi-
gation, suggesting that lower levels of BDNF in the hippocampus results in less 
efficient spatial memory processing. This could point to a compensatory mechanism 
in Met allele carriers, where increased neural processing in hippocampus is required 
to equal memory performance compared to Val homozygotes.
Conclusion
The studies reported in this dissertation provide more insight in landmark process-
ing in the brain and the neural correlates of individual differences in spatial abilities. 
We show that the neural marking of objects relevant for navigation occurs imme-
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diately upon viewing these objects for the first time. In a spatial working memory 
task, the hippocampus and the caudate nucleus are differentially activated based 
on the spatial cues expected to be available during retrieval. We also found differ-
ences between genotype groups in this task: carriers of a Met allele of the Met66Val 
BDNF SNP compared to Val homozygotes showed activity that predicted better 
performance in left hippocampus. Individual differences in navigational ability pre-
dicted the amount of learning-induced functional connectivity with the posterior 
parahippocampal gyrus, where better navigational abilities were related to more 
connectivity to the hippocampus and to less connectivity with the caudate nucleus. 
Anatomical differences related to navigational abilities were also observed, with 
higher caudate nucleus volume and better white matter microstructure surrounding 
the caudate for bad navigators. Good navigators showed more gray matter density in 
the medial temporal lobes in regions associated with cognitive map representations.
To conclude, the work presented in this dissertation provides insight into the neu-
ral processing of landmarks common across humans. On the other hand, it is shown 
that individual differences in navigational abilities are related to functional connec-
tions and anatomical variations, highlighting the importance to investigate these 
differences in spatial cognition.
Future research
While this research was conducted, several studies have been published by others 
that shed light on the neural basis of object processing and individual differences 
in the neural processes underlying spatial cognition. Combined with the findings in 
this dissertation, this opens up possible avenues for future research.
One clear issue to be addressed is the nature of landmark representations in the 
posterior parahippocampal gyrus. Landmark object properties that are represent-
ed in the PHG seem to be an amalgam of navigational utility, size, portability and 
stability, but not general context (Auger et al., 2012; Mullally & Maguire, 2011). In 
order to elucidate the contributions of each of these landmark properties, studies 
are necessary in which these properties are experimentally controlled. Similar to the 
experiment described in Chapter 2, virtual environments could be created contain-
ing landmarks with independently manipulated navigational utility, size, portability 
and stability.
In light of the functional and anatomical brain differences between good and bad 
navigators reported in Chapters 2 and 3, the question arises whether these naviga-
tional abilities are stable traits or whether they can be trained. A longitudinal study 
looking into anatomical changes occurring as a result of learning the spatial layout 
of the streets of London suggests that acquiring spatial knowledge can drive ana-
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tomical changes in brain areas relevant for navigation (Woollett & Maguire, 2011). 
An interesting question is whether this knowledge transfers to new environments; 
does one become a generally better navigator after an intense period of spatial 
knowledge training?
Related to the findings in Chapter 5, future research is necessary to determine the 
nature of activation differences in the medial temporal lobes between BDNF Val-
66Met groups. The reduced activation of the medial temporal lobe structures by Met 
carriers in previous studies was often accompanied by reduced performance in this 
group. Our findings, together with those in other recent studies (Dennis et al., 2011; 
van Wingen et al., 2010), show higher activity in Met carriers in these structures, in 
the absence of performance differences. Future studies should investigate whether 
this is a compensatory mechanism and what the influence of the type of memory 
task is.
More research into the neural processes underlying successful navigation will 
help in understanding this vital memory system and possibly other memory sys-
tems. More insight into the individual differences in these processes could also 
contribute to the development of methods to improve our navigational abilities.
6
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Herinner je de eerste keer dat je in de stad kwam waar je nu woont? Waarschijnlijk 
had je een plattegrond nodig om de weg naar je bestemming te vinden. Vermoedelijk 
moest je regelmatig stoppen om te controleren of je je daadwerkelijk op de plek op de 
kaart bevond waar je dacht dat je was. Tegenwoordig kun je waarschijnlijk goed de 
weg vinden in deze stad, zonder dat dit je enige moeite lijkt te kosten. 
Bij bijna alles wat we doen hebben we aanknopingspunten in onze omgeving no-
dig. Het hebben van een geheugen voor de ruimte om ons heen is dan ook onmisbaar 
om te kunnen overleven. Gelukkig biedt onze omgeving ons veel informatie die we 
kunnen gebruiken bij het navigeren. Denk hierbij aan nabije oriëntatiepunten (een 
brievenbus), oriëntatiepunten op enige afstand (een torenspits), op grote afstand (de 
zon) of de indeling van de omgeving (een T-splitsing). Ons brein stelt ons in staat 
om deze oriëntatiepunten te gebruiken, te herinneren en ze te combineren met in-
formatie over onze beweging om zodoende te onthouden waar we ons in de ruimte 
bevinden.
Het eerste doel van het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift beschreven staat, is het 
krijgen van meer inzicht in hoe ons brein informatie over voorwerpen die kunnen 
helpen bij navigatie daadwerkelijk opslaat en herinnert. Maakt het brein onder-
scheid tussen een brievenbus die vlak bij een kruising staat en één die halverwege 
een doorgaande straat staat? Het andere doel betreft het onderzoeken van de oorza-
ken van de verschillen in navigatievaardigheid tussen mensen. Sommige mensen 
kunnen al na één keer meerijden in de auto een route uit zichzelf terugvinden, terwijl 
anderen hun hele leven een plattegrond nodig blijven hebben in hun eigen stad. Hoe 
hangt het verschil in deze vaardigheden samen met hoe het brein ruimtelijke infor-
matie verwerkt? En is er een samenhang met de anatomie van de hersenen, d.w.z. 
hoe de hersenen zijn ingericht?
In het eerste experimentele hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 2) hebben we onderzocht hoe de 
hersenen informatie over oriëntatiepunten opslaan en later weer herinneren. Proef-
personen in deze studie leerden aan de hand van een video een aantal routes in een 
virtueel museum, waarbij hen verteld werd dat ze de zowel de route als de museum-
stukken moesten onthouden om later een rondleiding te kunnen geven. Met behulp 
van fMRI werd de hersenactiviteit tijdens het leren van deze routes in kaart gebracht. 
Tegelijkertijd bestudeerden we met behulp van een eye tracker waar de proefpersonen 
in de video naar keken. Deze informatie hebben we gebruikt om te bepalen wanneer 
mensen naar de museumstukken keken. Door dit te combineren met de metingen 
in de hersenen konden we, op het moment van het werpen van de eerste blik, ver-
gelijken welke hersengebieden betrokken zijn bij het opslaan van voorwerpen die 
vanwege hun locatie behulpzaam kunnen zijn bij navigatie ten opzichte van voor-
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werpen die qua locatie niet behulpzaam zijn. Het hersengebied de parahippocampale 
gyrus (PHG) bleek zowel bij het opslaan als bij het herinneren van deze voorwerpen 
betrokken te zijn. Dit geeft aan dat dit hersengebied voorwerpen die nuttig kunnen 
zijn voor navigatie bij de eerste blik direct als zodanig markeert. Vervolgens heb-
ben we onderzocht hoe de PHG deze geleerde informatie in een rustperiode na het 
leren verwerkt. Daarvoor hebben we de communicatie van dit hersengebied met 
andere hersengebieden vergeleken, waarbij we vooral geïnteresseerd waren hoe dit 
verschilde tussen goede en slechte navigators. Hoe goed iemands navigatievaardig-
heid is, hebben we bepaald aan de hand van een vragenlijst. Eerder onderzoek heeft 
laten zien dat de score op deze vragenlijst sterk samenhangt met navigatievaardig-
heid in zowel virtuele als echte omgevingen. De communicatie tussen de PHG en de 
hippocampus nam toe naarmate mensen betere navigators waren. De hippocampus 
is een hersengebied waarvan bekend is dat informatie over de ruimtelijke omgeving 
er als op een kaart wordt opgeslagen. Aan de andere kant nam ook de communicatie 
tussen de PHG en het striatum toe naarmate mensen slechtere navigators waren. Het 
striatum is een hersengebied dat betrokken is bij vaste reacties, zoals elke ochtend 
rechts afslaan bij het passeren van dat standbeeld bij dat ene kruispunt. Het lijkt er 
dus op dat navigatievaardigheid samenhangt met de voorkeur in het brein voor de 
manier waarop ruimtelijke informatie wordt opgeslagen.
In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we de relatie tussen navigatievermogen en hersenanatomie 
verder onderzocht. Hiervoor hebben we gekeken naar verschillen in de concentratie 
grijze stof in het brein en naar het totale volume van twee hersengebieden: de hippo-
campus en de nucleus caudatus in het striatum. Daarnaast keken we naar de sterkte 
van wittestofbanen (de communicatiekanalen tussen hersengebieden) met behulp 
van diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). We vergeleken hiervoor groepen van goede en 
slechte navigators. De resultaten suggereerden dat goede navigators een hogere 
grijzestofconcentratie hadden in een deel van de PHG dat richting de voorkant van 
het brein ligt. Als we alleen naar mannen keken, hadden goede navigators een ho-
gere concentratie grijze stof in de rechter hippocampus dan slechte navigators. Aan 
de andere kant zagen we sterkere wittestofbanen rondom de nucleus caudatus bij 
slechte navigators vergeleken met goede. Ook was het totale volume van de nucleus 
caudatus groter bij slechte ten opzichte van goede navigators. Deze resultaten onder-
steunen het idee dat de mediale temporale cortex, waarvan de PHG en de hippocampus 
onderdeel zijn, en het striatum betrokken zijn bij het verwerken van verschillende 
soorten ruimtelijke informatie. De resultaten suggereren dat slechte navigators 
meer dan goede navigators steunen op de informatie in het striatum, wat zich uit 
in vaste reacties. Daarentegen wijzen de verschillen in grijzestofconcentraties in de 
hippocampus en parahippocampale gyrus erop dat goede navigatievaardigheden sa-
menhangen met de totstandkoming en het gebruik van een interne cognitieve kaart.
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In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we met behulp van een ruimtelijke-werkgeheugentaak on-
derzocht hoe het brein op basis van verschillende ruimtelijke informatie locaties 
opslaat en herinnert. Terwijl proefpersonen in de scanner lagen, voerden ze een 
navigatietaak in een eenvoudige virtuele open ruimte uit met enkele voorwerpen 
zonder muren of oriëntatiepunten in de verte. Tijdens de leerfase liepen proefperso-
nen naar een doellocatie toe. In de herinnerfase begonnen ze in dezelfde omgeving 
op een andere locatie en moesten ze naar de herinnerde locatie van het doel lopen. 
Door op een knop te drukken gaven ze aan dat ze daar naar hun mening aangekomen 
waren. Tijdens de leerfase van de taak bestond deze omgeving uit drie verschillende 
gekleurde kolommen, waarover een onzichtbare zon schaduwen wierp. In de herin-
nerfase werden de ruimtelijke informatiebronnen weggehaald: er waren ofwel nog 
twee kolommen zónder schaduw of één kolom mét schaduw aanwezig. Dit betekent 
dat in deze beide situaties de proefpersoon de minimale informatie kreeg die nodig 
was om zich opnieuw te kunnen oriënteren. De proefpersonen kregen aan de start 
van elk blok te horen welke van deze twee situaties het meest waarschijnlijk was. 
Hierdoor kregen de proefpersonen verschillende verwachtingen van de beschikba-
re informatie tijdens de herinnerfase over de opstelling van objecten ten opzichte 
van elkaar of over enkele objecten en de richting van de schaduwen. Dit verschil in 
verwachtingen van later beschikbare informatie leidde tot verschillen in hersenacti-
viteit tijdens de leerfase. Wanneer proefpersonen verwachtten dat ze later enkel de 
opstelling van twee voorwerpen (zonder schaduwen) konden gebruiken, was tijdens 
de leerfase de hippocampus actiever. Wanneer ze verwachtten een enkel voorwerp 
met schaduw te moeten gaan gebruiken, werd de nucleus caudatus in het striatum 
geactiveerd. Deze resultaten zijn in lijn met eerdere studies, waarin gevonden werd 
dat de nucleus caudatus betrokken is bij het leren van locaties met behulp van een 
enkel voorwerp in de ruimte, terwijl de hippocampus meer betrokken was bij het 
leren van locaties ten opzichte van de grenzen van een ruimte (zoals muren). 
In hoofdstuk 5 is gekeken naar genetische verschillen tussen mensen in de ma-
nier waarop het brein ruimtelijke informatie opslaat. Eerder onderzoek heeft 
aangetoond dat genetische verschillen een groot deel van de variatie tussen mensen 
in bijvoorbeeld geheugencapaciteit kunnen verklaren. Een voorbeeld van genen die 
van invloed zijn op leren en geheugen zijn de genen die coderen voor BDNF. Dit is 
een zenuwcelstimulerende factor die van belang is voor het overleven van neuronen, 
onder andere in de hippocampus. Veel kennis over de functie van BDNF komt van 
onderzoek in knaagdieren, maar ook uit onderzoek in mensen blijkt dat Val66Met, 
een natuurlijke variant van het gen dat codeert voor BDNF, van invloed is op geheu-
genprocessen. Dragers van de Met-variant van dit gen hebben namelijk een lagere 
expressie van BDNF als gevolg van hersenactiviteit in de hippocampus dan dragers 
van ValVal, de andere variant. Vergelijkingen tussen deze twee groepen tijdens 
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geheugentaken in eerdere studies hebben tegenstrijdige resultaten opgeleverd. 
Sommige geheugenstudies vonden in Met-dragers lagere hippocampusactiviteit 
tijdens het succesvol opslaan en herinneren. Dit ging echter ook vaak gepaard met 
slechter geheugen voor Met-dragers. Enkele recente studies vonden echter hogere 
hippocampusactiviteit tijdens het succesvol opslaan en herinneren tijdens een 
geheugentaak voor Met-dragers. In deze studies werd echter geen verschil in geheu-
genprestaties tussen de genetische groepen gevonden. Of dit BDNF-gen ook invloed 
heeft op een ruimtelijke-werkgeheugentaak bij mensen was echter onbekend. Om 
deze vraag te beantwoorden hebben we groepen Met-dragers en ValVal-dragers ge-
selecteerd. Zij voerden de werkgeheugentaak uit die ook in hoofdstuk 4 gebruikt 
is. We vonden geen verschil tussen de twee groepen in hun prestatie op de taak, de 
tijd die ze gebruikten om de taak te voltooien of in de afgelegde afstand. Vervolgens 
vergeleken we de hersenactiviteit tussen de leerfases waarin proefpersonen de doel-
locatie succesvol hadden onthouden (waarin de afstand tussen de gekozen locatie 
en de daadwerkelijke locatie klein was) en die waarin de doellocatie minder suc-
cesvol was onthouden (waarin de fout bij terugplaatsing groter was). Met-dragers 
bleken de linker hippocampus meer te activeren tijdens succesvolle leerfases dan 
tijdens onsuccesvolle leerfases, terwijl ValVal-dragers dit verschil niet lieten zien. 
Deze resultaten wijzen erop dat het BDNF-genotype positieve invloed heeft op ge-
heugenopslag tijdens een ruimtelijke navigatietaak. Lagere BDNF-niveaus in de 
Met-dragers lijken te zorgen voor minder efficiënte verwerking van ruimtelijk ge-
heugen. Dit zou kunnen wijzen op een compensatiemechanisme in Met-dragers, die 
meer neurale verwerking in de hippocampus nodig hebben om vergelijkbare geheu-
genprestaties te krijgen als ValVal-dragers.
Conclusie
De studies die beschreven worden in dit proefschrift geven ons meer inzicht in hoe 
het brein oriëntatiepunten verwerkt en in de oorzaken van verschillen in navigatie-
vaardigheid tussen mensen. We vonden verschillen in hersenactivatie tijdens het 
leren en herinneren van routes en locaties in een open ruimte. De communicatie 
tussen hersengebieden in rust na het leren bleek samen te hangen met navigatie-
vaardigheid. Ook waren er verschillen in witte en grijze stof in de hersengebieden 
die met deze vaardigheid samenhangen. Ten slotte beschrijven we welke verschillen 
in hersenactiviteit die succesvol onthouden voorspelt we hebben gevonden tussen 
twee groepen van mensen met een verschil in genen. Deze resultaten onderstre-
pen dat het belangrijk is om verschillen in ruimtelijke vermogen tussen mensen te 
onderzoeken.
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